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On April 18th, 2018 the International School of Tianjin (IST) hosted its inaugural Career Fair. The
school is globally recognized as an important academic institution that offers an inclusive learning
system to its diverse student body, and boasts of an eclectic faculty.
This event served as a platform to provide students an opportunity to listen to guest speakers
from various established professions. It was the result of months of team work and good planning,
led by IST’s energetic and forward-looking Advancement and Communications team (headed
by Amrita Singh & supported by Frances Tschoepel). They were in collaboration with the senior
administration of the school including Director Steve Moody, Secondary Principal Michael Conway
and Counseling Department’s Lee Sterling III.
We were impressed by the event results, wherein supportive parents from the school’s Parent
Faculty Organization (PFO) were also very helpful in contacting potential guest speakers in the
community, and a lot of staff and students contributed to make this a success.
Guest speakers provided a valuable insight as to what education and skills are needed for their
chosen careers. During our participation in this event, we interviewed some of the experts to share
their thoughts, struggles, and decisions in choosing a career. You can read the complete article in
the cover story of this month.
I am sure you will find the rest of articles presented this month as being equally interesting, and we
hope you enjoy them while finding them useful for your life.
Don’t forget to visit our website www.tianjinplus.com and follow us on our official Wechat account
(ID: tianjin_plus) for more articles and information.
Best wishes,
Sandy Moore
Managing Editor | Tianjin Plus Magazine
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Olympic Tower
No.104, Chengdu Road
Heping District, Tianjin
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Tel: +86 22 2334 5716
Opening: 7:00 - 22:00

GANG GANG
Bread & Wine
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DELIVERY
It's Free over 100RMB!
ࢵଋҫҲଟો͠
Delivery can be made everyday
Order one day earlier until 14:00am
We accept orders by e-mail or Wechat

E-mail: delivery@gangxgang.com
Wechat: yushengsensen
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Swan Lake – Russian State Ballet
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:OSK 19:30
<KT[K Tianjin Jinwan Grand
Theater םࡱࡱמӽஓ
6XOIK 100 - 880
:KR  +86 22 2321 9966
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Antonio Andrade: Mi Carmen Flamenca
ੋࣀ࢟ঢӮнۿږୈۇ৮式֜澦ԩୈ澧

Romeo & Juliette
ࡄ੶কӀஉШӼ澦ࠍؤЉ㬃▢澧

9GZ

:OSK 19:30

<KT[K Cadillac Arena,
,XO
69 Fuxing Lu, Beijing
ӜଗܞұИڶԽм㲐ߠѽਃௗ
6XOIK 280 -1280
:KR +86 10 8822 8066
Fall Out Boy Tour in China 2018
昭سԗцࢇ֊Ѫ

To include your event, email:
editor@tianjinplus.com

:OSK 19:30; 14:30&19:30
<KT[K Concert Hall, Tianjin Grand
Theatre םࡱמӽஓЩԶ
6XOIK 480 - 980
:KR +86 22 8388 2000
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:OSK 19:30
<KT[K Concert Hall, Tianjin Grand
Theatre םࡱמӽஓЩԶ
6XOIK  50 - 380
:KR + 86 22 8388 2000
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:OSK 19:00
<KT[K Tianjin Binhai Show Center
ࢦࢁࢣࡱמਫИ࠱ڶӽԶ
6XOIK 60 - 1480
:OSK 19:00
<KT[K Tianjin Binhai Show Center
ࢦࢁࢣࡱמਫИ࠱ڶӽԶ
6XOIK 60 - 980
Joe Hisaishi and Hayao Miyazaki
Animations Audiovisual Concert
Рऐਫ਼ȕ㉁橣ԇࢉҀռੑխஉШѪ

Piano Recital by Florian Noack, Belgium
ࠢӮࡐږݿଛ،ȕ୲ҰࢮשஉШѪ

German Night in Tianjin 2018
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<KT[K DK1308 Brauhaus Tianjin
૨ڴࠀ֎େⵐ
6XOIK Member: RMB 250
Non-Member: RMB 300
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:KR + 86 22 8388 2000
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Bolshoi Ballet: Le Corsaire
ݯयלӼୢࣩ吳囝৮Ӽ澦ࡢࣵ澧

:OSK 19:00
<KT[K NCPA
2 Xi Chang'an Jie, Beijing
֢ם؟ӽஓ࠱ӽஓ
6XOIK  280-1280

Run To the Beat 2018
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<KT[K Tianjin Grand Hall
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2018 Maksim & His Band Crossover
Piano Concert Tour in Tianjin
பҰੋશࣙଥࣄࢇשѪࡒםॊ

<KT[K Ming Tomb Reservoir, Beijing
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<KT[K Concert Hall, Tianjin
Grand Theatre
םࡱמӽஓЩԶ
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:KR + 86 22 8388 2000
WDR Symphony Orchestra Cologne
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SPECIAL DAYS
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Labour Day

International Nurses Day

Mother's Day

World Baking Day

World No Tobacco Day

For many countries, "Labour Day"
is synonymous with, or linked with,
International Workers' Day, which occurs
on 1 May. Some countries vary the actual
date of their celebrations so that the
holiday occurs on a Monday close to 1
May. Labour Day has its origins in the
labour union movement, specifically
the eight-hour day movement, which
advocated eight hours for work, eight
hours for recreation, and eight hours for
rest.

The International Council of Nurses
(ICN) in the UK has celebrated this day
since 1965. Each year a service is held in
Westminster Abbey in London. During
the Service, a lamp is taken from the
Nurses' Chapel in the abbey and handed
from one nurse to another until it
reaches the Dean, who places it on the
High Altar. This signifies the passing of
knowledge from one nurse to another.
At St. Margaret's Church at East Wellow in
Hampshire, where Florence Nightingale
is buried, a service is also held on the
Sunday after her birthday.

Mother's Day is a celebration honoring
the mother of the family, as well as
motherhood, maternal bonds, and the
influence of mothers in society. It is
annually held on the second Sunday of
May. In the United States, celebration of
Mother's Day began in the early 20th
century. Many people give gifts, cards,
ﬂowers, candy, a meal in a restaurant or
other treats to their mother and mother
ﬁgures, including grandmothers, greatgrandmothers, stepmothers, and foster
mothers.

Spread joy by sharing some sweet
baked treats with your friends and
family. This special day is all about the
fun. Enjoy some quality time baking
with your loved ones and have an even
better time devouring all your hard
work. There’s no better time to break
out that wooden spoon or cookie
cutter. Whether it’s a biscuit, muffins
or a classic cake, World Baking Day is a
great excuse to satisfy your sweet tooth
and treating yourself for the day.

WNTD is observed around the world
every year on 31 May. It is intended
to encourage a 24-hour period of
abstinence from all forms of tobacco
consumption around the globe. The
day is also intended to draw attention
to the w negative health effects of
smoking, which currently leads to
nearly 6 million deaths each year. The
member states of the World Health
Organization (WHO) created World No
Tobacco Day in 1987.
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Riviera Menu Enhancement
@ The St. Regis Tianjin
At Riviera Restaurant we look forward to welcome you to a new dining experience.
Prime steak cuts such as Rib-eye Wagyu Marble 9, Tenderloin Black Angus 200
Days, Striploin Wagyu Marble 7, Tomahawk Angus Marble 2, and Rib-eye Black
Angus prepared by the skilled chefs. Australia Wagyu Beef Rib Eye M9+, Ribeye steaks are more richly marbled than other cuts, making the beef rib steak
incredibly flavorful, juicy and tender. Just one bite, you could feel the butter-like
ÀDYRUDQGXQGHUVWDQGZKDWWKHVXSHULRU:DJ\XJHQHWLFVPHDQV7KHVHUYLFHWHDP
will delight you with unique collection of steak knives in order to enjoy your steak
with your preferred one. Additionally various kinds of salts will enhance your dining
experience.
Date: Start from May 7th, 2018
Venue: Riviera, The St. Regis Tianjin
No. 158, Zhang Zizhong Dao, Heping District
For more information or reservations, please call +86 22 5830 9962.

An Unprecedented Outdoor Experience
@ Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin
Enjoy a sweet and fresh escape in the heart of Tianjin at Aria on 9 Sky
Garden of Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin. Find it the ideal pop up venue with
refreshing dining and drinking offerings and stunning view in elegant and
stylish settings. A globally inspired a la carte menu features garden canapés,
grilled seafood and meats, and exquisite dessert, pairing with distinctive
Four Seasons signature cocktails, crafted beers, selected wines and garden
soft drinks.
Price: BBQ Party Package: From RMB 258+15% for 4 to 6 persons
Corporate BBQ Party: From RMB 428+15% per person for decent gathering of 50 persons and above
Date: Until October 31st, 2018
Venue: 9F, Aria on 9, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin,138 Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
For more details about the above new, please contact Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin at +86 22 2716 6264 / 6688.

"Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand" Food Festival
#3DQ3DFL¿F7LDQMLQ
3DQ3DFL¿F7LDQMLQ¶V7KDL&KHIKDVSUHVHQWHGWKHIXOORI6RXWKHDVW$VLDQVW\OHRIZDUPUHOD[DWLRQDQGFKDUPLQJ
interpretation. Specified of famous Seafood Tom Yum Goong, Chicken Pandan Leaves, difference kind of
spicy curry cuisine, sweetened Mango Glutinous Rice, mango Pudding, Seafood Congee and Tropicana Fruit
selections. You can enjoy the Singapore, Malaysia and Thai delighted buffet experience with unforgettable at
3DFL¿FD
Price: RMB228net/person (Adult); RMB114net/person (Child)
Three persons and above, each person RMB168nett
Two persons dining, each person RMB178nett
Date: Valid until June 30th, 2018
Time: 18:00 – 21:00
Venue: )3DFL¿FD3DQ3DFL¿F7LDQMLQ
No. 1 Zhang Zi Zhong Road, Hong Qiao District
For more information or reservations, please call +86 22 5863 8888.
12
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Newly Launched Market Brunch
@ The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin
The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin has newly launched the “Market Themed Sunday
Brunch”, which provides guests a fun-filled market journey in the spring
season, allowing children and guests alike to enjoy the best possible time on
6XQGD\V2Q6XQGD\V=(67ZLOOEHFKDQJHGLQWRDIXQ¿OOHGPDUNHWZLWK
fresh food. The Ladies and Gentlemen will give you a spectacular welcome
to start your amazing market journey. There are even multiple themed
activities to enchant both you and your little treasures. To enrich your tasty
journey, Chef Henry Li has introduced a dazzling array of seafood, which
encompasses imported lobsters, whelks, salmon, tuna, Alaskan king crab
legs, steamed crabs, and South America shrimp- all treats to the taste buds of sea-food lovers!
Price: 50% SHUSHUVRQLQFOXGLQJDKDOIOREVWHURQHIUHVKO\VWHDPHGFUDEDQGDQXQOLPLWHGÀRZRI
selected imported wine, local beer and cocktail. (*The above rate is subject to 15% service charge.)
Time: 12:00pm – 2:30pm
Date: Every Sunday
Venue: ZEST, The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin
No. 167 Dagubei Road, Heping District, Tianjin
For more information or reservations, please call + 86 22 5857 8888

Boston Lobster – All You Can Eat!
@ Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel
Enjoy Boston lobster with 2 recipes: steamed Lobster with vermicelli and garlic, grilled lobster with Newburg
sauce and outdoor BBQ station, all you can eat at BLD!
Price: BBQ & seafood dinner buffet RMB498/person
Enjoy special rate RMB 248/person by purchasing dinner buffet voucher.
*The dinner buffet voucher cannot be used with any other discount.

Date: Every Friday and Saturday
Venue: BLD, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel,
No.16 Binshui Dao, Hexi District, Tianjin
For more information and reservation please contact
+86 22 5822 3160/3161

East & West Fusion buffet dinner
@ Radisson Tianjin
Meet at the Radisson Tianjin for an extravagant buffet dinner featuring food such as hot pot, seafood,
Japanese sushi & sashimi, smoked salmon, live cooking stations, succulent desserts to name a few and much
more!
Price: RMB 218* per person
*Subject to 15% service charge.
Time: Daily 6:00 to 9:00 pm
Venue: 1F, Café@66, Radisson Tianjin,
66 Xinkai Road, Hedong District, Tianjin 300011, China.
For more information or reservations, please call
+ 86 22 2457 8888 ext. 3635

May 2018
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There is even a joke about drinking hot water
i n C h i n a a m o n g yo u n g
people, that the only thing
a dumb boyfriend would
say when his girlfriend gets
sick or is feeling bad is,
“drink more hot water”.
Chinese people drinking
hot water can be traced
back throughout Chinese
histor y for thousands
of years. The ancients
used to drink hot, room
temperature, and even
cold water, which has been
found in records dating
back to the Song Dynasty
when people mastered the
technique of keeping ice.

     ߄ۓߧײଋԾࠬ২ޓ੧ङԷͫՕਈ
ѫऽଳஔдୂӣИ֢Զѫͫࡊࢽ҈ݕҿ
ѕ۱߄Զ֨ऀФӹͫѫো҂▲ߞםӎ
ࡊ澞ѸҿؘЉՑީࠬ২澝ޙஸ澝ளࡳͫ
әЧஔдИ֢Фיङ֪Ԛͫୃީ⮽⢨ӎ
ࡊ澞৲ߛИ֢ࣿࡴङ֢יыЭ۟࠴ثٯٯ
ӱЉઆ澞ТͫИ֢ыОэТ࣊⮽ࢽࡊͫ
ީਘՎљߛࡊࢽ⮽ؼը;
     ҿंؘͫйՎїԬࣿߚўЉࡊرͫױ
ࢻڐեӇ⮽ͫबڢйީ੧дࢃࡀͫ߄ы
ઍОࠬࡳࣇࠩךՇֺם䢾䡏ͫ৲И֢Վї
ঝѷङם䡏ەबީؼͫصૻࡁثչՎыࢻ
߄⮽ࡊڐҼ澞ѸީंйٶїСଓͫऩӹଐ
ЉਈؔՎїИ֢ыэТޞҘࡊࢽ⮽ڐ
ङ澞Ր֢ڏͫיФեंй֢࣊ԬࣿԈङ
ݐԈͫ՟ЗߑҼ؆ٗԴࡊڐ҈ݕ䎊ͫࢮ
૱ЇЭ߄ҲોͫࡊڐИ֢ы۵ڐдҶவ
⮽ࢽࡊङޞї澞ЉଋךڮыЉ▲ؔ⮽ࢽ
ࡊͫ৲ީ⮽ࢻڐФեՁݹ⢨дङ⢨गڐ澞
     ֨۩֢ͫ߄▲пشংઢࣾਙީҼйࢽ
ࡊङͫࡁ߅ײՄ۟Љਞ߆ͫȔफअȕ
अՄङ▲ՏȔࡊࢽ⮽ךȕએ߅Մڮ
ࣿࡈͫअ؇ଐЉऽଳਘٜքୌપ୪д澞
     ޗખԷײѾࢦՊͫ⮽ࢽࡊऩӹёީ
ރךםИ֢ыङٯޙЮۛͫ৲ЌёرС
֪չ▲їїИ֢ы恱էߌߛ澞
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omething you may be used to coming from the Western
world is actually commonly found throughout China, and
that is boiling water before drinking it. Yes, Chinese people
love to drink hot water, and they drink it all year round in any
situation, whether they are at home, at work, in restaurants, at
hospitals or even while they are traveling. Actually, many Chinese
people who travel to America are quite pleasantly surprised to see
the looks on peoples’ faces when they ask for hot water in fastfood and sit-down restaurants.
It is really common for Chinese families that every morning, the
mom or wife will prepare hot or warm water for her family to
drink as soon as they get out of bed to help rinse and flush out
their body. If you stay in a hotel in China, you will notice that in
every single room there is a kettle for boiling water, as well as a
few glasses for you drink out of, whereas in Western countries, this
may be a coffee or tea maker, with sugar packets and sometimes
a creamer.

During early age China,
many people found
themselves having diarrhea
after drinking too much
w a te r, w h i c h o f co u r s e
was cold or not previously
heated. After a while, they
gradually began to realize if
they heated the water, they
could avoid upset stomach
and diarrhea. Henceforth,
various medical books
began recommending hot
water as a means of curing
certain stomach issues.
As time went by, Chinese
people realized that heating
the water could actually
k i l l t h e b a c te r i u m t h a t
was making people sick.
Later on, as water-boiling
equipment got better, like
Chinese pottery, hot water
was much more frequently
used, due to better and
more convenient methods
of producing it.
Of course, there are
more reasons as to why
Chinese people like to drink hot water, and these

are not just limited to ancient Chinese medical
histor y. Hundreds of years
ago, poor people in China
could not afford to drink hot
water due to the equipment
and recourse needed.
During the M ing D ynast y,
t h e We s t e r n B a c t e r i o l o g y
Theory was introduced and
"Drinking hot water" was
scientifically supported. The
government then began
promoting drinking hot
water intermittently. After
1949, the year in which the
People's Republic of China
was founded, the government
comprehensively promoted
the idea of drinking hot water.
It was around the mid-1990s
when conditions finally were
sustainable for majority of
Chinese people to have access
to hot water, whether they
lived in urban or rural areas,
rich or poor.
It is really interesting to
look back through histor y
and obser ve the evolution
of modern day culture and
habits among people living in
today’s China. Many people
may not actually understand
why they were brought up
always drinking hot water, and
just be left to accept whatever
explanation was passed down
to them by their parents or
grandparents.
D i f fe re n t g e o gr a p h i c a n d
climate conditions, eating
habits, food diversity and so on,
all have played their part in the
development of what China
has become today. Whether
drinking hot water is actually
something you feel may be
unnecessary or unfamiliar, to
Chinese people, it’s ingrained
into our lifestyle, and most
believe it is key to sustaining a healthy lifestyle.
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The Fastest Hands in Hang
A Talk with Liron Man
An Audio and Visual Spectacle
By Natasha J.

I

sraeli multi-instrumentalist
Liron Man has in recent years
established himself as a pioneer
and master of the HandPan and
Flamenco guitar.

The Hang, also known as the Hang
Pan drum or Hand Pan is truly a
musical instrument of the 21 st
Century. It was introduced to the
market in the year 2000 by Sabina
Schärer and Felix Rohner in Bern,
Switzerland. The name comes
from the German word for hand.
As the name suggests, the hang
is usually played with the hands
and fingers while resting on the
player’s lap, (technically it is an
idiophone). It has a central note
which is called the “Ding” and
there are 7 or 8 tone circles around
it. The sound produced is rich in
overtones and a much softer or
warmer sound than that of the
steel pan. The Hang is handmade
and constructed from two hollow
half spheres of steel that have
been deep-drawn, stamped and
exposed to gas-nitride. The two
spheres are glued together. The
bottom of the drum has a hole in
the centre.
Liron's connection to the HandPan
was immediate and from the very
beginning showed high skills
when he started performing. A
YouTube favorite and hypnotising
live performer, Liron is withoutdoubt, an authentic performer.
His hands buzz across the surface
of his Hang like an ecstatic honey
bee in a bountiful flower garden
16
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- swift and precise, combining
melody and rhythm with rare flair.
Pulling from the Hang complex
compositions, although an
integral part of his performance,
he’s not just about the speed.
He was soon recognized as a
musician with the highest hand
dexterity with this instrument in
the world and received the title
“The Fastest HandPan Player in
The World”.
Over the years, Liron has
developed a clean, harmonious
technique and has influenced
many hang drum artists around
the world. “World music” is the
apt phrase to describe his music
style in short, as Liron combines
music from diverse cultures,
from Middle East, Asia, Southern
Europe and Eastern Europe. His
astounding speed and accuracy
combined with his rich music
experience creates the unique
audio experience which captivates
his audience. Liron has performed
in theaters and festivals in more
than 20 countries across Europe,
Asia, Middle East, North and South
America.
When did your music career
begin?
Initially I did not discover music
as an immediate career path
but as a medium of healing or
releasing creativity. Growing up in
a traditional family, I had a playful
childhood followed with many
different hobbies and interests.
Music was one of those. From a
very young age, playing music

always felt like home. I sought
s o l a ce i n m u s i c. M y p a s s i o n
for music grew and it became
my main purpose. Eventually
I managed to transcend into a
platform that produces quite
professional looking ideas of art.
I started playing the piano at the
age of 5 and began performing at
10 giving solo recitals. I discovered
the electric guitar at age 12, and
at 18, having performed widely,
and having composed original
music for both, branched out into
such instruments as the ‘bouzouki’,
and the ‘ney flute’. I was drawn to
diverse musical styles from ‘Heavy
Metal’ through to the Gypsy music
of Eastern Europe.
At t h e age of 1 9 t h ere were
several meaningful incidents in
my life, personally, professionally
and artistically speaking.
Regarding music, I was proud
to produce events and perform
alongside Israel’s finest artists
such as Shlomo Gronich a famous
composer and song writer, Sanya
Kroitor top violin player in Israel
and more. These collaborations
always made me realize that I
wanted to find my own unique
style. This journey took me
through two avenues, the
HandPan and Flamenco guitar.
Although I didn't start playing
them right away, I knew my heart
will lead me there eventually.
In September 2006, I bought my
first HandPan, and just half a year
later I bought a second. It was

clear I needed more than one instrument since each
one carries only one musical scale which limits musical
possibilities. For a long while it was fine having just
two because I had many other things on my plate
and was starting to shape myself and develop as a
musician. Nowadays I have four instruments and I can
play all the scales that involve the 12 regular notes.
I plan to get more instruments that involve quarter
tones.
Professionally speaking, I created a career out of it in
December 2011. Although that was many years ago,
the memories are very vivid. At the time I was in Spain,
studying to master the Flamenco guitar. It was my
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very first tour and that wasn’t the
only remarkable aspect for me. I
even had the opportunity to work
with Pardo, a very talented flutist
from Spain. It really was a great
start to my career.
Who had the biggest impact on
you musically?
I can easily say that the biggest
musical impact I received was
from a band called 'Estradasphere'.
Although the band is not as
familiar to the world as one would
expect it to be, they are brilliant
musicians that completely
changed my life. They incorporate
numerous genres taken from
various parts of the world and
combine them into a single piece.
It is mesmerizing. This exposed
me to many unique styles of
traditional music from all over the
world. They have been and still are
a great inspiration to me.
How did you master the
HandPan despite it being a new
instrument?
First, I don’t think I have mastered
the instrument or anything in
my life. I don’t think anyone
can master anything. You just
continue to study and discover
new untapped areas.
When I started there weren’t many
teachers who specialized in this
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unique new musical instrument.
I just took from what I learned
of the piano, guitar and other
instruments I have played and
tried to inculcate those into the
HandPan. I was able to discover
the abilities, advantages as well
as the disadvantages of this
instrument. I developed my own
style. I am still learning through
practice. Most of my practice
was from performance, playing
background music for corporate
and private events where no one
usually listens.
What is your most memorable
moment with the HandPan?
I have countless amazing stories.
Some of them, you would not
believe, even I find it hard to take
in, the most recent being having
the opportunity to play with a
very famous popstar in Hong
Kong. Her name is Lin Yan, and I
played 4 songs in her concert that
spanned over 4 days with over
13,000 spectators every day. This
is not something I’m used to as my
performances are more intimate
with about 50-500 people and on
the very rare occasion 1000. The
concert was at a mega stadium
where I was taken on to the stage
on an elevator. It was crazy! All of
a sudden from under the stage,
which is not so pleasant, you are
elevated to an arena of 13,000
spectators screaming.

On a personal note, if you activate
yo u r e m o t i o n a l i n te l l i g e n ce
you would find that everybody
working in the production unit, of
over 100 people, lives the life of
the popstar for 1 week. Everybody
feels like they are part of her life.
It’s very different from what I am
used to, the relaxed, low scale
living. That was really an incredible
experience but not one I would
wish for every day of my life.
For someone just learning the
HandPan, what advice would
you give them?
The HandPan is a simple
instrument consisting of only
one scale on each instrument.
I wo u l d re c o m m e n d t o f i r s t
experiment with other musical
instruments, so that you can
open your ‘musical mind’. In fact,
I would recommend this to all
aspiring musicians, not just those
who want to play the HandPan.
Take time to listen to music. Find
the bands and musicians, not the
ones given to you by the media
because from my experience,
most of the inspiring ar tists
and ethnomusicologists must
be found and that process is
incredible. Taking your HandPan
on your travel journey to various
p a r t s o f t h e wo r l d, m e e t i n g
musicians and playing with
them is another way to find your
technique. It’s a new instrument,

East, Persian Music, Latin Music
alongside Flamenco.
You have come a long way with
regard to the HandPan. What
are your future plans?
I have been longing to record new
music for a long time. I’ve been
touring since the end of 2011
and never really stopped. I’ve
had rests of about 1 month, but
definitely not enough to record an
album. Through all that I recorded
my album while I was travelling.
I t was a 9-month process of
recording and it was an incredible
experience on its own.
so find your own path with it.
Create something the world is yet
to hear.
You also play the Flamenco
guitar.
In the year 2010 I moved to Jerez
De La Frontera with a clear mission
to study the art of Flamenco. I
had the opportunity to study
a lot and work with Flamenco
artists, such as Jorge Pardo, Niño
Jero, Bernardo Parilla, Jose de
los Camarones, Fransisco Leon,
Fiona Malena, Mara Rey, Beatriz
Morales and more. Flamenco is an
ongoing research for me and I am
very patient and respectful to the
culture. I play and produce shows
for dancers and work with singers
playing traditional and modern
Flamenco, also fusions such as
Ethnic Music from the Middle

I have so many ideas and so many
projects that I want to complete.
Recently I met interesting
musicians in Beijing. They play
the melodic Ancient Chinese bells
called Bian Zhong. I think the
combination of both instruments,
the Bian Zhong and the HandPan,
would be a beautiful team. The
intention behind is to share with
the world the beauty that I find
in Chinese culture. Maybe that
would be my next project. There
is also a Latin music project that I
have been yearning to do with my
friends from Venezuela also living
in Beijing. A solo album is also on
the way. Hopefully one of these
will fall into the roulette soon.
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IST Career Fair
Opens Windows to Students’ Future Beyond School
/9:ԈԂىל渗स
ПԃȐЎ࣏䃋яঔѪȑӢхকய
By Evelyn Rubenstein
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۬ਙऩӹͫ۩֢ٝݐ੧পૅݾ
ਃͫٶךપݾث؟םਃङݷஶշ
םג䃖ͫࣀ৲ځડ▲Ѯৰડࠥ
ݷ߄࡚ࣀ҉ڔՊͫ Ȕৰؔৄ૯ȕ
ङࣲખ֨םڮ३چЇଐީޯଲଠऀ
ङ澞ثйпԝәٍङ؇৲ઈͫ
֨ҵঈ؆ڄӹؼӐؔਘٜ
ߌߛђзэТ੧Џͫ؆эТЋЏͫ
ߌҲծߛןଋ࠻懣ͫࣀ৲வث
࣫۩ؘͫћՁЉڱЉݎՉ▲࠻懣
ङ࣫ࣙ澞ࡂॽͫৰީऩӹ֊▲ब
߂ثҸ࠳ङৰડͫଐ࡚߄ҿѕڔސ
ਈ߁їҿҁОӦؔы۵ङ߶ӕ澞֨
߽ङەӑЈͫٮޝݕԉ؆ࣿдઆ
՟੧՟Џङەӑͫдઆѕћђзથ
੧ЏեرவЛэТ߽ङ֟ͫଌݎ
эТ߽ङыࣿͺٮԉѕћОߌߛҟ
ױઋӦչӕͫו۵ީԆޢङଣ
ܫ澞ࡱמࡺڐߐ܉ՇԚ֢எ؆
ࡱמӣҁОࡱמ١▲ࡶङ֢எ
ݾਃߑߣͫО؆ࣿչݾ٤҈ݕдך
߽ԗङર३չ߆ԇ澞֨ؼӪӪଋԾ
ङ߃ͫޙӄРԄдهȔܥ
刑ѫȕͫથȔܥ刑ѫȕࡴԈՉӱ٤
ࣿࠪଌͫ؉Օљએ؆ࣿ֨࠴刃ծߛ
ਘЉգ੧ЏչЉգֿङⰧآङ
આͫЭՕљО؆ࣿङѠѾ֟ۗҁӟ
આঋ澞֨ߎࠩࡴԈЇӣцङⰧߛآ
ਘЉգֿͫ߄େڃЏ澝ਫߐঝ澝
ԛऐЏ澝॑ѫॠ؆ஓ澝Џࣲސ
வ澝ٗ३ߐ܉ঝ澝֢எҼЊיс
ࣲڶ؆澝ѽਃչਡॱঈЋЏ澞ѹ
Շઈыୃ߄ҭӣङޞ੮ଇѕћङ
ࢵչरࡣ澞

ӐொչӐঌङਈԃػҿͫݰ
п▲फ⩽ږवѕ澞ثй٢ࣶ৲ઈͫ
֨ѫઋ੧Џङ৺Џࣿ䃝ͫٮѕݕԟ
дਘ۩ͫם۽дં澞ѕઍОૹٶ
ы֨ٗҁځޞથПԈךܛ܈ङુ
ѠͫգޞЭڏࢸڠઑգ؆ћځથଝ
ࡌਘٜ֔ࠪҟङзљՃݰҟङз
ހ⥭ͫەଝࡌਘٜङыࣿٸक़澞

ઈչ֢எҼङҽૠͫީѕۨОי
ઈչ֢
չ֢
֢ Ҽङҽૠ
ङ
ङҽૠ
ީ ѕ ۨОי
ީѕ
ۨ Оי
י
сؒङ୍֜প澞߄ङыՕਈѫઍ
ОͫۨОיсؒؔ▲߄ீڷङ࡞ݺ
ਅްͫ۵ਈէۨԅͫѸѕપҿؘ
࡞ݺਅްٷЉީЗ৺Џङߚڷ
ўͫȔ҂߄ܨэТٷЉ୍ͫҼ୰
֨йਈלӣߤொڱٷӟৈખͫՕ
љ֨ٗҁИЉލ؆Юչ࠵ȕ澞

0KYYOIG'R\GXK`1UX`OTU\YQOީ▲
դԇࣲڶջત٤ͫװङଣܫәЧ
ީ֨▲כФҟӟङȍȍثװЗы
ङՇيள۟ٯҽૠͫװՕљ֨৺Џ
Иٮԉыћ܇ӱଠՠਘٜङыࣿ
ଳ૨չઆӐࠄސ澞ࢦઔͫޞ0KYYOIG
ڏࢸڠઑ؆ࣿځԇؘઍऱ֪ଣܫҸ
՛ͫݍফ՟य़ࣲڶ؆ֿ澞࠴ͫי
װଐڠલࣿࡴङ୍ٷͫۅЌ
ڏઑ؆ࣿћЉ֨شڮङޞҘؼੴ
ଘ؏ۨם؆؆Џ澞

     ࡱמչ䧣؟ԛஓङ࣏ॠПѠ慐
ͧ9ZKVNKT .GUͨԛࣿપФ
ӹ߄࡚ٷӱਘٜߌߛѫۨО▲դ
࣏ԛ澞ם؆ͫޞѕङЋЏީԗ؆ͫ
ٗҁәٶեͫѕӐؔ੧ٷଃԾд
Фӹङ哦ӷ٤ٗҁ澞ѕڏઑ؆ࣿћ
ךՀԆરࡴיԈͫࡁؘײЮ۪॑Ԛ
߆ԇͫљ܇جਘٜङҽૠࢵ澞৲מ
ࡱییॠ߄܉ஒҸ՛ङۈࣲ㬮ۃ
ଓͧ9¹XKT YZKXMGGXJͨүࣿङ
ؼࡣԆؘ֨дͫѕપыћҿؘ
ЉՕਈࡹਘٜङߌߛرѫէѾ
ͫސգ؆ћЭЉߌثऽ㗍㔼৲
۟ӱԹԃଋם澞बՆͫ۩ћځથଣ
ܫਈࢬՇਘٜԈԃङБ澞࠴ͫי
ѕଐڏઑգ؆ћ▲ؔךـ؆п
ऽજͫଝࡌङݾਃͫݕٷЗ
ы॑сਈԃ澞ҁО২֢Ԣ҅םௗ
 ה ࡞ ݺङ и ঈ ॢ а 㬮  ͧ ޢ ڴ:U S
4OHRUIQͨүࣿڏઑ؆ࣿ߂ױԾ֢ڪ
י؆Юͫ֨؆Юޏધઈङգޞ▲
࠵॥মѕ֢ङࣿࡴ澝ٗҁ澞

૯ӃД؟ЏԇҼ৻Ҹ՛ङ嗋з
Ӄۈࣲङ٢ࣶͧ.GXVXKKZ 9OTMN
6[XOͨүࣿપਘٜђؼشЉ֔ࠪ۴
۪ٗߑࠑঝङٗҁͫثԛ؆۪ٗ३
ЭٷЉवଛͫबՆͫѕثӣߤ澝આ

ࠬࡳ৻नԢї੮֝Ԁ֝劏ұ
ؔͧ)NXOY=UUJͨүࣿ֨ם؆ࡂЏ
եͫԆҵдਸ਼֢יсୂͫѕપૹٶ
ޞਘٜٷЉऽଳީرѕߌߛыࣿ
ङȔ۸ڔސڐȕ澞Љଋѕثޞڢધ
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     Ր▲ѹЋৢͫ؟ұஷض㮰ߥގ
ࢁࣔͧͨࡱמ੧ࠥܧ߄ஒҸ
՛ङڴ࣊ؒߐ܉٭Ԣךાহض
ͧ+J[GXJU(KXTGR-GXIOGͨүࣿर
ொङઅؼچԆԇؘչࣔӰͫѕ
પͫઁߧײӦਘٜङыࣿͫү
ࠟࢎІЗொ҂ҟэТ߽ङ
৺Џ;҂ৈ〒ը;҂Љ
؇ڴ࣊;ԢךүࣿપІЗொ
؏رҶݷՊ▲Зыङࣿࡴ澞ԥђ৺
Џߎ૯ߛઔङઢͫѕઍО৺Џଣܫ
ځથєূৰਖ਼Зы܉ਈ澝૯ѽপૅ
Ճث৺Џङࢽە३چӇՠӐؔ澞

     ߎࠩȔܥ刑ѫȕՕљપۨߧЙ
䫄ͫ֨ծଋךѹЉգ੧ЏЉգ৺ѹ
ङⰧآӣцեͫबҒ؆ࣿћثਘٜ
ङߌߛ৺ЏઁӦչыࣿગઋ▲ؔ߄
дЉգङࡣ澞ޗખߌߛђзք
य़੧Џͫସђӄڶङଝࡌͫએਘٜ
ڽЩ澝ਘٜࢽ࣊ङзЏͫ۵ީ߂୍
ङ澞

A

s part of growing up, students face the
inevitable questions pertaining to their career
and future. The daunting task of figuring
out what one wants to do before one can pursues
one’s higher-education places a lot of pressure and
stress on the youth, especially on secondary grade
students. This isn’t an overnight decision for students,
and to alleviate any taxing choices, one school has
now integrated a career fair to help further inspire
and guide students..

The International School of Tianjin (IST) is globally
recognized as an important academic institution that
offers an inclusive learning program to its diverse
student body, and faculty. On April 18th, 2018 the
school hosted its inaugural career fair. This event was
designed to serve as a platform to provide students
an opportunity to listen to guest speakers from
various established professions. The guest speakers
gave insight as to what education and skills are
needed for their chosen careers.
This event also had an interactive element where
speakers welcomed any questions from students
who wanted a clearer perspective in building
their future. The fair was strategically divided to

accommodate different professional fields such as
hospitality, creative arts, medicine, social sciences,
business management, engineering, international
relations & diplomacy, psychology, sports, and
aviation to name a few. Each speaker was given
an allotted time to present their views and ideas
regarding their profession.
We interviewed some expert speakers to share their
thoughts, struggles, and decisions in choosing a
career.
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Harpreet Singh Puri

Jessica Alvarez-Korzinovski

During his schools days Harpreet Singh Puri, at
present Chairman and Managing Director of
two business affiliates, BusinessLinks Consulting
Limited, and Beyond Frontiers Trading Limited,
wanted to be a chartered accountant. As a
student he found many strong points that
could be utilized in his profession. He knew
from a young age that he did not like manual or
mechanical types of work. He was not fascinated
with medicine or engineering, instead analysis,
interpretation, problem-solving, and decisionmaking skills were attributes that rivetted him.

Jessica Alvarez is a business psychologist, and
mother of 5 children, 4 of them study at IST.
When she graduated from high school she
studied food chemistry for one and a half years.
Her choice to pursue psychology was a decision
she made overnight. “I think psychology is the
right one.” She shares.

For Puri, the important factor in pursuing his
career in accounting was to improve and expand
his horizon. “When people start their career,
they limit themselves to a bracketed sphere.
They should keep on finding new opportunities,
keep on expanding in new areas both functional
and geographical.” Puri thinks that young
people should take initiative and accept more
responsibilities when working.
“I believe that we were all born to be happy in
this life,” says Puri. He believes that a career is a
marriage between doing what you love and doing
what you are good at. He advocates that students
and young people should focus on the process
of achieving their career goals. The outcome will
always follow. “The important thing is what you do.
Do it with honesty and in a dedicated manner but do
it to your complete satisfaction. What you are doing
is for your own happiness.”
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Jessica is interested in personal development
of individuals. She seeks to assist people in
figuring out better results and solutions to do
a better job. She tells students to be practical,
to carefully choose companies, and to explore
the various branches of psychology. Having
an open-mind is important. She gives advice
to students to not be pressured into finishing
university at an early age. “ You need life
experience” Alvarez adds.

Eduardo Bernal Garcia

Chris Wood

“I knew I was going to be successful. I knew I
was going to do something to fill my life.” These
are the words of Eduardo Bernal Garcia, Chief
Technology Officer at Accel (Tianjin) Flight
Simulation Co., Ltd. His analytical, problemsolving, and leadership skills were crucial
factors that pushed him to his career. Before
pursuing a degree in engineering, Garcia used
to study music. He realized that traveling would
lessen his time with his family and it did not fit
the roadmap of the life he wanted. This was his
big turning point before he decided to study
engineering.

Minister and Deputy Head of Delegation in the
Delegation of the European Union to China,
Chris Wood joined the British Foreign Ministry
after finishing university. “At 15 to 16 years old,
I had no idea that this was how my career would
develop” says Wood. His interest in languages
and international relations was his inspiration
to become a diplomat.

He advises students to carefully plan their life
based on the following questions:
1. Which career do you want to pursue?
2. Do you want to get married?
3. Do you want to have kids?

Chris shares that people who join the Foreign
Service come from diverse backgrounds. Having
a background in politics isn’t a necessary
requirement for this profession. “It doesn’t really
matter as to what you have. The key thing is to be
able to analyze and draw conclusions. You learn
that in all sorts of academic discipline.” Wood
added.
His advice to the youth is to do what you love.
Finding one’s passion and doing something you
enjoy is the most important.

“Those three questions will change your life”,
Eduardo said. His family-oriented views are
important, since most students don’t think
about those factors in their future. For Eduardo,
career selection should be carefully decided on
a person’s skills, physical attributes, and their
feelings towards the profession.
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Søren Østergaard
Søren Østergaard had no idea
that he would end up as a General
Manager for NNIT ( Tianjin)
Technology Co., Ltd. “Looking
back, it’s been a surprise where I
ended up.” He muses. “One of my
points to the students is that they
cannot possible predict where they
end up.” Østergaard points out that
students shouldn’t be too stressed
about trying to figure things out.
“They should choose something
that triggers them, something that
motivates them and see where it
takes them,” He adds.
A former officer of the Danish
army, Søren found his leadership
skills to be his strength. Despite
finishing a law degree, he pursued
a career in management.
Pursuing higher education and
improving one’s social skills is
what he advises the students to
focus on. However, he emphasizes
t h a t a p e r s o n’s e d u c a t i o n a l
background doesn’t limit them
to that choice for the rest of their
lives. “Don’t be scared about it.”
Søren says. “Just follow your heart.”
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Stephen Hao
As the Chair of the Dental Clinic
at Tianjin United Family Hospital,
Stephen Hao had a different
career choice when he was
younger. “I never thought I was
going to be a dentist. I majored in
chemistry when I was in college. I
decided to make a career change
after working for a few years. I went
back to school to become a dentist.”
Having always liked dentistry,
Stephen left his previous job as
a chemist. He found working in
laboratories to be boring and that
was the deciding factor for him to
change careers.

Tom Niblock
As Second Secretar y to the
Embassy of the United States of
America in Beijing, Tom Niblock
recommends that students should
take more challenging classes
to hone their skills. Studying
abroad, in his opinion, is a great
way to further expose oneself to
international experiences while
also learning a new language.
Tom spent two years in Ukraine
as a camp counsellor and English
tutor. “After that experience I
decided I should look around and
see what kind of careers are out
there in International Affair.” he
shares. This exposure led him to
pursue a career in Foreign Service.

Final Word
IST’s inaugural Career Fair proved to be a successful event in providing guidance and inspiration to secondary
students in deciding their future. Guest speakers from a variety of career backgrounds greatly influenced the
young minds’ opinions in achieving answers to questions pertaining to their desired professions. By the end
of the day, students of IST were more enlightened than before and given some valuable guidance as to what
approach, skills, and education is needed for their future careers. Be it medicine, the arts, or social sciences,
students were reminded that loving what they do in their careers and being happy is what matters the most.
This event was the result of months of planning and team work. It was planned and organized by IST’s
energetic and forward-looking Advancement and Communications team (headed by Amrita Singh &
supported by Frances Tschoepel) in collaboration with the senior administration of the school including
the Director Steve Moody, Secondary Principal Michael Conway and the Counseling Department’s Lee
Sterling III. Supportive parents from the school’s Parent Faculty Organization (PFO) also were very helpful in
contacting potential guest speakers in the community. A lot of staff and students contributed to make this a
success.

Getting good grades would be an
advantage, but Hao recommends
students to find extracurricular
activities such as internships or
community service to enhance
their educational experience.
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Best Spots for
the Entire Family

Beijing World Park

Shijingshan
Amusement Park

Is time too short for an aroundthe-world trip? Beijing has a park
that can give you a glimpse of
all the world famous landmarks
— in miniature. The park has 100
world-famous man-made and
natural attractions from nearly 50
countries throughout the world.
If China wasn't on the top of the
list for kids, take them to Beijing
World Park to see their hoped-for
destination in miniature.

It is the oldest, and the largest
amusement park in Beijing that
entertains visitors, especially
kids, with thrilling facilities and
interesting activities. It combines
fun rides, outlandish buildings,
gardens, and entertainment, and
it features faux Disney characters.
Your family wouldn’t have to
travel all the way to Hong Kong
or Shanghai to have fun with the
Mickey Mouse.

Add: Dabao Village, Huangxiang
Town, southwestern Fengtai District
Ԙч١ЙՖԚਰЯЙ喰૨՚

Add: 25 Shijingshan Lu,
Shijingshan District, Beijing
Ԙч١ीްٌԚीްٌ૨՚

By Ellen Morris

ײяȔи⾽ȕݺঌ߄ୃڈ؟ךڮͫڐݹдДЗͫؗؗյߍչ؟ыࠪ▲֨چङؗޞҰٝۨОдڈ؟ךڮИ߂୍
ङࣿࡴୂӣ澞֨Ԙчङ҂ͫյߍԾքୌцՉڈ؟ङ概ޞҰ;⪢ױ
ߧײ҂࠳֨ה暉ѴਘٜङؗાङۨߊͫԾԘчԈ࣒ⴃױ߂ީࣀڢङଣܫȍȍѫ্ܡՕ࣊ङם䑼䗽⪢;ѾӑԘчԈ࣒
ⴃଐ߄ךڮҿ؉࣮२ࣿԈ࣒ͫײВ䘅澝湒௭澝БԘঈঈ澞▲؟ыЩ֨ҿИͫݾޘਃд؇дઆਘࣀͫՁਈҭӣߠݹ澞
ख़ԘчԈ࣒ⴃЉଓङԘчࢁௗͫЭީڈ؟ךڮյߍङࡶକڻଏФ֪ͫୌЉю߄▲Зٚםङࡊޕௗͫଐ߄▲Зٚם
ङࢭ٢ͫۨԞЇЅङࡊИչஏ࣒ࣿࠛһйЗॱИ澞ୌչԘчԈ࣒ⴃ▲߽ͫЭީ࣋࠾ٮԉ؇ઍજਘࣀдઆЍउङ
ॶױՍ澞
ߧײ҂֔ࠪૹٶङࡈێչعޞङކԗͫЉԾӱਫߐԚͫцՉ▲З২ױङյߍޞҰ澞ଋԾ߀ީ▲࣌ٗޛԴչѓ
ײͫڀяٝݷଭۨдԘч߂عޞङކԗਫߐИڶФ▲澞ୌ߄ޞ檶ङպ⮈ௗ澝তսͫڃଐ߄՟ڔ՟߽ङ২ߐௗչइͫي
▲ؔਈࢠૡ҂ङত॔ࡌ澞ीްٌЩⴃࣀЉՃԘчࠪЩહТӟդͫѸީ؉֨ԘчङԷ߂О㖃СͫЉૹٶصыୃО
ޞٶॿھۀङڽЩޞҰ֛ӱୌͫцՉۧչ֛ڸһգ٫োਘٜङӵࢬ澞ߧײ҂٥߈йҸⴃИͫ࠵ށЉੴࣳ䛈ࢠऩङ
սҭދऴࣱͫТࣥ䄰䉷Ҹⴃ▲ؔީ▲Зױڮङଣܫ澞߃㶿ਰध߃ͫڐଐ߄▲ୂӣ㶿ਰ҉ࣀ僝ޞ࠴ͫݹԾࣥ䄰䉷Ҹ
ⴃцՉަ۞ͫ㔒ࣀਘڱ২Љਆݶ澞
ߧײ҂ѻ֨ԘчङБୂͫ߉ஆҸⴃՕљ߁їࣥ䄰䉷Ҹⴃࢠૡ҂ङ▲ࡌ澞ୌଐѫЉޞРԄ՟ঝކֺםԗࡴԈ澞ஔ
࠴ФͫיிУजӦਦҸⴃ澝ԘчЍउҸⴃЭୃީЉ୪ङյߍױԾה澞ব恱ӟͫ؟цՉ؟ы֨▲ङ㗠ޞڽҰլ͠

Beijing Zoo

A

re you planning to take
your family out for fun?
Beijing is actually a
family-friendly city with lots of
things for every member in your
family to enjoy, whether it is just
a leisure stroll or some thrilling
activities that you wish to
indulge in. Here we recommend
some of the best spots in the
city to give you and your loved
ones a memorable day out.

Beijing Aquarium

798 Art Zone

Yuyuantan Park

Shunyi Olympic RowingCanoeing Park

Chaoyang Park

No one can ever resist the cute
pandas! Beijing Zoo is home to
around 450 different species and
has a population of some 5,000
animals. Some of the most popular
attractions among visitors are the
wild rare animals of China itself,
such as the golden monkeys, milu
deer and northeast tigers. Families
can stroll around the zoo all day to
watch the various animals.

The Ocean Park of Beijing is not
just a huge aquarium, it is also
an Amazon forest with trails that
run along waterfalls, singing birds
and babbling brooks. Thousands
of water species and some land
species of animals inhabit this
park which is a combination of
entertainment and enjoyable
education. People of all ages are
sure to enjoy this park.

This former site of factories and
warehouses has been revitalized
into a hub of Chinese culture
and art. The 798 Art Zone has
a noticeably upbeat vibe and
is lined with trendy cafes and
boutiques. Funky, colourful art
kids of any age will love this
locality that is sprinkled with artwork in between, and the pieces
on display are ever-changing.

Catch a boat from the pier at
the park’s south entrance. Once
you are on the water you are
experiencing Beijing’s longest
canal tour: a 26 kilometre trip
along the Yulong line from the
park to Longtan Lake. But your
floating options don’t have to
end there. Rent a boat to steer
around the park’s lakes or float
within a giant plastic bubble.

Chaoyang Park changes with
seasons. During summer, it
becomes a popular place for
families to ﬂy kites, rent boats and
bikes, explore gardens and play
on the manmade beach. During
winter, it becomes a snow park
complete with skiing and inner
tubing. There is even a little
amusement park within.

Add: 137 Xizhimenwai Street
Ԙч١ֽԚफםי੪՚

Add: No.10 Gaoliangqiaoxie Street,
Haidian District
Ԙч١ࢁࢇԚ仃ࠉފ੪◢՚

Add: No.4 Jiuxiangiao Road,
Chaoyang District
Ԙч١߉ஆԚେ☷ࠉ૨՚澝՚

Add: No.107 Xisanhuan North Road,
Haidian District
Ԙч١ࢁࢇԚІ࣪И૨՚

The Shunyi-based Lake that
hosted rowing, canoeing and
open water swimming for the
Olympics is now a popular spot
for sailing, kayaking, paddle
boarding and wakeboarding. This
is a more expensive proposition
thanin a duck boat on Houhai
but it delivers a genuine escape
from Beijing’s grimy grind and
provides a shot of adventure to
keep big kids interested.
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Add: 19 Baima Lu, Shunyi District
Ԙч١ிУԚग૨՚

Add: 1 Nongzhan Nanlu,
Chaoyang District
Ԙч١߉ஆԚӌيԧ૨՚
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1. Walk on glass at
the Tianmen Skywalk
Also known as “Walk
of Faith” or “Coiling
Dragon Cliff”,this glass
skywalk is situated in
the steep mountains
of Zhangjiajie Tianmen,
Hunan province. Hanging
at a height of 1,400
metres, visitors can take
a challenging walk while
viewing the amazing
sight visible through
its glass ﬂoors. It an
incredible experience for
those who are not afraid
of heights. Just don’t look
down below if you want
to avoid getting dizzy.

Things You
Must Do in
China
(If You Are Feeling Brave)

2. Go Hiking at Tiger
Leaping Gorge
If scenic canyons appeal
to you, hiking at one of
the deepest gorges
should be in your bucket
list.This gorge is located
north of Lijiang city,
Yunnan. Hikers will enjoy
the natural wonders
of the area since there
is abundance in its
ecosystem.The trail is
around 14 miles long
and ﬁrst-time trekkers
can take a rest at one of
the guest houses found
along the trail. Be aware
that the indigenous Naxi
people are the inhabitants
of the area. Adventurous
hikers will ﬁnd the trail
challenging so don’t forget
to carry a bottle of water in
your backpack.

By Evelyn Rubenstein

F

or the thrill-seekers, adrenaline junkies, and
adventurous tourists, China is a gateway for activities
that go beyond the typical travel itinerary. Ditch the
boring tourist traps and if you’re brave enough, try out
these top ten activities that we have compiled for you 28
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3. Ride a swing on the
edge of a cliff
For a heart pumping
experience, this swing ride sits
atop a cliff with a terrifying
300-meter height. Riders are
secured with a harness before
swinging off towards the
edge of nothing.The ride is
situated in Chonqing and
is part of the Wansheng
Ordovician Theme Park.

4. Eat Scorpions
on a stick
Peking duck may
be a staple musttry food when visiting
China, but for a more
exotic experience why
not try eating scorpions
on a stick? Wangfujing
Street in Beijing is
a hub for the most
unusual snacks. Both
locals and tourists alike
ﬂock to the area to try
a more different eating
experience. Scorpions
are just some of the
popular dishes to try;
they are dipped into
frying oil and served
on a stick.Your appetite
will be put to the test, so
you better visit this street
when you’re hungry.

5. Camp at the Great Wall
Instead of just taking a
normal day tour at the
Great Wall of China, go the
extra mile and opt for a
camping experience.You
will enjoy catching the
sunrise and the sunset
which is amazing to watch.
The longest man-made
structure is one of the most
famous attractions in the
world, and if you’re brave
enough to camp out the
whole night you will have
a memorable trip worth
bragging to your family and
friends.

И֢֪࣒םԨͫэТ߽ङٌٕްୃ߄ͫثйךڮ剶םङ߅Մ৲ઈͫݍফпٯٵыЉހԾङ֪ޓީ࠳ސ੧ङЩૠ۱
֨ͫя۩מћߛؼदࢵԝЗ௴ૡ⥭ࡈङз澞؟ڙउ߷ٌࣸ࣬מଳளۖٯகӵࢬͫ؉۔йٌিͫজͫ߂
ܣࢁהজͫީ؟ڙउްٌמԚ۔й㉑אФЇङ௦હ߷ଳ澝ӛॱѵӟङ࣬ࣸ䦻߈Ֆ澝ђ࣬ࣸՖՕљरЈவ澞
ߚरवؼએыਓङ࣬ࣸ߷ଳোы٫ߛङӵࢬ㤁۟ՕЊРЍդङ২ِ֢םહ࣬ࣸڋȔॱמФ૨ȕど২澞૩ِͫ
љȔகȕդמЈͫީИ֢߂ࢋङِહФ▲澞૩ِ㒖࠵িੴઉОȔЍउԝםӁ㒖࠵ি૨Ф▲ȕͫПं૨㒖࠵িչ
И૩ِ㒖࠵িДୂםӣুۨ澞ୌࡊԎ㿘ࢅͫރגୌͫОЍ
उЇ߂ࢋङِםહФ▲澞୍֨ټ
㱌ٹПொҸⴃӄͫ߄▲ாளۖٯகӵࢬङாऩȍȍ۔
ْफ़Ԟ澞݇дઆͫથْ۔फ़
Ԟڏйজङٵْ۔ՖЇͫһ߄জ澝জ澝জІय़
ؚ҈چଣܫ澞ֱؚ֨
ْ۔फ़ԞЇͫӇٗҁыմૹૹ▲ͫݐफ़ԞԯђٵՖٌ
יڪ哙ӟͫޅЗ૯ѽѢ
Ҁூޞख़҉ழͫએыҭӣѽȔո▲۔িȕङۖகӵ
ࢬ澞 ߧײпாऩଐ
ЉۖלகӵࢬͫТ҂ՕљغડԾगٌ࢝ந۪ͫԾޙ
߃ӏࡾ澞Тડव
ܸ۫▲Јਘٜङն囝ͫԾغ▲غИ֢ࣔङࢴͫर
रਈիࣲ֨ڶЇ۫ਆਘ۩⪢;

6. Try surﬁng in Riyuewan
China surﬁng area in Hainan
attracts adventurers to its less
crowded beach. Riyuewan
or Sun-Moon bay is gaining
popularity for local and
international surfers because
of its empty beaches and
clear waters.The best season
to catch the waves is from
October to March. For a more
challenging escapade,
surﬁng during the
typhoon season
will greet surfers
with stronger
waves.

7. Walk the Huashan
plank walk
To get your adrenaline
pumping take a walk
at one of the world’s
deadliest trails in Huashan.
This vertigo inducing trek
is navigated through a
series of wooden planks.
Adventurers are secured
with ropes and harness.
You will enjoy stunning
mountain views while also
testing your endurance.
Avoid looking down
and wear your most
comfortable pair of shoes.

8. Go skiing at
Changbaishan
Mountain
Located in Jinlin
province, just on the
border between China
and North Korea is
Changbaishan Mountain.
There are many scenic
spots in the area, and
all year round it offers
visitors a variety of
activities.The mountain
itself used to have
volcanic activity but
now remains dormant. If
you don’t mind braving
the harsh cold winter,
then skiing through the
mountain’s slopes will
be a thrilling experience.
There are many ski
resorts in the area, and
the highest one has an
altitude of 1,608 meters.

9. Hike and camp at the
Mt. Everest base camp
With an altitude of 5,200
meters, trekking and
camping at Mt. Everest in
Tibet is a challenge even
to the most experienced
hikers. Arrangements
must be made with travel
companies in Lhasa since
permits are required by
the Chinese government.
Staying overnight will
give you a view of the
amazing night sky.Tent
hostels are available in
the base camp but do
not expect any ﬁve-star
accommodation.You can
even send a postcard
from the world’s highest
post ofﬁce!

10. Visit Guoliang tunnel
The journey through Guoliang tunnel is a thrilling adventure. Located
in Henan province, the tunnel is 75 miles long with 30 “windows”
carved alongside the mountain.This man-made tunnel is considered
one of the most dangerous in the world, but the scenic route has
transformed it into a tourist destination.The road is difﬁcult to
navigate as there are blind spots and unexpected twists and turns in
the tunnel. Driving here is not recommended for the faint-hearted.
May 2018
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How to Wear the Hottest
Colour of the Season
By Evelyn Rubenstein
ђ'ITKङ࣒ੲӱ1OTLURQङد
வͫђ3GTY[X -G\XOKRࡊࠌԕӄୂ
ӱৠͫڃђ-[IIO߂ޏӧ
ӱગઋ٤؟Ӏ߂әޅٶЗ֪
ࣱୃڽੴঞतдͫॳࣀФ
ୃ ؟םЉ৲գୃ܋લߡӱ
дȐ6OTQȑைଳ澞ߧײપͫ߄քय़
ঞਈએײяङૹٶыОФࡘ懵ͫ
Тͫ؉▲ؔީљїыङ߶ߛո
դङȔԞ䰃ঞȕ澞

Start Small With
Sunglasses

Wear a Pink
Jacket

Get a Pair of
Pink Shoes

Head-To-Toe with
Millennial Pink

Embrace A New
Pink Hair Colour

If you want to play it safe and test
the waters on how this colour will
look good on you, the easiest and
most fashionable way is to get a
pair of sunglasses. Choose from
the classic aviators, retro square
lasses, or the
or boxed shape sunglasses,
yle. Wearing
feminine cat eye style.
al purpose
sunglasses is a dual
ts your eyes
accessory; it protects
from the sun’s glare while making
e same time.
you look stylish at the
ck from var
rious
i
d i
You can pick
various
designs
ook flattering
and types that will lo
look
cial shape.
on your facial

The trendiest way to wear this
colour is by matching any simple
outﬁt with a pink statement jacket.
Bomber jackets and denim jackets
are the most popular styles to try.
Say goodbye to those old
ol neutral
shades of blacks, browns,
brow
and
whites, and get creative with this
pretty pink shade. These jackets
can make a basic shirt and
a jeans
ensemble stand-out es
especially
with the Millennial pink colour. It
immediately ad
adds a nice
touch to your outﬁt.

Sneakers, flats, heels, or whatever
footwear you’re comfortable with,
getting your own pair of pink shoes
will add a nice addition to yyour
pending on how you
wardrobe. Depending
want to wear it (i.e. a dress matched
ettos, or a skirt paired
with pink stilettos,
with stylish sneakers), you’ll find
ennial pink colour
that the millennial
atch. Even
is easy to match.
m e n’s s h o e s h a v e
nto
adapted it into
their design.

If you want to get more creative
with this colour then opt for an all
pink ensemble in different shades
and textures. This colour is also
regarded as being neutral since it
matches easily with other colours.
You can wear a deep pink dress
in a ruffled texture while pairing
it with a blush colored heels. The
key is to balance out the contrast
of light and dark shades of this
colour. Using one colour
u look more
will make you
atic and
d
monochromatic
g
ives off an ef
ffortlesss
gives
effortless
vib
be.
vibe.

Fashion goes beyond our clothes.
Our hair is also an extension of our
style. Millennials are proving to be
creative even with hair trends. If
you feel adventurous you can try a
new hair colour by dyeing it pink,
or opt for a subtle ombré look. You
can experiment with different hues
to make your hair stand-out. It will
look great with any hair length. You
can use or add any hair accessories
such as a hair clip, headband, or a
hair ttie.

ߧײ҂ђߌغડଋԞ䰃ঞͫТ
۪કՕљђଣ▲ܫ٫߄ঞङ
ןஆ୶ߛડࡊ澞ןஆ୶ߎީؼ
▲य़عޞङͫঞչ؉ङ
ࡈૅ࠳ױबҼ澞ঞיЭީ
ࡶ੧ݟ澞ޗખީԈ枉ͫڂٵ
枉ଐީ૦枉ͫঞ枉ୃѫۨО
҂੬㷽ୌ▲ଳщ◒ङްͫײяͫ
4/1+ঈ՟םПࡶԈս࣎ୃٶ
ѫݐӟঞПொङஒؔфս澞
ߧײ҂ڱпୃଐЉͫלѾЉ
߯▲ףঞङףՇ;ͫٶਸ਼֢
ࠥ1GZK3UYYОু▲ݡܠਸ⬡ۃङ
࣌ޞ৲߯дঞףՇͫ֨ڧݡ٤
0[KXMKT:KRRKXङ୶ףЈͫ▲ܖף
ٽ֨ށЇङঞףՇۨдЗٶї
߂ӁङइவФ▲澞

h e r e ’s a r e a s o n w h y
Millennial Pink has become an
instant hit. The androgynous
colour is a favorite because of its
pleasing and flattering shade. Be it
for men or women, this colour has
taken a generation by storm; from
social media users eye-catching
feed, to bloggers, fashion icons,
beauty products, and even food! If
you want to upgrade your look, we
have some tips for you on how to
wear this colour like a seasoned pro.
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Pinkk jackets lookk
ﬂattering
attering on
both
th men and
women

Sunglasses are
simple yet stylish
accessories

Pink on long hair with
a wavy texture. Dark
contrast such as the
color of the roots adds
a more dimensional
appearance.

Mixing pink
fabrics, textures,
and shades is a
great way to wearr
this color
Shoes in the
millennial
nnial
pink shade
ade are
dominating
ating the
fashion
n world
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10 Surprisingly Easy Makeup Tips
That Will Transform You Completely
By Rachel Patterson
ԗ⽈ٝۨОдڢяୂםӣ؇ӟӹङ࠵ீڷͫТײѾ٫োਘٜ▲Зࢠ۞ङ⽈۩ߊߎ;⪢ؠћߛؼЊ
ۓӣц২⽈ङԝЗ܉شٙ澞֨Ї⽈ڦФӹͫ▲З؏২ङୂ۸ީڂளڷٯङͫ۩ћ߿݇ਘٜङज剗ૅۅଣܫ
ՠଠङঞߧײͫڂ҂ީۅٴज剗ͫТ߂ױଣ䃠ѽঞڂ澞ऴ䧚ީޅЗ⽈ؠङҼ୰澞ثйऴୂ⽈ؠ৲ઈͫऴিީளٯ
୍ङ▲ঃͫ؉Օљر҂ङऴ䧚੯ڱԆ߄॔澞҅ऀऴিঃ۞ࡨޞଣܫՠଠङோͫ֜ОЉգыङ䨮ோީЉ
▲߽ङ澞Բ冢ङ䧨ࡃਈએ҂ङऴ䧚रߛԆଛыͫஔд䧨ࡃ匰Фͫי䧨ࡃצЭީீڷङ২䧨ٗӀ澞यࡃ߂ழऴ
ୂͫ҅ऀЊयࡃோबङयঃҭЉןЙإङୂӣͫѫ߄ॳݼӟ҂ङऴյڌ澞ஔд࠳ٯङ۸ڂФ۩ͫיћଐ
োୂݕщ澞֨௶ࠍљՃ梎ୂӣ੧ݕщͫՕљએ҂ङֺОॹѽ澞ֆিঃՕљ҅҂ङֆୂ۟रߛԆ
Й䥟ͫிҎપ▲Տ⬄ҰՍ࣫֨Эளࡶٯ੧փ澞

1. Fill in your brow
s
Big brows ha

ve ofﬁcially m
ade their
comeback an
d we love th
e depth they
provide to th
e face. Take a
brow colour
pencil that’s
closest to yo
ur brow colo
and ﬁll them
ur
in so that they
lo
and more de
ﬁned. If you do ok thicker
n’t have a br
pencil, use an
ow
w
eye shadow
closest to yo
brow colour.
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eyess pop
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a liner th
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a
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es
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2. Cu
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lashes
Curled by opening y girl dreams
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4. Never have
creases again
C
Creases
usually occur on ﬁne lines
and wrinkles and they are best
by using some powder
aavoided
av
oi
aafter
af
fte
terr makeup has been applied. If
yyou
yo
ou don’t
d
do
have any setting powder
ttr
ry using
usin baby powder, however
try
wder
setting powder
rk
does work
better in
the long
run.

5. Glow-on
than natural
more attractive
Nothing looks
highlighterrss
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glowy skin - th
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on the market
n’tt ccost
n
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r
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r
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7. Matt-ify
your glossy li
ps
Matt lipstic

ks are trendi
ng right now
you don’t ha
and if
ve any matte
lipsticks, fear
This easy tip
not!
will help mak
e any glossy
look matte. Ap
lipstick
ply your lipst
ick and take
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e paper and
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your lips, ther
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e paper and
remove. Ther
go - matte lip
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stick in a min
ute!
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your lips

Get the per
fect pout b
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to create an
illusion. Get ng your lip liner
a lip liner th
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at is a
o darker th
an your
natural lips
and start b
y
drawing ex
actl
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your desired lips with
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r looking lip
s
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er. A primer is to
use a primer.
be applied before makeup
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o longer
o
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giving you a better
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What does Vitamin means?

Vitamins and
Their Role in
Human Body
By Murray Bedford
ࣿপީௐ࣒И۱խङͫૅ࣒ࣀמࣀךڮ
ࣿপՕљыٗՠۨࣿপ੭սͫײਇ⳥ͫ࣌
ӷͫঞߍͫ䃠ѽঈЉգङࣿপӲӷͫѸךם
ࣿপୃީђࣀמङ࢛ИݕՈङͫыٗӲӷЭީ
ђௐ࣒ИݕՈӲଭङ澞
     ࣿপПӣОДঝͫ▲ঝީࡊ䇎ۅࣿ
পͫ؉ћީਈ֨ࡊИ䇎આङ▲ুࣿপͫૼީٯ
懢۪ૼׂङুۨୂӣ澞Пԕܬࣿপ(ͫࣿ
প(չࣿপ)ঈ澞▲ঝਈ䇎йࡊङ߄ߑੈ⡭ӣ
澞ҿИԕ֨ܬ懢ङ➻ԗИव୍ҁऀङ(ޕ
ࣿপљՃְܐ੦懤ͧࣿপ)ͨঈ澞
Ր▲ঝީ劮䇎ۅࣿপͫ؉ћީܶЉ䇎йࡊ
৲䇎й劮剝Ճ߄ߑ䇎ӷङࣿপͫԕܬࣿপ
'澝ࣿপ*澝ࣿপ+澝ࣿপ1澞劮䇎ۅࣿ
পՕ֨ѽӄͫેםПેй剑ਊୂѹͫ֜
࠴ݡҵଋѫږИࡀ澞
     Тпࣿপ۩ثћङыѽ߄эТהױ
⪢;ࣿপ'Օҏূ劌ङ㼏չࣿͫґܔ՟
֘ؒЇजুৃৈߣङ؏ޅչҡͫډܴ࠳ંٯ
ԃ澞(ޕࣿপП߄ࣿপ(澝ࣿপ(澝
ࣿপ(澝ࣿপ(澝ࢹ懤澝ࡤ懤澝ՙ懤ঈ澞ҿ
Иٯङࣿপ(ङࣲࣿԅਈީਈௐ㺺ͫ
ܴ॔࠳ࡴٯԈঈ澞Րͫי؉ଐ߄܌Ӳ剶䬙懜懢
ࡴۅङҁऀ澞ࣿপ(ީߑѽИકך懢ङ୍
ૼׂङুۨۨӣͫՀЊ࣒ૅչਈїશ澞ࣿ
প*ङԅਈީܴ࠳ٯङ擹澝䭝їશͫ֜৲ث
檍ङ࠳ٯՇਃ߄ߢ୍ङҁऀͫШޞЉюѫӟ
࣫औͫஊॉࣿͫଐѫЕ୍ڧրয㼏ߑਈ澞
ࣿপ+ީ▲य़߄ݼङܐ㾒ԗӷͫثࣿপ'Ӏ߄
ґܔҁऀͫՀЊ劮剝ङїશܴͫӄӣ䀞ङ࠳ٯ
ߑਈͫ҅ূۅ劌࠳ٯՇਃͫݕয㼏ۅਈ澞ࣿ
প1ՁՒܐӟ੦ࣿপͫީܴ੦䃠࠳ٯ⢹֡۱
ீڷङ࣒ૅ澞

V

itamins are organic micro nutrients, wherein each has a specific function,
and human body needs these in small amounts to work properly. These
are organic chemical compounds and are found in food. Vitamins provide
essential nutrients that we need to consume every day, they allow our body to grow
and develop. They also play an important role in regulating metabolism, immunity
and digestion process in human body. Vitamins are stored in the liver and fatty
tissue (fat soluble vitamins). Human body can’t synthesize vitamins, that’s why
consuming food is the only way we are able to ensure normal vitamin intake. But,
to meet this requirement, we must also maintain a well balanced diet to ensure
normal functions in our body. Adequate vitamins are essential for our health.

&ODVVL¿FDWLRQRI9LWDPLQV
Classification is based on how vitamins are transported and stored. According to
this classiﬁcation they could be divided in two groups:

Water soluble vitamins

utrition

What does
antioxidant mean?
Vitamins A, C and E only act
as antioxidants in our body,
and protect cells against
free radicals that can cause
damage, and that is why their
consummation is essential.
Antioxidants prevent cell’s
membrane from getting
damaged.
Vitamin C is essential for red
blood cells production as
well and could be found in
fresh fruits and vegetables
like a broccoli, oranges, and
strawberry.

VITAMINS A

Water soluble vitamins cannot be stored - they don’t stay in the body for long.
They get carried around the body and are easily transported in the blood as well.
That’s why it is important to provide adequate supply through a well balanced
diet. Vitamins B and C could be deﬁned as water soluble vitamins.

VITAMINS E
Vitamin B is essential for
normal functions of nerve and
cardiovascular systems, food
conversion into energy and normal
func tion of body cells. Food
containing vitamin B: beef, pork,
chicken, beans, peas, fish, eggs,
peanuts, walnuts.

Vitamin C acts as an antioxidant and
strengthens tissues. It also prevents
infections, helps body’s recovery.

D eficienc y of vitamin B1 for
example could cause fatigue, B3 can
decrease risk from depression and
anxiety, B 12 prevents anemia.
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Fat soluble vitamins
Fat soluble vitamins: A, D, E, K. Fat soluble vitamins, as compared tp water soluble vitamins are stored in the fatty
tissue and in the liver. Vitamins A and E are also antioxidants.

Vitamin A helps good vision,
healthy skin and hair and is found
in carrots, milk products, spinach
and dark green vegetables.
Deficiency could cause: dry skin,
decreased ability to see in
the dark.

Vitamin E could be found in seeds,
olive oil and green vegetables. It
acts as an antioxidant and could
prevent membrane damages in
cells.
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Vitamin K could be found in green
vegetables and it is signiﬁcant for
blood clotting.

Angela
A
a says:
To be honest, if you have bro
oken up once before and you worked hard to move
on from thatt relationship, itt is best to stay away from him. He might not be
a good addittion to your life
e at this juncture. It has been a long time as well
and so I wou
uld suggest you stop keeping contact with him and meeting him.
Look ahead and focus on wh
hat lies in future. That may or may not include your
colleague.

VITAMINS D
Why vitamin D is essential for health?
Vitamin D is vital for healthy bones and teeth, and it
acts with minerals calcium and phosphorus. Deficiency
of Vitamin D could increase risk of osteoporosis, joint
paint, hardening of arteries and irregular heartbeat. Food
containing vitamin D is fish, fish oils, eggs yolk. Another
source of vitamin D is sunlight.

Let’s make conclusions!
On reading this article, we have understood how important vitamins are and their role, for normal functions in
our body is essential! Insufficient vitamin levels could increase risk for our health and that’s why any food diet
must be strictly considered in detail with specialists prior to be applied. By cultivating awareness and covering
recommended quantities of vitamins, we would be able to prevent illness. This will help us to maintain healthy
lifestyle and happiness!
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Daemon says:
D
If you
u still have this question after 3 yearrs of breaking up
p with your ex, you probaably
still feel strong
gly for him, and not so much for your co
olleagu
ue. However, the main
ideaa here is to
o dete
ermine how strongly your ex feels ab
bout ge
etting back togethe
er. If
you
u are on the
e sam
me page with your priioritie
es and dem
mands, it wouldn’t be entirely
wrong to give itt ano
other go.

ޞչॱङबஜީڪڪ㔷ыӣ۴ङԽ֜ͫѸߧײӇ֛ࠩӱԽߛङ֪ͫސԽߛङֽ١ͫՁӱдԽߛङыͫ
Т࠴࠴ޞӶځથѾԾѾђͫҟӟэТ߽ङ㜳;⪢ܫя۩מћङѹયৱؼӱд߽ङொͫٗ֜װڢҁՊԈՁ
֛ӱдԽߛङֽ١ͫٷЌӹअՄװثଐ҉ڶ㔷澞㕠ЭசФ৲ߛ澞ҿؘДЗы҉ࣀਈݳӟࢮਰͫՕਈપޢѕћ
ङ▲֨ࣀ҉ڶͫѸީଋԾङзەՁڪڪٝଋԾͫѕࡣޗো҂٫ߛ২ױङͫߛر۱љ߉ӹरͫЋࡨйऴ
Јङз۪ͫەક۵ީ߂࠳ेङଣܫ澞

Need relationship advice? Email us at editor@tianjinplus.com
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I

ntroducing paintings into your home décor is a great way to add interest to any room. It not only renders a
room appealing but a beautiful artwork, if placed well, has the power to transform even the blandest of corners.
But yes, picking the right kind of paintings and arranging the same can be quite stressful and confusing. Unless

you are an art curator or an art gallery owner or a professional artist, chances are that buying paintings for your home décor
does not come naturally to you. So for all these years the artwork that you've collected and have been meaning to set a display
of what exactly has been the stumbling block? Procrastination? Intimidation? Or plain confusion that stalls the process of art
display right there? To help you demystify this process, we’ve broken down the steps to choose the right kind of paintings for
your home space and also the best places to showcase them.

FOR YOUR LIVING ROOM
One of the most fun yet challenging spaces to decorate is the living room. When it comes to painting
selection for this space, many of us feel a lot of pressure as this is the first glimpse of your house that
most of your guests will get. Your living room is also the space where you would prefer to de-stress after a
long day at work. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that you choose the right painting that facilitates
conversations, brings out your personality and taste in art and home decor. It also sets the feel or vibe of the
entire space. Go for something that is neither too soft nor too gaudy and make sure you do not stuff your
living room with too many paintings or artworks that even the walls get covered. Here are some inspirations
that will let you know on where and how many pieces to hang in your living room:

Paintings at Home
What and Where to Hang?
By Anastasia Chapman
     ࣫֨ङૹٶыߛךङӀ߄
ЗۅԗͫڦЗыୃ٥߈ਘٜङ
۰ҭࢠչӰыЉ▲߽ङࡈͫێѸ
߽ۂҟ۵ਈॳӟਘٜङЉգ⪢;߂
߄ݼङଣرީࣀڢܫइऀй
澞य़ӄғࠀٷЉ௪
ͫЉଋײѾ࠳ेङݹݢइͫ
એइӱइ௺ࢵ䧚ङͫߧݼ
ީએыף䡟ङொ澞
     Тؼએ۩ћђؚԶڐдઆ
լͫОؚԶЗॱلଣܫ
इङޞҘͫ߂ਈॳӟ؟ИПыङЗ
ۅչսѹͫѸީ֨ୌ߂ױЉݹ
▲пןଋਪ◒ङБͫЉࣀ؉Օਈ
ѫקآ⯇ۨڥПङߧݼ澞৲௲ग
લङइ۪ৱோࠪڽङٌࡊइͫ
ୃՕљӲଭӟЉգङە㾇֠澞ײ
ߧ҂߄▲࣮ٱ۪ٶך٫߄זՎࡈ
ૅङइਫߐսͫТٱҁս߂
߮֨ܵ۔ॹࣞױவު߂ऴङ֪
࡙ײ҆ͫސՇ࠳ЇͫސљڠલޅЗ
ؚԶङલۅ澞֨ݹٱךइҁս
ࢋͫޞલङ۪ࡘ୍Пொङҁսځ
ݹйழЈङୂӣͫ৲ࡷલՃࠪ
ڽПொङҁսࡁૻଠй֨ݹழЇङ
ୂӣ澞
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      इପ֨ܵީୃٯ䙕Ҽ澝ؚ
Զпުऴङ֪ͫސљߊଇӱݕ
ԟل؟ङߧݼ澞ࣀ৲ͫசवગ
ઋङূԗչؙ২ەૠङݕԟͫךڮ
ы▲ܵ⧰֨ڐпਘٜ֔ࠪङ
इ澞⧰ޅީЗ۰И߂ड़إङ
ॱͫୌङ۱߄࣒ўୃީЗы֔
ױङѽ࣫澞҂Օљ߿݇ਘٜङ֔ױ
Ծଣٱ▲ܫҁս۪ͫ߿݇ޅЗ⧰
ङߛࠄސଣܫब⼛ՠङइҁ
ս澞એѧॱێԆ؈லչ概澞

A smart way to incorporate
paintings into your living room is to
go by the colour of the furnishings
to get a matching effect. Or you
could simply choose a combination
of colours to be hung on the living
room walls. For example, hang black
and white paintings on one wall and
landscape paintings in bright and
cheerful hues on another to create
different mood walls.

If you have a special artwork like a
vintage painting, hang that solo piece
in a prominent area (for instance right above the sofa) to make a big
impact in your living room. Hang
the painting lower (one hand width
above the sofa) making sure the
centre of the image is at eye level.
This is because most people have
a tendency of placing artworks too
high.

I f you wish to hang multiple
paintings in a group, maintain visual
balance of the arrangement. The best
way to maintain balance is to keep
the heavy paintings to the bottom
and left. Such an arrangement evenly
distributes the weight of the items
because the human eye always starts
on the left. In case you have an even
setup, put the heaviest piece in the
middle.

     Ր▲ͫיпरѷளٯச۞ङ֣
࣌ͫҿؘѹ澝چ澝ރљՃু
ՠ߄ީୃڔސઔ९ङ澞үͫѹ
ږыࡨऩͫ▲ਢީਅް۪ৱ⧰
ث࠳ङͫאچչޅЗ⧰
ङݟबԣલͫљइவИڶ४
йॻॹંিО҄澞
     ⨟۰չԬࣿЭީܵ۔इҁ
սङͫސ֪ױЉଋ֨ୌࡨ۞
इ֨ܵځЉੴࢹ۪ࡊ䄳ڧրङ
வ澞֨⨟۰ͫ҂ଐՕљ҅ऀ௲ߡ䈖
۪௲ߡͫ֨Їவਘं֪Ӳਘ
ٜ֔ࠪङ֣ࠄ߽ͫ▲ߛ҂ङ⨟۰
ީЉީԆӀ߄Зۅԗд⪢澞
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FOR YOUR BEDROOM
Being the most personal and intimate space in the house, anything that you choose to display in your
bedroom is pretty much a reflection of your personality. A simple and smart way to personalize this space is
with your favourite painting hung above the bed.

Go for a statement painting that
can also be the focal point of your
bedroom. You could also use this plan
to your advantage by keeping the
rest of the room neutral and plain.

Go for a large painting with a set of
quirky hues that reiterates the vibrant
setting throughout the room in one
way or another.

In case your bedroom walls have
dark accent walls, a great way to
brighten up the room while drawing
the eye upward is to incorporate a
dramatic abstract artwork.

The key rule to hanging paintings
in the kitchen is to find a safe corner
where the art-work would not get
ruined by heat or water.

If your kitchen/dining space is
spacious, add some playfulness,
go over-the-top with a full-length
portrait to add a dramatic effect.
Place the painting right in the middle
of the wall at eye level.

If you have pristine white
k itchen walls, adorn them with
small paintings right on the kitchen
cabinets to give a whimsical and
colourful appeal to the space.

You could also choose a painting
based on the colour scheme and
decorative accents of your bedroom.

You could also pick themes (like countryside living, tropical island,
snow desert, etc) to introduce paintings of your choice and bring about a
harmonizing effect in the existing colour palette.

If you are an old school chart lover,
then vintage wall charts can easily be
added to your kitchen walls. Charts of
veggies and fruit biology have made
renaissance in popular home décor
lately and are great accents for the
kitchen and dining area. Hang vintage
botanical artwork in large print charts,
pull- down char ts and diagrams
directly on the kitchen and dining
space walls at eye level.

FOR YOUR BATHROOM
Otherwise a neglected space in most homes, we usually do not think of hanging paintings in our bathrooms.
But just like every room in your house, the bathroom also deserves a little decoration. Create a focal point by
hanging one or more soothing paintings over the bathtub, toilet or towel rack. Here are some tips to get you
started:-

In case you want the bathtub to
be the centre of attention, place one
large painting above it.

While selecting paintings for your
bathrooms, always go for relaxing
and soothing images that helps you
unwind after a hectic workday.

And most importantly, do not
forget to leave some wall space
between the tub and the painting to
avoid damage to the art-work.

FOR YOUR KITCHEN AND DINING SPACE
Homeowners may not consider the kitchen and dining area as potential spots for art display. But adding art
to both the spaces is a great way to liven up. And why not! If you pay utmost attention to decorate rest of
the house, you should also consider sprucing up the space where you spend a substantial amount of time to
cook and feed your family. Follow these tips to select paintings for your kitchen and dining area:
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Develop Your
DĂƚŚĞŵĂƟĐƐ
^ŬŝůůƐ
By Frida Clark

Q

uite often, young students struggle to understand and
grasp the basic core concepts of math which could make
their journey towards higher levels of math education a
strenuous one. We have often seen learners at school finding it
worrisome when they cannot score a proper grade in mathematics
- a subject considered to be very important to master. We would be
discussing a few tips on how to develop your mathematical skills.

Understand Rather than Memorize
Mathematics, unlike other subjects, is not something you can master by
memorizing. Several students try to memorize the sequence of steps or
procedures instead of trying to understand why such steps are used in the
given problem. This would not help in solving complex problems as the
students will have no clue as regards how to apply the steps to suit the
problem if they do not understand it in the first place. For this very reason,
it is crucial to know the ‘why’ behind a mathematical sequence and how it
would relate to the question in order to obtain the correct answer.

1

Get Yourself Involved
Mathematics is a subject which would not let you be a passive learner.
Because of this, it has a reputation of putting students out of their comfort
zones making some of them dislike the subject altogether. But it must be
understood that by engaging actively, learners will be focused and try to
connect between different math concepts they’ve learnt while trying to
figure out the answers independently. The more connections they make
the better it would be as it would take their understanding to a higher level.
Mathematical concepts run through difficulty levels.

2

“Practice Makes Perfect”
Mathematics is a language of its own which expresses the dynamic
relationships between numbers. And for some students practicing each
concept separately will prove to be beneficial. Some concepts require
less practice while others do not. It is important that learners practice the
concept to the point where they attain fluency in that area. For some slow
learners, embracing the ‘Aha!’ moments could inspire and encourage them
to learn the unique language of math enthusiastically.

3

Additional Exercises for Enhancement
Some of them have the notion about additional exercises being meant
for weak or slow learners only. This is simply not true. Learners of any level
would enhance their skills related to mathematics when they work on
additional exercises which are meant to challenge their thinking capacities.
Going beyond classwork or homework to practice core concepts of math is
bound to help young learners immensely.
     ރ؆ީ▲јךڮ؆ࣿୃ۟ӱף䡟ङર३ͫ؇ػҿՕਈރث؆۟ӱ؆Ю՞ԃͫރ؆ЭۨОд؟ћ傱傱ج
܇੭Ю৯٤ङॠऩФ▲澞֨؆Юރ؆ङޞҘͫҿؘЭ߄▲п܉شٙՕљٮԉਘٜٮԉ؇澞֨வثп㭹䓓չয䛒
ङҸ۩ͫޞڔћүҟङٷЉީڠଘਘٜઓѻѕћͫ৲ީځથүࣲઆѕћфࣿङԽ֜澞ڢ҂дઆдѕћਅեङ
࠵չࠢھФեͫӇߛࣲઆпҸ۪ڔৱпࠢؼھԆޣؠд澞؆ރױ؆ͫଐۤرڱਘٜҶ૯ڶҵ
Ծͫ֜ОՀЊ୍۟ڮ澞৯٤Օљ٫Ԉ؆ࣿՀЊӱ▲пރ؆ૠնઆொଋ३Иͫ࠴ޞ؆ࣿङࡨ۞ԃѫੴҭӣલԈ
ߛ߽ͫ֨ङ؆Ю㾇֠Ј؆ӱङऽજͫЭ࣑֡ޣؠङઓڸ澞ஔдર׃ङ؆ЮФͫיԆڠٝ߄ऽજङ୍זઐীЭީ
ளڷ߄ٯङͫпરեЮொљՃڈ؟ҁЏͫՕљߢם३چङٮԉ؇㍃֡ਘٜٝ؆ڱङऽજ澞৲֨؆ङ؆Ю
࣪Иͫգ؆ङٮԉЭՇܼवЉՕ߁їङҁऀ澞߄ޞҘ▲ЗыљࣞॹઆӐङொͫՕљљুشՠҁङߛڔސһգ
આӐ߽ͫЗыङੂݶչۨୃ۟ؼளރثͫםٯ؆ङҽૠչ؆Ю॥ߢۅЭؼԆࡼԼд澞
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Work Buddy to the Rescue
Each student has a different learning style. Some prefer to work
independently while others may want a study buddy. The latter is helpful in
many ways. A work buddy could help solve the problem by explaining it in
a different way while looking at the math problem from a different angle.
It will also provide an opportunity to discuss how each of them solved the
problems and to come up with solutions for hard problems by thinking
together.

5
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Charity Summer Fair 2018
@ Wellington College International Tianjin
M.A.D. Night - An annual celebration of Music, Arts & Drama!
@ International School of Tianjin
th

April 13 evening was yet another feather in the cap for International School of Tianjin (IST) Arts. Every year
parents, students and friends within the IST community are treated to a whirlwind tour of a wide range of
Art forms and this year was no different.
The evening began with a colorful display of circus skills, dancing and music before moving on a journey
through IST's beautiful facilities to delight in the annual celebration of the arts!
Corridors aligned with themed mocktails, hot dogs and other snacks formed a fragrant pathway to rooms
hosting instrumental ensembles, the elementary choir, Junior orchestra, the Senior Jazz Choir, the grade 11
theatre ensemble, Art workshops and activities as well as individual singers and instrumentalists.
The evening came to an explosive end with the dance troupe and orchestra closing the night with a bang.
One can only imagine what MADNESS will come this way this time next year. Get ready. It will surely be
WILD!

Date: Saturday, 19th May Time: 11:00-15:00
Ticket Price: 30RMB including one lucky draw ticket Where: Wellington College in Tianjin
Wellington College International
Tianjin’s Charity Summer Fair is
one of the most popular annual
international events in the city, in
addition to being the school’s largest
family event for both the local and
international communities.
Held on Saturday 19 th May, the
Charity Summer Fair will support
t h e s c h o o l ’s n o m i n a t e d l o c a l
char it y : R u H u i R e h a b i l i t a t i o n
Centre – helping autistic children
and their families here in Tianjin.
Coordinated and overseen by the
school management and teachers,
the event is organised and attended
by local and international families
in Tianjin, and supported by a wide
range of businesses and enterprises
operating in the NE China area.

ISCOT Robotics Day for Elementary Students
@ International School of Tianjin
IST proudly hosted the first ever ISCOT (International School
Conference of Tianjin) Robotics Day in our Robotics Lab in the IST
Design Center on Thursday April 12th. Six students from Grades 3
and 4, as well as invited students from TIS, TEDA and Wellington
schools, worked together to build and program 3 different types
of robot. Using iPad apps, students assembled Blockly code to
program their robots to complete a challenge.
It was wonderful to see elementary students from IST and other
local international schools so engaged and collaborating to
construct and program their robots. A rich learning experience
- both academically and socially! This event builds on successful initiatives in the elementary school to give
STEM subjects a higher profile, including an introduction to coding and robotics at various grade levels.

The Summer Fair is the highlight of
the Summer Term at the school, and
great efforts are made to ensure that
all attendees and vendors have fun
in a safe and friendly environment.
Offering a wide range of games
and activities for all ages, as well
as international food and drink, a
variety of on-stage performances, a
Grand Prize Draw and so much more,
the 2017 event attracted over 2,500
visitors from across Tianjin, Beijing
and NE China.
For more information please visit:
www.wellingtoncollege.cn/tianjin
ࡒם㖥䍫ߜݺז㘊⯷ٵԡ
ࢲۙࡱמூ؆ޙח㘜֑ⰧٶԢࡴԈرй  ޙ  ߃  ٶधڐםկ澞ࢲۙࡱמூ؆ޙח㘜֑ⰧٶԢЉюީ؆
வէ֪ڢչ֢எ॑ԚРԄङ߂ֺ॑םѫࡴԈͫգޞЭީ֪ࡱמԚ▲߂چ▲ٶՉࠪଌङ֢எ॑৩ࡴԈФ▲澞ୃٶ
߄ЇԞыߛӱࢲۙࡱמூ؆ՀԆ࠴धзؚͫآћ֨࠴цՉ২ױङޙחஆҰ澝Йئङ㢛ѹչПொࡴԈͫљՃјы
ڻङЩਫߐࢦӟ澞яٶⰧޙחٶԢङПொީȔ୍࣪سȕͫ գޞչ߽ͫ▲ٶڪ؆ر䶠த֑݁োं؆
ࣿћһգଣӟङ㘜֑ߑߣ澞ޙח㘜֑ⰧٶԢࡴԈவէޅЗۙࢲூ॑৩ͫљՃޅЗ֪ࡱמԚݹڐ澞ߊۓڭङՀЊ͠
ͫޙ  ߃  ٶ ͵ޫݺյҹ͵ݿЇԠ   ਙЈԠ  ୈत ыࡇ٠  ҫ  ыխ࣫֫ܚӴ▲ڙ
ࡴԈદͫەબखڣ؆ؒৠwww.wellingtoncollege.cn/tianjin
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Camp Read A lot: An Accelerated Reader (AR) Celebration!
@Teda International School

HARD ROCK SERVES UP NEW LOCATION IN TIANJIN
@ Hard Rock Cafe Tianjin
Hard Rock is bringing the brand’s oneof-kind blend of music, entertainment,
iconic merchandise and authentic,
American fare to Tianjin! The
644-square-meter, state-of-the-art cafe,
located at No.56 Tianta Road, Nankai
District, opened on Friday, April 20,
2018 and highlighted Hard Rock’s
new design style and latest technology.
Hard Rock Cafe Tianjin joins popular
cafes in China, including locations in
Hangzhou, Shanghai and Shenzhen.

We all know keeping students engaged and passionate about reading can be a little challenging at times. So,
to reward their hard work and diligence, at the end of term three, the Teda International School Literary Team
transformed the school’s forest area into ‘Camp Read A Lot’ as a celebration for those students who reached
their AR goals.
Students were greeted with colorful signs and themed tents spread out among the trees. The different
themes were inspired by the students themselves and designed to reflect the books they love, be that Harry
Potter, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Alice in Wonderland, Elephant and Piggy, Where the Wild Things are or
The Cat in the Hat, to name but a few. After having their photo taken in front of the camp sign, students
were able to explore the tents and take part in a range of fun activities which included puppet making, diary
writing, reading, photo taking and cookie making.
Every term we see the number of students attending the AR celebration increasing, which is a great
indication of the amount of work they put in to reach their AR goals. GOOD JOB EVERYONE!! We are looking
forward to 100% participation for the last term.

Positive Page Turning
@Teda International School
We at Teda International School consider ourselves very lucky to have had our lives enriched by a visit from
the wondrous Julia Cook who came to see us at the end of March this year. Her riotously illustrated books,
which are both entertaining and engaging, convey positive and practical messages aimed at helping
children make beneficial changes in their lives. To date she has sold over two million books and won
numerous awards for her authorship. Despite being this busy, somehow the former school counselor and
teacher still finds time to travel the world in the guise of a parenting expert and inspirational speaker.
During her time with us she shared her experiences and stories with students, parents and staff, and left each
listener with an array of tools which they can use in their daily lives. After her talk classes from the primary
school spent some time asking questions about her books and creative writing.
All in all we had a fabulous day and we look forward to her visiting us again one day. We now have copies of
her books in our library, the Reading Room and in many of our classrooms.

“Hard Rock has been looking forward
to opening an additional location in
China after many successful years of
operating in the country,” said Anibal
Fernandez, Vice President, Franchise
Operations & Development for Hard
Rock International. “We could not have
asked for a better city to showcase our
unique dining experience.”
The cafe includes seating for 222 guests,
an outside patio and a live music stage
that will give the unique, local music
scene a new arena for performances.

The design concept of “Music and
Electricity” is seen throughout the cafe
with the various metal instruments on
display and ceiling decorations inspired
by David Bowie and the radio posters
of “Lightning Bolt.” Additionally,
handpicked pieces of memorabilia
from Hard Rock’s iconic collection can
be seen at Hard Rock Cafe Tianjin.
Guests can feast their eyes on treasured
belongings from legendary and
contemporary musicians from around
the world, including a pair drum sticks
used by Frank Beard of ZZ Top, a
Sunburst Fender Coronado electric
guitar played by Matty Healy of The
1975, Imagine Dragons’ signed pedal
and kick tambourine, a Full Upright
bass guitar played by Tim Skold for
Marilyn Manson and other legendary
pieces.
Guests of Hard Rock Cafe Tianjin can
enjoy fresh, high-quality items from
Hard Rock’s menu, including a selection
of fan-favorite Legendary Burgers,
each featuring unique toppings, savory
sauces and rich, melted cheeses. Hard
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Rock’s Smokehouse offerings utilize
the very best Hickory wood chips to
slowly cook its ribs, chicken and pork
to juicy, tender perfection. In addition
to its food, Hard Rock Cafe’s extensive,
award-winning drinks menu includes
Hurricanes, Margaritas, signature
favorites and Alternative Rock (alcoholfree) beverages, all available in Hard
Rock’s souvenir, collectible glassware.
The Tianjin cafe’s Rock Shop will
offer music-inspired items, as
well as collectible Hard Rock Cafe
merchandise. Fans can acquire
exclusive Tianjin-specific merchandise
and much-coveted signature pins at
this retail location.
Since it was established in 1971,
Hard Rock has been committed to a
wide variety of philanthropic causes
and activities around the world. In
every Hard Rock city, the staff makes
it a priority to become a valuable
community partner and Hard
Rock Cafe Tianjin looks forward to
continuing this tradition.
May 2018
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Tianjin Metro Line 6 Fully Opens to Traffic
Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel Thanks for Your Green Commuting
Tianjin Metro Line 6 was fully opened to traffic on 26th April. As the transfer station between Line 5 and Line 6,
“Tianjinbinguan” Station is only 50 meters from Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel.
In accordance to Marriott International’s core value “Serve our World”, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel delivered
breakfast package to passengers on the morning. This activity is not only to celebrate the opening of Tianjin Metro Line 6,
but also to thank passengers’ “Green Commuting” and their efforts to reduce pollution.
By Caroline Lane

Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel is strategically situated in He Xi District, Bin Shui Road, within walking distance to the
new Tianjin Municipal People’s Government, Tianjin Grand Hall and Tianjin International Exhibition Center. Now hotel is
more convenient for guests to go out by subway. Guests can get to Tianjin Cultural Center at 1 stop, Tianjin Water Park at 2
stops and many places for sightseeing and transportation.
From May, hotel will push out subway room package, guests can get 1 Metro Card which is valued RMB20 by adding
1RMB to benchmark rate per room per stay. You can contact hotel for more details.

Spring Wedding Fair
@ Wanda Vista Tianjin
Wanda Vista Tianjin joined with Delicacy Bride Wedding Company presented a sweet and dreamlike spring wedding
show on April 1, 2018. Over 60 couples attended the wedding show and enjoyed the most romantic atmosphere, wedding
ceremony, wedding dress trend release and exciting lucky draws. The General Manager of Wanda Vista Tianjin, Mr.
Nikolaos Chatzipetros had a welcome speech to the guests, thanking all attendees and ensuring that Wanda Vista Tianjin
was committed to make your wedding day a memorable one. Ms. Kathy Chen, Director of Sales & Marketing shared with
attendees favorable wedding package in 2018. Whether the couples dream of an intimate party for closest friends and
families, or a high-profile celebration for hundreds of guests, Wanda Vista Tianjin has the perfect venue for them. The
hotel’s selection of luxurious venues includes the breathtaking Grand Ballroom, which offers 1,400m2 of elegant pillar-free
space with a 100m2 LED screen and different kinds of function rooms. Splendid spring wedding show at Wanda Vista
Tianjin created the timeless romance and elegant artistry for every couple.

䔦ͫՁ०Ȕݹ清ȕ澞बѮՎޞପҒЉՇଇ࡚ͫ߄ 77 Э࡚߄ڳҒͫ
৻Ցਈழ清Ѯа澞▲ޙДыؔޞهлҒͫѸҿИ▲ыՑݹд清࡚
߄ӊҒͫՐ▲יыؼપ҂ۂТՑݹ清Љ㇎੧મઈ澞йީ߄ؼдȔݹ清ȕ
▲પ澞Т۩ћځથײѾऀਸ਼ކપݹ清;⪢ҿؘਸ਼ކङȔݹ清ȕީȔYZGTJ
YUSKHUJ_ [Vȕͫ੮۞रЇԾީȔએ߮ыॻߛȕ澞࢛ࠢםйଋԾыћ
չ߅ՄћԾӽஓͫॳࣀ䔦Љਈչ▲؟םरۧͫТؼୃ؟ם
ॻએ૨ͫਘٜ߽݊▲य़ٯङࣿࡴ澞৲ߧײ҂ީੴݹ清ङ
ЗыͫऀȔMKZYZUUJ[Vȕङڔڥ੮ଇ澞

T

om, Matthew, Richard and
Ryan are very good friends
in college. They go to the
gym together, eat together, take
the same classes, and are from
the same hometown. They have
known each other for years.
Time flies, though, because they are
going to graduate next week. These
four young men have different plans
for themselves, so they are going to
different cities very soon. In order to
say a proper farewell, they organized a
nice dinner last Friday.
Everyone thought that these four
guys had a great time at the dinner,
but apparently, the dinner didn’t end
up happening! “How was the dinner,
Matt?” asked Julie, a good Chinese
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friend of the squad. “It got cancelled
last minute, Julie,” Matt answered in
embarrassment and disappointment.
“What happened?” Julie asked. “Ryan
forgot that he had an important
appointment with a professor. He
couldn’t cancel that appointment, so he
ended up standing us up.”
“Standing us up? What does that
mean…” Julie thought to herself. From
what Matt said, Julie figured out that
the dinner did not happen because
Ryan had to go somewhere else. In
other words, he let Tom, Matthew and
Richard down.
“Ah, got it,” Julie thought to herself,
“Ryan ݹд҂ћङ清L¡TMRKTϬ
SKTJKMÔ`O!”

“Standing somebody
up” means not going to an event or
meeting that has been scheduled.
Imagine someone cancels a movie
date with you when you are waiting in
front of the movie theater. You are left
standing for nothing then; therefore
your friend “stood you up.”
In the sentence “A stood B up,” A
is the person who cancels on the
meeting, while B is the person who got
cancelled on. Be careful on the word
order when you use this phrase!
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     ֨۩ћ॑сוڷङڳҒऀځ
ИͫՕљٯ߽ङ߶ொȔ
՞ д >>>ͫ  ےЇ  ۇओȕͫȔ 
߽՞Օਈਚ䣫ȕঈঈ澞ࣀп
߄ॾކȔ߶ொҴȕФゃͫѸЉՕ
իઍङީௐսਚओख़۩ћٷЉ惤
ଓͫ؉ؼՇࣿ֨۩ћङ૯ଆ澞ҿ
ؘঝऒओ߄▲ЗЋЏդટͫ
ީؼȔௐ࢛ۅऒओȕ澞य़ऒओ
ީܶପଋݡௐ৲ҵыѽङ߄ࡀ
߄ͧૅ࣒؞ԕۅ࣒ࣿܬओԽѽͨ
ঈਚओ֜۱ଭۨङऒओ澞▲ਢ
ՕӣО۟߯ۅչИࡀͫۅԕٯܬ
ङௐ࣒Иࡀ澝剔ଳѮ߯ओ澝ы
䠆һےѮ߯ओ澝ࣿؤਜ਼ओљՃԗ
؆ૅ࣒؞߄ࡀ߄ۅ۱ږङऒ
ओ澞ௐ࢛ۅऒےङՇओࣤل՟ঝ
ऒओۈՇओࣤङӹӧͫީڢӹЍ
उЇ߂ॳӟङԬࣿொ澞

Food Borne Illness…
Is it preventable?
By Leila Sullivan
oodborne illness occurs when
people get sick because
they have consumed any
contaminated food, with germs
such as bac teria, parasites or
viruses, with chemicals, or with
toxins produced by bacteria in the
food. It may also be related to food
poisoning.

F

but m o s t l y c h i l d re n u n d e r 5
years, elderly people and pregnant
women, and people with immune
s y s t e m we a ke n e d for m e d i c a l
conditions, such as diabetes,
liver or kidne y dis e as e, organ
transplants, HIV/AIDS, or people
receiving chemotherapy or radiation
treatment.

Is Foodborne illness common?
Recent studies indicate that 10%
or more of the population may
have foodborne diseases and it
can be a public health concern
across all regions of the world.
The World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates that almost 1 in
10 people get sick and 420.000 die
every year from eating food that
has been contaminated by harmful
substances, and Western Pacific
and South-East Asia countries have
the highest numbers of people with
foodborne diseases.

What are the symptoms of
Foodborne illness?
Diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, fever
and abdominal cramps are the
most common symptoms, starting
from several hours to 7 days after
exposure to the germ. Usually the
symptoms are mild, but some people
develop severe illness requiring
hospitalization or it can result in
long-term health problems or even
death.

     Тௐ࢛ۅऒओП߄քә
य़⪢;ҿИ߂ٯङ▲य़ީؼௐ
࣒Иࡀͫީܶௐऀдੴ߄ࡀ߄
۪߯ࡑૅ࣒؞խ߄߄ࡀ߄ૅ࣒؞
ङௐսեӟ࣫ङۅۄ澝оۅۄऒ
ओͺҿࠩީ Њௐ࣒߄ҼङՊہ
Նۅځऒओͺ࠴יଐ߄ௐս۟
߯ङ剔ଳѮ߯ओͧײ䢁ऒͨ澝ы
䠆һےओͧՍ弋䡏ͨ澝ࣿؤਜ਼ओͧޔ
ࡃਜ਼ओͨঈͺࡁૻصङީ ֜
иࠩݡصߊ۪םҵ߮п߄
ࡀ߄ૅ࣒؞৲ږङљۣ؞ࡀۅ
ОПࣔګङऒओ澞Њௐ࢛ۅऒ
ओ߄ҼङओࡀП߄મײओࡀ澝 Fo o d b or n e d i s e a s e s a re m ore
࡙ࡆ唾澝ॱ剔ڝ澝ם剔ߔ唾澝 common in low-income countries
௰ੌࣱ唾澞
and they can spread quickly along

the food chain and across borders.

     ࣀঝऒओԮͫםڮ؞Ѹ Anyone can get a foodborne illness,
۩ћՕљђࣿࡴشзҟͫࡨ۞
அ澞۩ћହҲ࡚֨߄Ԭࣿ
ґஞङҸһ֫۱ͺ֨߄Ԭࣿ
ґஞङ١۪١֫б߄؍Ҷ
ރङௐս澞Љбށௐսͺޏ
௪ௐսҭӣԆࢽեӇௐऀ澞Љ
⮽ࣿࡊͺହҲࣿࣅௐࢌݹ澝ࢌऀ
ߡӢঈͫஅ࠲ࣿࣅௐсՂࡑ
߯ͺЉࣿௐ澝ԡࣿௐࢁ௪Ճ৾ঝ澞
ࣿௐࣹߧீڷӔͺ୍ંԆٗ⢨
ܟঝչࣿӒঝௐսङࢎͺ՞Ӿ
ङ ݹـȭљЈેͫ
ௐऀӹீڷҭӣԆࢽͺחହҲ
ௐऀڈ؟ਘӲङ勱䄳ௐսͺ⡭ۨ
ӹҎե۴ङਧױԬࣿЮۛ澞
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What are the sources of Foodborne
illness?
There are at least 250 foodborne
illness es and t here are most ly
infectious. More common germs
related to foodborne disease
worldwide are:

deliver y and infection in the
newborn).

- Norovirus
- Salmonella
- Campylobacter
- Escherichia coli
- Staphylococcus aureus.
Although other germs are less
frequent, they can produce severe
disease, such as: Clostridium
botulinum (causes paralysis),
Vibrio cholerae (watery diarrhea
with dehydration), and Listeria
(during pregnancy causes
miscarriage, stillbirth, premature

In some regions, chemical hazards
can cause other types of foodborne
diseases, for example, in Western
Pacific and African countries the
exposure to Aflatoxin (from mould
of grain like maize contaminated
with a fungus called Aspergillus)
produce many cases of liver failure,
liver cancer and death in 40% of
sick people. In Africa, cyanide in
cassava cause paralysis (Konzo) and
death in 20% of people affected.

What types of foods are associated to Foodborne illness?
lness?

Are Foodborne illnesses
preventable?
There are certain practices that
are important in ensuring the
food that is being eaten is safe,
these are:
Raw foods of animal
origin: raw meat and
poultry, raw eggs,
unpasteurized milk,
and raw shellfish.

Fruits and vegetables
are contaminated with
animal waste (when
manure is used as
fertilizer), or when
unclean water is used
for washing them.

Any food item can be
d when
h
contaminated
it is touched by an
infected person. When
these foods items are
not properly cooked
they can pass the
illness to other people.

- Practice a high standard of
personal hygiene which is the
prime factor in the prevention of
the transmission of foodborne
diseases. Always wash hands with
soap and warm running water
before handling food and after
using the toilet.
- Clean all working surfaces
before food stuffs are put on
them.
- Cook meat thoroughly and use
food thermometer to be sure that
poultry and ground meats are
cooked safe.
- Always rinse fresh fruits and
vegetables before eating them.
- Follow instructions that are on
the package when you open food
packets.
- Heat lunch meats and deli meats
before eating them.
- Always drink boiled or bottled
water
May 2018
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ҵযਰधڐङм߃ͫએ۩ћߛर▲ୂ概ङऄڧլ澞澦ࣗФَ澧ୂљࣝࣝОПொङऄڧઔଚд֨  ٶե
ङߌߛֽ١ИͫंйȔࣗࡶ۟ȕ刽垬ͫڄݺ٢੧ݺјࡶݹҶୂࣝࣝͫଓख़ֽ١ङۨ࠴ؼֹَ֬ڇОࣝࣝࣿ
ङȔࣗФَȕ澞ڢ۱߄ыڒܒпࣝࣝङޞҘͫ▲З  ٍअ؇О܇جਘٜङ࣊ࣗՑ૯ҵȔࣗФَȕ澞شअ؇
ЊмՑࣝࣝ֨ȔࣗФَȕЇԷдय़य़䭎չ׳ר惼悘ͫ߂ৄऀѕङФڶ۸Ԉд⩧Пͫڱӱдࣝࣝћङ㓘峭չ
ٮԉͫЇࢦд▲࠼߄ەૠ澝࡞㗟۟ыङॿઢݻз澞
     ֨ਟ式ࢦӟސவͫ؍Б ؿș ڴܞڴ؍Ӳҁङۦܞڗਟ式ӽऩȔԪȕ㌿ࢦЍउੂڱ՟֪Ѩչѽ▲ਚङ
ױછ澞ۦܞڗਟ࢛йաޯ澝؍ଇԫо澝ܞѲଐ߄ࣰ࣏ࣚןыङࡇ࠱ਟͫԝ֚澝ԝмЍͫա⧨ࡶࡾ
ৱ܋Бސङԭچ廫૫ਟ澝ܞѲङ॔ॢ۟ѯە壝ՠ֨ਘٜ䁆恔⼞ݹङ࠱ਟИ٫ӱдࣰ࣏澞 ߃Ӭ҂ؼՕљ֨
ԘчЍӽஓࠫӱ▲ࢬԈыڶङਟӽ澦Ԫ澧澞ࡣધԽ࣍ӁЩӽ澦ৢࠬإЊ㬕◒ՙ澧رй  ߃  ޙਙ 
םࡱמ֨ޙӽஓ࠱ӽԶԢ◒Їࢦ澞ੴधОȔ Ѝ߂ѭםङࡶ੧Щӽȕङ澦ৢࠬإЊ㬕◒ՙ澧رআІࠩӱઘ
И֢ͫࡱמҁОߎ㌿ࢦङআ֚ॻͫգޞЭީ߂ե▲ॻͫԎڷѫোࡱѨࣣЇ▲֫ߢਚࡾࢨङࡣ֢گޔ澞
ஔдЙئङࢦӟФיۯͫיԈЭ֨  ߃Ȕࣆȕдߛ澞8[T:U:NK(KGZ㖈ਭܠЩԡ३ީߠܞԘчЗ
Щԡͫ ߃  ֨رޙ২◒ङ㨟ٵԝІࡊްڀԚڐ澞ߎࠩߠܞગԡ३ߠܞ澝 Ҹୌ澝 ҸୌІЗாऩͫ
ޞهଳЇرગ߄ךЗЩॻͫ߄Щչ *0 ֨࣫֫ऀ߂ࣆङЩЊਭתОৱԆԉ澞֨ৱӏଋৄࢵিեͫ
ࢽࢸङࡈ㾇رசИڶਟՖԚֿङЩࡵثଇӱ䉸͠ޗખ҂ީ࠵ޏыӹߛܸ۫ਘٜআ▲З  Ҹୌ۪ީ૯घ۫
ङ৯۴ӹߛӳ ޏ6(ͫױծͫױͫࣨױरङ 8[T:U:NK(KGZ㖈ਭࠕ߂ީرୃܠଣ͠ܫ

FILM
Isle of Dogs is a 2018 stop-motion animated comedy film written,
produced and directed by Wes Anderson. Set in dystopian near-future
Japan, the film follows a young boy who goes in search of his dog after
the whole species is banished to an island due to an illness outbreak.

THEATRE
Antonio Andrade: Mi Carmen Flamenca
Venue: Century Theatre, 40 Liangmaqiao Lu, Beijing
Date: 2018.05.06
Antonio Andrade's Andalusian flamenco company presents an adaptation of
Bizet's tragic opera Carmen, in a production that incorporates elements of jazz,
salsa, flamenco and Arabic music. By doing so, Mi Carmen Flamenca reshapes the
classic opera, both in music and dance, combining traditional flamenco with the
spirit of modern flamenco.
Romeo & Juliette
Venue: Tianjin Grand Theatre, Beijing
Date: 2018.05.04-05
Roméo et Juliette is a French musical based on William Shakespeare's play Romeo
and Juliet, with music and lyrics by Gérard Presgurvic. The plot remains largely as
written by Shakespeare. To express the hatred between the two families, costumes
and lighting are designed mainly in two powerful colors: The Montague’s are
seen in shades of blue and the Capulet’s in red. Hairstyles and makeup of some
supporting roles, such as Romeo’s friend Mercutio, Juliet’s cousin Tybalt and
Romeo’s cousin Benvolio, are all done up a modern street-punk style.
May 2018

Great Wall Festival 2018
Venue: Badaling Great Wall of China, Beijing
Date: 2018.05.19 – 2018.05.20
One of Beijing's best outdoor festivals returns with an exciting lineup, including Nina Kraviz, Dixon and Recondite. There's a 5k funrun before the festival starts, while the actual party kicks off at 2pm,
with four stages packed with local talent including Ou Yang, Huang
Weiwei and Shen Yue. Festivities will continue well into the evening
so go prepared for the long haul.

Shuttle bus
Two-day shuttle bus from Beijing Agricultural
Exhibition Hall: 120RMB
Two-day shuttle bus from Beijing Language
and Culture University: 120RMB
Ticket prices
Two-day general admission pass: 680RMB
Two-day VIP passes: 980RMB

WDR Symphony Orchestra Cologne, Germany
Venue: Tianjin Grand Theatre
Date: 2018.05.26
WDR Symphony Orchestra Cologne is one of the most influential
orchestras in the musical landscape of North Rhine Westphalia.
Led by conductor Jukka-Pekka Saraste, the musicians will present
Beethoven: Overture to "Egmont", Op. 84, Symphony No.7 in A
major, Op.92 and Sibelius: Symphony No.2 in D-Major, Op.43.

Isle of Dogs
Date: 2018.04.20 - 2018.05.25
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MUSIC

CONCERT
Fall Out Boy
Venue: Cadillac Arena, 69 Fuxing Lu, Beijing
Date: 2018.05.07
Emo-pop Act Fall out Boy – who first found fame in the early 2000s and is due to perform at Reading and
Leeds Festival with Kendrick Lamar and Kings of Leon this summer – make their Beijing debut at Cadillac
Arena (formerly Beijing LeSports Center). The Chicago outfit is here in support of latest album MANIA, which
sees combining catchy riffs, lyrical wordplay and pop hooks.

SPORTS
Run To the Beat 2018
Venue: Ming Tombs Reservoir, Changping District, Beijing
Date: 2018.05.20
Run to the Beat is the first music half-marathon in Beijing. Taking place in the beautiful Ming Tomb Reservoir
Scenic Area in Changping this May, this race features live bands and DJs performing alongside the course to
entertain runners. The music party continues at the main stage after crossing the finish line.
Registration closes on May 16th. Participants must be 16 years or older and can pick from running a halfmarathon, 10km or 5km.
May 2018
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How to Cope
With Setbacks
and Injuries

5HSODQ\RXU¿WQHVVJRDOVWR
accommodate your healing too.
This does not mean you failed. As
mentioned earlier, it just means
that you’ve got to practice some
specific exercise routines that may
be less intensive in order to fix your
injury. So sit down, write your new
goals and work towards them. It is
totally ok to follow a less intensive
routine for a few days. It does not
mean you are weak. A properly
planned routine for getting back
on track can in fact become your
biggest turning point.

Quick Tips
By Barbara Ross
    ثךڮਘٜ૯ߕЉ۞ࢠלङ߅
Մͫٯٯପଋҡ૯ߛ੧ӗ剘ͫࣀ
৲ѽ୍ͫםਕतЉױ澞৲ਕत
Љ  ם  ױѽ ୍ #  Ԉ ӏ Ӡ  ͫם
ЉଠՠҟѮङ߄㾒Ԉ͠ऩӹ
ङू९Շ࣫ͫ࠵ଋ३ИͫыѽҼ
ਭՉӱङӏӠԃͫڪڪਈଇӱѽ୍
ङ  ҕ澞୍ͫثйਕҼਭङ݃
ѯͫީ▲Зࣞॹ֜প澞ҟ࠵ঝ
ӏӠۅԈͫڮୃؼѯਕ͠ߧײӟ
࣫д柤٫▲ݫঝङԈѯओͫ۩
ћީիځથ֨Չ݃ङەӑЈҡ
૯⪢;үͫثࣀڢਘٜङऒओ
ەӑ੧࡞ऐ澞ஔд૯ѽङזۊФ
ࣲڶثͫיЇЭ੧▲ؔ३چङ
ڏࣲڶગ澞ݎЈߛ֨זۊԈઐী
Иͫ۩ћளͫ۞ࡨٯЉӇԆӽ
Չѯୂѹङओە澞ԛࣿՕљো҂ڮ
ױङڏઑͫ䀽ЭީЉ୪ङଣܫ澞
֨Չѯଋեͫԯ҅૯ѽࣙӑٝۊ
ͫזѸٷЉ۞նव۩ћՕљச۞
ԈͫՆ৲ځથԆ僵֪إઋ
Ӧਘٜङҡ૯ऩ߶չઐীࡣސ澞

First off, treat your illness or
injury. And when I say treat, I
mean treat it like a baby. Dress
it, pamper it and do whatever
it takes for it to heal faster or
get better. Do not at any cost
try to squeeze in routines before it
has healed. Otherwise you may end
up with a more serious problem
later. If it is an issue with your heart
and mind, give yourself a few days
off to heal and come to terms with
the issue. Allow yourself to be sad,
but make sure you don’t sink in to
it. Train your mind to see the bigger
picture in life and get back on track.
One of the best ways to do that is
to measure yourself on the scale.
The numbers itself could be your
sole motivating factor to get back
to work.
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S

o you start off your fitness regime for the summer on a high
note! You get yourself some cool new gym clothes, give yourself
a boosting prep talk in the mirror and you’re in the gym pushing
limits and challenging yourself each day. Your scale starts responding
positively, your clothes start fitting well and you’ve got yourself a routine
that works. Then all of a sudden, you get ill or you get injured with say a
ligament tear or a fracture. What do you do? Or maybe your weight loss
regime has come to a point where the needle on the scale doesn’t seem to
move as rapidly as it used to. Results seem to be slow. What do you do? In
both of these situations, continuing to work out becomes very difficult. It
is very easy to come down on yourself that way and loose the enthusiasm
that you had up until now. And this holds true in case of any life crisis that
you go through in the middle of your regime too. Then in no time, you’ll
find yourself going back to the lifestyle that you used to live. Being one of
the most common issues faced by people who have been trying to lose
weight for years at end, here are some quick and effective tips that you
can follow to help deal with such situations and get back on track:
Secondly, you can start
training with the parts of
your body that are not
injured, or do not in any way
affect your injured area. But you
do need to be very careful with
that. For example, if you’ve injured
your ankle, you can work out your
biceps and triceps with compound
movements. If you’ve injured your
upper body, you can work out
your calves and ankles. Talk to your
doctor, do some research yourself
and find out what works for you.
For other setbacks, take baby steps
to get back on track. Don’t ever
try to set a goal that worked for

you before the setback. Your mind
might not be ready yet for that
kind of a commitment. It will only
bring you down when you’re not
able to stick to your goals. Instead,
set real goals that are achievable
for your broken self. Once you
start sweating, it will slowly bring
up your spirits.

Incorporating small boosters.
Try incorporating small boosters in
the middle of your regime, for an
extra push. For example, follow up
your weightlifting workouts with
a protein bar or a protein shake
one time a day. This can help your
muscles recover easily after the
workout. In the same way, before
you start, send more energy to your
muscles by consuming some heavy
duty pre-exercise nutrition.

Focus on eating
healthy by all means.
Just because your exercises have
hit a break, doesn’t mean you can
slack on eating healthy too. Keep
to your diet and add some extra
supplements for vitamins, minerals
and antioxidants because your
body needs the extra care.

Put down some rigorous rules when
you’re re-planning your diet.
For other setbacks, you can binge in
your lamenting phase but have your
dietician put down some rigorous rules
when you’re re-planning your diet.

Stay positive and never let
your spirits come down.
It can be a hard thing to do, but
do not give in. Believe that you’re
going to be back in full swing within
a short period of time. There are
tons of very effective positivism and
motivation videos on YouTube. Go
ahead, subscribe and watch them
on a daily basis to re-affirm your
belief and faith. Besides that, be
very patient with your body. Take it
slow and build up your strength and
motivation along the way.
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The era of broken phone screens
scre
is over
By Fanny Batesw
      ـ࣫֨ङޗଆࠃ۴ߑۖڮי
ave you ever been in a situation when your phone might have
ਪͫѸީЊѮગઋङ۴ߑͫࡁثҿޗ
accidentally fallen hard on the ground? The first thing that
ଆࠃગઋԆ֜ޣؠО۴࢝৲حਚ۴ߑ
pops up in our mind is whether or not the screen has cracked.
庝ॹӶॊى澞݅࣬ࣸவߡ▲ਢ You reach for it slowly and imagine a huge crack in the screen and all
әघҫљЇͫ৲ ީߧײO6NUTK ^ Љش
the unnecessary expenses that you need to undertake now. The glass
ڶॊىङઢͫबҒ݅ٳىЭީ▲ঃЉ
is definitely damaged now and your phone insurance doesn’t cover
ङݵӟд澞۱љਈूל९ӟஅ࠲ॊى
۪ৱީਈלਘ㗟ङ࣬ࣸީ▲ўள ୍ٯthe replacement of a new screen. The only thing that’s left to do is
ङзە澞ߎޙБчם؆ङ▲ѹԗ؆ू९ buying a new phone. However, Japanese chemist, Ju Yanagisawa
ыմ ?[?GTGMOYG]G ֨ूՇ䉸࢘੮வ҅ achieved a huge breakthrough by discovering a new type of glass
ऀङডवӷי۞ؼͫޞՇޢд▲य़ ֺޏwhich has the feature to be self – healable.
࣬ࣸͫࣸ࣬ڢॊдФեՑऀ۴ܷԹ
ؼՕљזۊ澞Тय़࣬ࣸީײѾਘԈ Organic Glass Relies On Hydrogen Bonds
ғזङ⪢;

H

He actually discovered it by accident while preparing the material

     ֨  ؘ  И ҟ ࢦ ॐ  ؘ  ͫޞas a glue. The new type of glass can be repaired with a simple act of
?GTGMOYG]G ֲࣸ࣬▲رॊۨ  ࣌ͫࣀ connecting by pressing the broken pieces together. Sounds simple,
եֲ  رॊ࣬ࣸܰՠ֨▲ͫ ॡե
doesn't it? He found out that the material pressed for 30 seconds at
࣬ࣸਘԈғޏ୍ͫזՊۨ؏ޅङ▲ֲ࣬
a temperature of 21 degrees could heal itself. After just a couple of
ࣸ澞Одચͫߧݼѕଐऀܰՠե࣬ࣸ
բ▲ࣼࡊͫચޢЉѫॊ澞य़࣬ࣸ hours, the material behaved as if nothing happened at all. It was just
Ҽ୰֨ؼй҅ऀд▲य़ੴ०Оৼ戅ঝԗ as sturdy and solid as it was before the crack happened. Also, the
ed piece of reconstructed glass seemed very resistant.
ՠ࣒ङߕͫމঝѷоұԃ߄ߑ࣬ࣸͫ৲ fused
ऩӹਈ۴ߑୂםӣ҅ऀङީ䩳࣒࣬
ࣸ澞֨ѕङू९ۨߧФӹͫЭ߄ॠ؆؟
҅ऀࠨਇ۪ডՠӷߛғז۴ߑͫٳى৲
ѕਈҟӱਘԈғͫזЉௌͫމߕי
Љ࣪澞߿݇ ?GTGMOYG]G
ङू९ͫҿИङ䫚務ӱдҼ୰ङҁऀͫ
ӯऀ䫚務Иङࡉ୰҅࣬ࣸଆ٫߄ਘ㗟
ԅਈ澞ंй䩳࣒࣬ࣸ֨ଋऀ҅ޞ
եѫфࣿߕމ䡖ԍͫ੮வѫӟ࣫شךڮ
ড়ͫڢԹԃםӱ▲ؔ३ؼޞچѫॊ澞
৲ӯऀय़މߕޏՕљӲଭӟԆ৳ऀ
ङ߹劮࣬ࣸͫ߄߈ࣸ࣬رङ҅ऀخոڍ
  ν  ٶ澞
     य़࣬ࣸࡖ֨ऀߧײ૱ܺ࣬ࣸ澝
௨儏澝ࣾਙࠌڇЇͫՕљ҅ڍםם
ऀخո澞ךڮࣀڢыङআ▲Ն֨ऀީځ
ਈ۴ߑٳىЇ澞ҿؘਈ۴ߑӲଭ
ٝ֨ગוИ҅ऀдਘ㗟ߕމ澞2- ङ
- ,RK^  ֨  ݐٶӟޏфսͫ֨۴
ߑਅவࢂЇд▲ͫكࢂكࣀߌਈ؏Ҷ
ғ୍ૻזङ݃ލѯͫѸёਈғڳૹז
ङӦक澞ऩӹय़ूֺޏՇङ࣬ࣸࣀ
ՕљЉऀڶܛ庝ॊ݅ͫىѸީख़ऱ࠳
ҵ҅ऀଐޝ澞
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It seemed as though a true miracle had happened. Even the
scientist could not believe it so he repeated the experiment
several times. His colleagues from Tokyo University were as
impressed as he was. By experimenting the properties of
adhesive materials and their effectiveness on wet surfaces,
he actually made a huge impact on discovering new,
environment-friendly materials.
This is not the first time that scientists have had a chance
to explore new, self – healing materials. Other experiments
were conducted on rubber and plastics. However, this
is the first time for a hard substance to be explored as
repairable material. The effect doesn’t need to be produced
by applying high temperatures on the surfaces, but it can
be repaired at normal room temperature. So how does it
work actually? This organic glass, similar to acrylic glass, is
produced from a combination of polymers, polyethers, and
thiourea or thiocarbamide. Their hydrogen bond, therefore,
gives the glass self-renewing capability, according to the
Yanagisawa research.
Other scientists have shown some similar effects before
with rubber or gel, but this Japanese scientist is the first to
come up with these effects using just one type of glass. The
secret is actually in these hydrogen bonds and how they
behave. Pieces of shattered glass become self – adhesive
and the material regains the former strength. Some other
researchers from the University of California actually
supported the thesis about polymers being used to create
healable glass. They made an experiment with polymers
which were able to stretch till up to fifty times their size. The
shattered part could heal itself within 24 hours.
Is the future of SF movies round the corner? Is this the
end of broken screens? This important innovation could
have enabled a double or even triple the life of various
glass items, such as automotive windscreens or building
materials, according to Yanagisawa. Different kinds of glass
products lose their quality over time, due to physical stress
and movement. We can’t expect to fix all the broken pieces.
But we can expect huge improvements in the field of
modern technology by enabling these materials to have a
long-lasting effect.

University of Tokyo chemistry researcher Yu Yanagisawa
demonstrates how broken resin glass is repaired in
this combination photograph taken at the university’s
laboratory in Tokyo.

the case with LG company which invested
funds in LG's G Flex 2. In 2015 it was produced
with a coating on its back. This additional
part was capable of repairing some minor
scratches and damages over time. However,
it lacked success in completely repairing
damages that were heavier.

What’s The Impact On The Mobile Industry?
This isn't the first effort to produce a polymer which
could be used as a healable screen. For devices such as
smartphones, tablets, monitors, laptops and TVs, this could
really be helpful in creating products having a long lasting
cycle. Some manufacturers already put an effort into
exploring new ways to extend products lifetime. This was

According to some researches conducted
in the UK, over 21% of people who use
smartphones actually never repair it, and
they use it with the broken screen. All in all,
smashed displays are being one of biggest
issues for smartphone users, together with
poor battery life.
May 2018
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TIANJIN RESTAURANTS

Bakeries & Desserts

H 0/4.U[YKࡒஊȕЗԵ
P ' 7/F, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin, 138

Chinese

Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区赤峰道138号天津四季酒店
7层
: +86 22 2716 6262
H -GTM-GTM(XKGJ =OTK
P ӄӄਛਕଖ Ԕڂ

-XKGZHXKGJGTJVGYZXOKYVR[Y
UZNKXYZ[LLROQKIUUQOKYGTJ
YGTJ]OINKY
<KX_XKGYUTGHRKVXOIKY
$104# Olympic Tower,
Chengdu Dao, Heping District
和平区成都道126号
奥林匹克大厦1楼104
7+86 22 2334 5716

N /TGYOG8KYZG[XGTZষ怪н啲Ե
K 5R_SVOI9ZGJO[S9ZUXK

$4F, A·Hotel, Olympics Gym, Nankai
District, Tianjin
南开区水滴体育馆A·Hotel四楼
7+86 22 2382 1666/2233
H 3XY='4- 9*KYYKXZ(U[ZOW[K
P ࢶ؞מफۑ䟑ռ

$Xian Nong Courtyard, 292 He Bei Lu,
Heping district
和平区河北路292号先农大院内
7+86 22 5835 2895
H (KRRG3ORGTU.GTJ3GJK-KRGZU
P ઍۿ५ҹٖەړڿӍࢍӕ

.OYKTYK6RG`Gࡢґڂ֪ٹ
$No.188 Jie Fang Road 3F,
Heping District, Tianjin
和平区解放路188号3层
7 +86 22 23198315

H /TZKXTGZOUTGR:XGJK)KTZXK
X ֡ࡒם帢કࢢЗڂڵ

$3F, No.39 Nanjing Road, International
Trade Centre, Hexi District, Tianjin
河西区南京路39号天津国贸购物中心
3层
7+86 22 59907159
H 3KZXUVUROZGT6RG`G
P ЌѪڂ

$6F - 606, No.183 Nanjing Road,
Metropolitan Plaza, Heping District,
Tianjin
和平区南京路183号世纪都会商厦
6层606 号

Include your company info in our Listings Index
Editor@tianjinplus.com
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H 7OTM=GTM,[ڃࢶٻ
P 7OTM=GTM,[]GYLU[TJKJZU

VXU\OJKGYUVNOYZOIGZKJ\KT[K
]NKXKH[YOTKYYVKUVRKIGTSKKZ
JOTKGTJXKRG^OTVXO\GI_GTJ
IUSLUXZ
$QWF, No. 55, Chongqing Road, Heping
District
和平区重庆道55号庆王府
7+86 22 8713 5555

H 9N[O'TَࠫЗԵ
P 9N[O'TZGQKYOZYOTYVOXGZOUTLXUS

ZNKRGTJGTJYKGYVKIOGRZOKYUL
ZNKIOZ_GTJXKOSGMOTKYZNKSLUX
ZNKYUVNOYZOIGZKJMRUHGRZXG\KRRKX
11:30-14:00; 17:30-22:00.
$2F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin,
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping District
和平区台儿庄路33号
天津利顺德大饭店豪华精选酒店2层
7+86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8920

H :OGT:GO>[GTࡋם怪ЗԵ
P +RKMGTZOTZKXOUXOTIR[JKYGVXO\GZK

KRK\GZUXYKX\OTMZKTR[^[XOU[Y
VXO\GZKJOTOTMXUUSY
$ 1 - 2F, The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin,
No. 167 Dagubei Road, Heping District
和平区大沽北路167号
天津丽思卡尔顿酒店一楼和二楼
7 +86 22 5809 5098

H 7OTM6GRGIKם怪
P 5LLKXYJOYZOTIZO\K9OIN[GT 

SUJKXT)GTZUTKYKI[OYOTKOTG
XKLOTKJGSHOKTIK,XUSNUSK
YZ_RKJOYNKYZUXU_GRI[OYOTK
11:30-14:30; 18:00-22:30.
$6F, Tangla Hotel Tianjin, No. 219,
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路219号
天津唐拉雅秀酒店6楼
7+86 22 2321 5888 ext. 5106

H ?U[ZN8KYZG[XGTZٵԵ
P 11:30-14:30; 17:30-21:30.

$1F, bldg. 1, Jin Wan Plaza, Jiefang Bei
Road, Heping District
和平区解放北路津湾广场2号1层
7+86 22 5836 8081

,[7[GT6G\OROUTULLKXYIU`_
JOTOTMGZSUYVNKXKGTJ
INGXGIZKXOYKJH_.GTM`NU[
JOYNKY
$ Saixiang Hotel, No. 8, Meiyuan Lu,
Huayuan High-tech Industrial Park,
Nankai District
南开区新技术产业园区
华苑产业区梅苑路8号赛象酒店内
7+86 22 2376 8888

XKYZG[XGTZ]OZNZU[INKYUL)NOTKYK
KRKSKTZY4K]*_TGYZ_ZGQKY
IRGYYOI)GTZUTKYKI[OYOTKGTJ
V[ZYGSUJKXTZ]OYZUTOZ]NORK
SGOTZGOTOTMOZYG[ZNKTZOILRG\U[XY
11:30-14:30; 17:00-22:00.
$2F, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel
No.16 Binshui Road, Hexi District
河西区宾水道16号万丽天津宾馆2层
7+86 22 5822 3388
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H
P Heping

N
K Nankai

H
X Hexi

Indian
H :NK-URJKT,UXQ'[ZNKTZOI
P /TJOGT8KYZG[XGTZ

H )KRKYZOGR)U[XZ)NOTKYK
X 8KYZG[XGTZؖם昳ЗԵ
9NKXGZUT YVXKSOKXXKYZG[XGTZ]OZN
ZXGJOZOUTGRJKIUXMO\KYYVKIOGR
IGXKZUKGINJOYN YJKZGORGTJ
VXKYKTZGZOUT
11:30-14:00; 17:30-21:30.
$2F, Main Building, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin,
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
河西区紫金山路
天津喜来登大酒店主楼2层
7+86 22 2731 3388 ext.1825/1826
H *OT:GO,[TM滏ࡋИ
X =UXRJXKTU]TKJJ[SVROTM

XKYZG[XGTZULLKXOTMJKRKIZGHRK
LORROTMYGTJMXKGZ\GXOKZ_
11:30-14:40, 17:30-21:50.
$No. 18, the junction of Zi Jin Shan Lu
and Binshui Dao, Hexi District
河西区宾水道与紫金山路交口18号
7+86 22 2813 8138
:dintaifung.com.cn

H 2G9KOTK ણঈ࠽ࡄ֡Ե
B '\KX_MUUJ,XKTINXKYZG[XGTZ

-U[XSKZJOYNKYGTJGMXKGZ]OTK
IKRRGX11:30-14:30; 17:30-21:30.
$No.50, Ziyou Dao, Hebei District.
(Italian Style Town)
河北区自由道50号(意大利风情街)
7+86 22 2446 0388

H (XGYYKXOK,RU:OGTPOT
B धࠂ

(XGYYKXOK,RUOYGXKGR6GXOYOGT
(XGYYKXOKYKX\OTMG[ZNKTZOI
,XKTINI[OYOTK,XUSYKGYUTGR
XKIUSSKTJGZOUTYZU,XKTIN
U_YZKXY(XGYYKXOK,RUVXU\OJKY
GTG[ZNKTZOI6GXOYOGTJOTOTM
K^VKXOKTIK=OTKIKRRGXOSVUXZKJ
YKGLUUJGTJVXO\GZK</6XUUS
G\GORGHRK
$No.37, Guangfu Dao, Italian Style
Town, Hebei District
河北区意大利风情区光复道37号
7+86 22 2662 6688
)+86 22 2445 2625

H 2K2ULZୢ
P Good place to meet friends. French

cuisine, wine and great atmosphere.
$Cross of Nanjin Lu and Jinzhou Dao,
Heping district
和平区南京路与锦州道交口
7+86 22 2723 9363, +86 18702200612
H (R[LOYN
X ١ஷࡄړԵ

H *UTMYOX.UZVUZ ۅжҨ䃊্
P $No.5 Yong'an Road, Hexi District

H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H
Q Hongqiao

$1st Floor, Lotte Plaza, No.9 Leyuan road,
Hexi District
越秀路与乐园道交口银河国际购物
中心乐天百货首层F&B-1-2
7 022-58908018
2Sunday - Tuesday 10:00-21:30
Friday - Saturday 10:00 - 22:00

D
G Dagang

X
Q Xiqing

ଟՁԬڅԵ
$ Crossing of Qixiang Tai Lu and Diantai
Dao, Heping District
和平区气象台路与电台道交口(医科大
学游泳馆对面)
7 +86 22 2335 7567
Contact (Chinese): 138 2167 9729 at Mr.
Li 李经理 Contact (Foreigner): 150 2250
5448 at Mohamed 默罕穆德

Italian
H 6XKMUלڿӮԵ
P /ZGROGTS[YOI/ZGROGTURO\KUOR

$Room 109, Buliding A2 , Binshui West
road, Nankai District ,Tianjin
南开区奥城商业广场A2商9
7+86 22 23741921
58

features classic and modern French
dishes.
$No.2 Changde Dao, Heping District
和平区常德道2号
7+86 22 2332 9966

French

4K]*_TGYZ_ࠂءם

H
X 'SUJKXT[VYIGRK)NOTKYK

(opposite of People's Park)
河西区永安道5号(人民公园西南门斜对
面)
7+86 22 2331 9777

N 2+)85('-Ȉ:OGTPOT9ZUXK
K 2K)XUHGM֡ڳԔۑ

H 3G^OS Y*K6GXOY பҰੋࡄԵ
P One of the world's best French restaurant

N ,[7[GT6G\OROUT
K ણઊЗԵधࡂ昳

B
D Baodi

/ZGROGT]OTKGTJZGYZKL[R/ZGROGT
GSHOKTIKGTJGRUTM]OZNJOYNKY
H[XYZOTM]OZNZGYZK
217:30 - 22:30.
$3F, The Westin Tianjin, No. 101, Nanjing
Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路101号天津君隆威斯汀
酒店3层
7+86 22 2389 0173

H 6'9:',8+9)'*'9'2<':58+
B ࠺ԡיӮלڿӮԵ

:NKSUYZLXKYNYVGMNKZZOGTJ
YG[IKZNKHKYZYKX\OIKVXU\OJKY
_U[ZNKSUYZG[ZNKTZOI/ZGROGT
I[OYOTK
$No.22, Guangfu Road, ltalian Style
Town, Hebei District
河北区意大利风情街光复道22号
7+86 22 2446 3101/ 3201
+86 186 2218 3134
(yuanpeter@163.com

H 6O``G(OGTIG
P ࠢ،ԩלڿӮԵ
Great choice of Italian cuisine and pizza.
$No.83 Chongqing Lu,
Min Yuan Stadium, Heping District
和平区重庆道83号民园体育场内
7 +86 22 8312 2728
H <KTK`OG)R[H/ZGROGT8KYZG[XGTZ 
B =OTKX_
ڿݯؾଖի

$No. 48 ZiYou Road, Former Italian
Concession Area, Hebei District
天津市河北区意大利风情街自由道48号
7 +86 22 8761 3413
(veneziaclub.tianjin@yahoo.com
:veneziaclubrestaurant.jimdo.com

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai

H 6USUJUXU/TZKXTGZOUTGR6RG`G
P س嚢咀לڿӮԵͣ֡ଢ଼֪ͤڂ

$ 1st floor, International plaza, Nanjing
road, Heping District, Tianjin (close to
Catholic Church)
天津和平区南京路国际商场B座底商
Ḹ近西开教堂ḹ
7+86 22 2346 0756

Japanese
H 9±;㓢Ӫ
P ,KGZ[XKYIUTZKSVUXGX_0GVGTKYK

GTJ+[XUVKGTI[OYOTKGTJULLKXY
GYVKIZGI[RGX\OK]ULZNKIOZ_
YQ_ROTKIXKGZOTMGTK^W[OYOZK
GSHOKTIKLUXXUSGTZOIJOTTKXY
17:30-22:00.
$49F, Tangla Hotel Tianjin, No.219
Nanjing Road Heping District
和平区南京路219号
天津唐拉雅秀酒店49楼
7+86 22 2321 5888 ext. 5109
.GX[.GX[,GYNOUTGHRK

N
K 8KYZG[XGTZૹם昳ࣂݪࡖݰ

-XKGZH[LLKZ]OZNY[YNOYGYNOSO
TUUJRKYGTJSUXK'RGIGXZKGRYU
G\GORGHRK11:00-14:30; 17:00-22:00.
$No. 126, Bldg. 18, Magnetic Plaza,
Binshui Xi Dao
南开区宾水西道
时代奥城商业广场18号楼126号
7+86 22 8378 8223
9KOZGXUמଏࣂݪޯݺ

H
X 5TKUL:OGTPOT YHKYZ0GVGTKYK

8KYZG[XGTZY]NOINLKGZ[XKYG]OJK
YKRKIZOUTULXKMOUTGRYVKIOGRZOKY
LUXR[TINGTJJOTTKXOTIR[JOTMG
ZKVVGTGTJY[YNOIU[TZKX
11:30-14:30; 17:00-22:30.
$2F, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin, Zi Jin Shan
Lu, Hexi District
河西区紫金山路喜来登大酒店2楼
7+86 22 2335 0909
福の家0GVGTKYK8KYZG[XGTZ

H
X धУڂࣂݪޯݺ؞

:NKXKYZG[XGTZYVKIOGROYKYOTGRR
ZNKLOTKYZJKROIGIOKYLXUS0GVGT
$ 2F, Mimi Park, Dadao Area, Youyi Nan
Lu, Hexi District (Opposite to Meijiang
Convention Centre)
河西区友谊南路大岛商业广场2楼
(梅江会展中心对面)
7+86 22 5889 7478
(U]HU]9[YNO0GVGTKYK

H
P 8KYZG[XGTZحؖ՚

$Xiannong Area, Intersetion of Hebei
Road and Luoyang Road, Wu Da Dao,
Heping Distrcit, Tianjin
和平区河北路与洛阳道交汇西北角
先农大院内
7+86 22 58352860
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H 1G]G9[YNO2U[TMK 㾠ȕح՚ଖڊ
P $ 7/F, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin, 138

Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区赤峰道138号天津四季酒店7层
7 +86 22 2716 6262

Thai
H 1[JUY:NGO8KYZG[XGTZ
P (GXࡋ唑ࡋ֡Ե

2U[TMK

4GZOUTGRI[OYOTKUL:NGORGTJ
]NOINVRGIKYKSVNGYOYUTROMNZR_
VXKVGXKJJOYNKY]OZNYZXUTM
GXUSGZOIIUSVUTKTZY
$No. 39, 4F, North Block, No. 2-6, Joy
City, Nanmen Wai Da Jie, Heping District
和平区南门外大街2-6号大悦城北区4
楼39号(南马路口)
7+86 22 8728 8669

H )NGZ:NGO8KYZG[XGTZ
Q ࡋ֡ࡋظݿԵ
rd

$3 Floor, Aqua City,No.18 Dafeng
Road, Hongqiao District, Tianjin
红桥区水游城购物中心3楼
7+86 22 58719019
H 6GZZG_G:NGO8KYZG[XGTZ
B ࡒם吳ܶ୲ࡋ֡Ե

$Italian Style Street, Hebei District
河北区意式风情街
7+86 22 24458789

Western
H )OKRU/ZGROGT8KYZG[XGTZ
P ڿ哗ȕלڿӮԵ

$9/F, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin, 138
Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区赤峰道138号天津四季酒店9层
7+86 22 2716 6263
H 2G9GRG2UHH_2U[TMK
P ֙ȕׂלଖڊ
$2/F, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin, 138
Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区赤峰道138号天津四季酒店2层
7+86 22 2716 6261

H 3ORGT8KYZG[XGTZ
P ५ҹڿடظ

$ 1F, A area, Tianzhao Mansion,
No. 10 Chongqing Road, Heping District
天津市和平区重庆道10号
天照大厦A区首层
7 +86 22 6018 8509
N 4GT*[U9NOԦיЌ
K 'LXU6UXZ[M[KYK8KYZG[XGTZ

$No.12 Ning Le Xi Li, Shuishang Dong
Road,Nankai District. Tianjin.
天津市南开区水上东路宁乐西里12号
7+86 22 2374 0090
60
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H ,OXK.U[YK
X ৬

H :NK*OTM8UUS
P  ২ੋزԵ

)NUUYKUTKULZNKZXGJOZOUTGR
SKT[YGTJKTPU_]NGZ6[_OUX
.UU\KXNGJ]NKTZNK_]KXK
M[KYZYGZZNKNUZKR
18:00-22:00. Mondays Closed
$1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin, No. 33,
Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping District
和平区台儿庄路33号
天津利顺德大饭店豪华精选酒店1层
7+86 22 5852 6888

H *XKO1XUTKT(XG[NG[Y
P ષڳঢߡȕڳ֍ଖⴠ

:NK]UXRJ YURJKYZNKXOZGMKHXK]KX_
PUOTY:OGTPOT YMXU]OTMYKMSKTZUL
MUUJOTZKXTGZOUTGRXKYZG[XGTZY?U[ XK
MXKKZKJH_ZNKYZGOTRKYYYZKKRHXK]
ZGTQYLKGZ[XOTMJGXQHKKX]NKGZ
HKKXGTJRGMKXTill 0 am.
$1F-2F, bldg. 5, Jinwan Plaza, Jiefang
Bei Lu, Heping District
和平区解放北路津湾广场5号楼1-2层
7+86 22 2321 9199
9KGYUTGR:GYZKY

H
P ȐऍյȑҵݺԵ

5LLKXYM[KYZYGTOTTU\GZO\K
IUSHOTGZOUTUL'YOGTGTJ
OTZKXTGZOUTGRI[OYOTK
00:06-10:00; 11:30-14:30; 17:30-21:30.
$1F, The Westin Tianjin,
No. 101, Nanjing Road, Heping District
和平区南京路101号
天津君隆威斯汀酒店1层
7+86 22 2389 0088

H 6XUSKTGJK8KYZG[XGTZ
P ࠽َ֡ଢ଼Ե
,KGZ[XOTMMUXMKU[Y\OK]YULZNK
.GO8O\KX6XUSKTGJKVXU\OJKY
ZNKK^IR[YO\KJOTOTMK^VKXOKTIK
]OZN9U[ZN+GYZ'YOGLRG\UXY
/TJOGTMU[XSKZ)NOTKYKGTJ
=KYZKXTZXGJOZOUTGRI[OYOTKGTJ
SUXK06:00 - 22:00
$1F, The St. Regis Tianjin, No. 158,
Zhang Zizhong Lu, Heping District
和平区张自忠路158号
天津瑞吉金融街酒店一层
7+86 22 5830 9959

H 8O\OKXG8KYZG[XGTZ
P 噺ਡࡢࡄԵ

8O\OKXGHXOTMYZNKIGY[GRR_
KRKMGTZXKLOTKJJOTOTMK^VKXOKTIK
ZU:OGTPOTLKGZ[XOTMSUJKXT
3KJOZKXXGTKGT,XKTINJOYNKY
VGOXKJ]OZNYKRKIZOUTYLXUSGT
Y[V[XHROYZULOTZKXTGZOUTGR]OTKY
2: 11:30 - 14:30, 17:00 - 22:00
$1F, The St. Regis Tianjin. No. 158,
Zhang Zizhong Dao, Heping District
和平区张自忠路158号
天津瑞吉金融街酒店一层
7+86 22 5830 9962

H @+9:
P னࡽҵݺԵ

'NKGJ_SO^ULMGYZXUTUS_GTJ
KTZKXZGOTSKTZJXG]OTMOTYVOXGZOUT
LXUSZNKYKTYUX_LKGYZYUL.UTM
1UTM YUVKTGOXJOTOTMI[RZ[XKZNK
GXUSGZOIXUSGTIKUL/ZGROGTHOYZXUY
GTJZNKKRKMGTZSOTOSGROYSUL
0GVGTKYKJKROIGIOKY
$ 1st Floor, The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin, No.
167 Dagubei Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区大沽北路167号
天津丽思卡尔顿酒店一楼
7 +86 22 5809 5109

(2*ULLKXYH[LLKZYLUXKGINSKGR
VKXOUJ]OZNUVKTQOZINKTYZNGZ
MO\KZNKM[KYZGLKKROTMZNK_GXK
JOTOTMOTZNKQOZINKTOZYKRL
06:00-24:00.
$1F, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel
No.16 Binshui Dao, Hexi District, Tianjin
河西区宾水道16号万丽天津宾馆1层
7+86 22 5822 3388
(XU]TOK(OYZXU(GX

H
D ١ިੋؾଖի

H
X Hexi

H HR[KLXUM8O\KXYOJK
P ਡਭͣ㔗୨ͤڂ֪ٹ

'MXKGZRUIGZOUTZUNG\KG
\KX_XKRG^KJSKGROTLXUTZULG
]UTJKXL[RMGXJKT06:00-23:00.
$1F, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin,
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
河西区紫金山路
天津喜来登大酒店1层
7+86 22 2731 3388

N HR[KLXUM0U_)OZ_
K ਡਭל㕫ּͤڂ

$1F-J02, IF Street, Joy City,
Nanmen Wai Dajie, Heping District
南门外大街大悦城如果街1F-J02
7 +86 22 27358751
N :XURRK_(GX
K ЩੋؾԵ

H 3[M-KXSGT8KYZG[XGTZ(KKX
X .U[YKઈڳ֍ଖⴠ

:NKSKT[ULLKXYGIURRKIZOUTUL
LU[XG[ZNKTZOI-KXSGTHKKXY
YVKIOGRR_OSVUXZKJLXUS-KXSGT_
ZUVXU\OJKZNK[RZOSGZK-KXSGT
K^VKXOKTIK
$No. 1-115, Zonglv Garden,
Zhujiang Dao, Hexi District
(Face to the Fuli Bus Station)
河西区珠江道富力津门湖棕桐花园底
商1-115号
7+86 22 8815 8577

6G[RGTKX YUTR_LRGMYNOVYZUXK
OT:OGTPOTG[ZNUXO`KJH_ZNK
NKGJW[GXZKXYOT3[TOIN-KXSGT_
10:30-24:00, Sun-Thu
10:30-02:00; Fri, Sat & Holidays
$Venice Square, Italian Territory,
No. 429-431, Shengli Lu, Hebei District
河北区胜利路429-431号
意大利风情区威尼斯广场
7+86 22 2446 8192

-XORRK

$Aocheng Plaza, Tianjin 22/23-119,
Nankai District, Tianjin
南开区奥城商业广场天玺22, 23号楼
底商119
7+86 15222091582
(XU]TY(GX 8KYZG[XGTZ

H
P ⤹ިݯਅړଖիԵ

$ No.108-111, 1st Floor
Min Yuan Stadium, Heping District
和平区重庆道83号
民园广场西楼一层108-111号
7+86 22 88370588/88370688
(info@browns-tj.com

Vietnamese
4NG:XGTM'[ZNKTZOI<OKZTGSKYK
)[OYOTK唀ભࣂݪړ
$5F, Star Hall, Galaxy International
Shopping Mall, No. 9, Leyuan Dao,
H Hexi District
X
河西区乐园道9号
银河国际购物中心星光厅5楼
7+86 22 8388 7555

Mexican

)GL§<OYZG

'LLUXJGHRKG[ZNKTZOI]KYZKXT
LUUJGTJIULLKKYRUTMOYRGTJY
NKGRZN_P[OIKYGTJHKG[ZOL[R
HGIQMXU[TJS[YOI11:00-02:00
$No.55, Music Street, Bawei Lu,
Hedong District
河东区八纬路音乐街55号
7 +86 22 6089 3448 or 137 5202 0168

H
D ষடҵݺԵ

)GLª<OYZGXKJKLOTKYZNKYZGTJGXJ
ULGRRJG_JOTOTMYKX\OIKGZ
OTZKXTGZOUTGRNUZKRY
$1F, Wanda Vista Tianjin, 486 Bahao
Road, Da Zhi Gu, Hedong District
河东区大直沽八号路486号
天津万达文华酒店一层
7+86 22 2462 6888

:03K^ੋցԵ

N
K $1F, Bldg. A3, Magnetic Plaza,

Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
南开区宾水西道
时代奥城商业广场A3座1楼
7+86 22 5811 3300

Coffee Shops
H 9ZGXH[IQY)ULLKKޅٝҰչ⭘
P 'NG\KTZUROYZKTZUZNKHKYZ

'SKXOIGTYUTMYGTJKTPU_IULLKK
GTJZGYZ_HOZKY]OZNLXOKTJY
1) Sun-Thu 08:00-22:00, Fri-Sat 08:0023:00
$1F, Berth C1-2, Buidling No.1,
No. 18 by 1, Tai'an Dao
泰安道18号增1号三号院一号楼
C1-2铺位首层
7+86 22 5832 5702
2) 09:00-24:00
$No. 60-62, Ziyou Dao, New Italian Style
Town
新意大利风情街自由道60-62号
7+86 22 2445 3185

H (OYZXU:NUTKZ
P ڇ㕫չ⭘

'YZNK\OK]OTMIGLªOT7OTM
=GTM,[(OYZXU:NUTKZMO\KY_U[
HKG[ZOL[RYIKTKX_]OZNLRU[XOYNOTM
\KMKZGZOUT/ZVXU\OJKY\GXOU[Y
)NOTKYKGTJ=KYZKXTI[OYOTK
H[YOTKYYR[TINGTJGLZKXTUUT
ZKGOTHUZNOTJUUXGTJU[ZJUUX
\KT[KY
$No.55, Chongqing Dao, Heping
District
和平区重庆道55号庆王府院内
7+86 22 8713 5555, +86 22 5835 2555
:qingwangfu.com

N .GX\KYZ(UUQ
K վঢࢤݯչ⭘

)ULLKK

:NK_NG\KGMXKGZIURRKIZOUT
ULS[LLOTYYIUTKYGTJZUGYZKJ
HGMKRYZUMUVKXLKIZR_]OZNZNKOX
NKGRZN_YSUUZNOKY10:00-21:30
$4F, Cafeteria, Tianjin University of
Technology, extended line of Hongqi
Nan Lu(Huanwai),Nankai District
南开区红旗南路延长线天津理工大学
餐饮楼4楼(环外大学城)
7+86 22 6021 5789

Tea Houses
?GTM2U[:KG.U[YK

H
P ࡎࠂ咰ⳓ

:KGNU[YKOTG\ORRG]NKXK_U[IGT
]GZIN:<YKGXINZNKOTZKXTKZGTJ
VRG_SGNPUTM09:30-02:00
$The junction of Kunming Lu and
Chongqing Dao, Heping District
和平区重庆道与昆明路交口
7+86 22 2339 8882

H ,GYNOUT 8KYZG[XGTZ
P ظݿԵͣ֡ଢ଼֪ͤڂ

$ No.187, Chengdu Road, Heping
District, Tianjin 和平区成都道187号
7+86 22 8338 5251
+86 157 2205 2242
N
K Nankai

$No.83 ChongQing Road, Heping
District, Tianjin (West of MinYuan Square)
和平区重庆道83号民园广场西楼
210.00am - 0:00
7 +86 22 8312 2718

$Unit 3009, Riverside 66, No. 166
Xing’an Road, Heping District
和平区兴安路166号恒隆广场3009室
7 +86 22 23459028

H :KXXGIK)GL§
X 䓂ⳓչ⭘Ե

H 6';2'4+8:OGTPOT
B ۿސଊ֍ଖⴠ

H )GL§(2*
X 椸ڊ

H .GH[QGZNK([ZINKX
P হ্ଳ

H
P Heping

'TOTZKXTGZOUTGR9ZKGQNU[YK
LKGZ[XOTMG]UUJH[XTOTMMXORRGY
ZNKIKTZKXVOKIKULZNKXKYZG[XGTZ
11:30-14:00; 17:00-22:00.
$1F, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel
16 Binshui Road, Hexi District
河西区宾水道16号万丽天津宾馆1层
7+86 22 5822 3388

H 6XGM[K8KYZG[XGTZ
P ١ߡۿԵ

$211 Nanjing Rd, Heping District, Tianjin
(in front of Xi Kai church)
和平区南京路国际商场后门, 教堂对面
7+86 22 8628 4132
H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H
Q Hongqiao

D
G Dagang

X
Q Xiqing

B
D Baodi

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai
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H 4U)GLK９号咖啡
P Rich coffee menu and English style high

tea.
$ Building 9, No.3 Countyard, Taian Dao,
Heping District
和平区泰安道22号3号院9号楼
7+86 22 5835 8998
H @O>[GT:KG.U[YK紫轩茶艺馆
P $Tianjin People Stadium, Yueyang Dao,
Heping District (near Guizhou Lu)
和平区岳阳道人民体育馆院内
7+86 22 2330 7325

Bars & Discos

H ,2'/8(GXGTJ8KYZG[XGTZ
P ,2'/8Եଖի

,KGZ[XOTMSGJKZUUXJKXY[YNO
GTJIUTZKSVUXGX_OTZKXVXKZGZOUTY
UL9U[ZNKGYZ'YOGTGVVKZO`KXY
GTJYTGIQLUUJYK^ZXG\GMGTZ
IURRKIZOUTUL)NGSVGMTKGTJ
]NOYQK_YGRO\K*0ZUYNGVKZNK
TOMNZ YINGXGIZKXGTJ:OGTPOT Y
UTR_IOMGXRU[TMKKTNGTIK,2'/8 Y
S_YZOW[K
$ 1st Floor, The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin, No.
167 Dagubei Road, Heping District
和平区大沽北路167号
天津丽思卡尔顿酒店一楼
7 +86 22 5809 5099

H )NOTG(RK[З֡ਡଖի
P :NKNOMNKYZHGXOT:OGTPOTUT

ZNKZNLRUUXULZNK:GTMRG.UZKR
:OGTPOT-XKGZRO\KPG``L[TQS[YOI
K\KX_TOMNZ
18:30-03:00.
$50F, Tangla Hotel Tianjin,
No. 219, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路219号
天津唐拉雅秀酒店50层
7+86 22 2321 5888 ext. 5293

H 2K6XUIUVK2U[TMK ސ嚛ଖڊ
P +RKMGTZYRKKQXKRG^KJ?U[]ORR

]GTZZUJXKYY[VHKLUXKMUOTMZU
2K6XUIUVK2[^[X_GTJIUSLUXZ
GXKZNKIUXKOJKGY10:00-03:00.
$The Junction of Chengde Dao and
Shandong Lu, Heping District
和平区承德道和山东路交口
7+86 22 2711 9858

H 5 .GXG Y ࡢঢ߆
P 5LLKXYZNKOTZOSGI_ULGT+TMROYN

MKTZRKSGT YRU[TMK]OZNXKMGR
=OTINKYZKXYZ_RKJYULGYGTJGT
U\KXYO`KJHGXIU[TZKX17:00-02:00.
$1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin, No. 33,
Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping District
和平区台儿庄路33号
天津利顺德大饭店豪华精选酒店1层
7+86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8919
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H 8O\KX2U[TMK䟾ի
P 2KG\K_U[XLUUZVXOTZUTZNK.GONK

8O\KX:NKRGZKYZGJJXKYYLUXGT
GLZKXTUUTXKTJK`\U[Y
209:30 - 01:30
$1F, The St. Regis Tianjin. No. 158,
Zhang Zizhong Lu, Heping District
和平区张自忠路158号
天津瑞吉金融街酒店一层
T: +86 22 5830 9958
:stregis.com/tianjin

H :NK2UHH_2U[TMKׂלଖڊ
st
P $1 Floor, The Ritz-Carlton, Tianjin,
No. 167, Dagubei Road, Heping District,
Tianjin
和平区大沽北路167号
天津丽思卡尔顿酒店一楼
7+86 22 5857 8888 ext. 5091
: ritzcarlton.com/tianjin
H 3[YK(GX儁ݯଖի
P $Junction of Xi'an Dao and Liuzhou Lu,

Heping District
和平区西安道与柳州路交口
7+86 22 5836 5608
H 9/:54-(GX 㨓ֆஉШଖի
P ,G\U[XKJLUXZNKRGYZIU[VRK_KGXY

H_SUYZK^VGZYGYZNKVRGIKZU
KTJZNKOXTOMNZYJGTIOTMGTJ
SKKZOTMLXOKTJY20:30-03:00.
$-1F, Olympic Tower Tianjin, Chengdu
Dao, Heping District
和平区成都道奥林匹克大厦负1层
7+86 22 2337 7177

H 7HG(GXＱ ի
P 9G\U[XG[ZNKTZOI2GZOTULUUJ

JXOTQYGTJS[YOI18:30-01:00.
$2F, The Westin Tianjin,
No. 101, Nanjing Road, Heping District
和平区南京路101号
天津君隆威斯汀酒店2层
7+86 22 2389 0088

H :NK(GX1+/ߢଖի
P 20:00-01:00 (Sun-Thur),

20:00-03:00 (Fri-Sat).
$-1F, International Building Tianjin,
No. 75, Nanjing Road, Heping District
和平区南京路国际大厦负一层
7+86 186 2221 6635
:NK9Z8KMOY(GXࣆՠଖի

H
P :NKSUYZHKG[ZOL[RHGXOTZU]T

]OZNYZ[TTOTMXO\KX\OK]'XGXK
NG\KTULXKLOTKJR[^[X_:NK9Z
8KMOY(GXOYGVRGIKLUXM[KYZYZU
KTPU_ZNKKTJ[XOTMZXGJOZOUTUL9Z
8KMOY'LZKXTUUT:KGGTJG]OJK
YKRKIZOUTULXKLXKYNOTMJXOTQY
09:30 - 01:30.
$1F, The St. Regis Tianjin. No. 158,
Zhang Zizhong Lu, Heping District
和平区张自忠路158号
天津瑞吉金融街酒店一层
7+86 22 5830 9958
H
P Heping

Include your company info in our Listings Index
Editor@tianjinplus.com

TIANJIN HEALTH & BEAUTY /SPORTS

N
K Nankai

H
X Hexi

H =+(XK]KX_
P :OGTPOT YTGTUIXGLZHXK]KX_

:NK)XGLZ(KKXSKIIGOTZU]T
$4 Yi He Li, Xi An Road, Heping District,
Tianjin
和平区西安道怡和里4号
7+86 18630888114
:www.webrewery.com

H :NK2U[TMK䊔ڇো
X :NOYOYZNKNKGXZGTJYU[RUL

ZNKNUZKR]OZNGH[``ULGIZO\OZ_
GTJVXULKYYOUTGRULLKXOTMUL
IRGYYOIIUIQZGORY]OTKYGTJLUUJY
ZNXU[MNU[ZZNKJG_GTJTOMNZ
06:00-01:00.
$1F, Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview Hotel,
No.16 Binshui Dao, Hexi District, Tianjin
河西区宾水道16号万丽天津宾馆1层
7+86 22 5822 3388

N <OURKZ2U[TMKॼ
K $Building C6-107-108, Magnetic Plaza,

Nankai District
南开区时代奥城商业广场C6-107-108
7+86 22 2347 7699
3GSG3OG⼚⼚⪳հஉШଖի

H
B 8KRKGYK_U[XYKRL]OZNU[XS[YOI

2KGJ_U[XYKRL]OZNU[XI[RZ[XK
+SHXGIK_U[XYKRL]OZNU[XYZ_RK
$No. 437, Shengli Lu, Italian Style Town,
Hebei District
河北区意大利风情区胜利路437号
7+86 22 2445 9905

H )N[XINORR=OTK )OMGX(GX
D Ѝՠঀصଖ୷咀ի

KTVs
H +GYZKXT6KGXR东方之珠Ｋ Ｔ Ｖ
P :NOY1:<ULLKXYG]OJKGYYUXZSKTZ
ULKTZKXZGOTSKTZGTJXKRG^GZOUT
?U[IGTYOTM\OYOZZNKH[LLKZVRG_
GMGSKUXMUZUZNKYVGNU[XY
$No. 2, Guizhou Lu, Heping District
和平区贵州路2号
7+86 22 2781 6666
H .UROJG_1:<好乐迪
X 5TKULZNKSUYZVUV[RGX1:<YOT

:OGTPOTKTZKXZGOTSKTZZNGZULLKXY
ZNKSUYZKRKMGTZJKIUXGZOUTGTJ
IUTJOZOUTY24 hours.
$3F, Shuiying Lanting Building,
Pingshan Dao, Hexi District
河西区平山道水映兰庭商业3层
7+86 22 2355 2888

N 56/4GOR9GRUT56/ষ䟣
K Which girl doesn’t like OPI ? This salon is

-XKGZRU[TMKHGXLKGZ[XOTM
]UTJKXL[RIUIQZGORYGTJ]NOYQK_
IURRKIZOUT:X_4GT1GO7[
IUIQZGOR
$Shuishang Bei Lu, right in front of
Tianjin Zoo gate, Nankai District
南开区水上东路动物园对面
7+86 18502609788

H -[YZU(GXի
P $9/F, Four Seasons Hotel Tianjin, 138

Chifeng Road, Heping District, Tianjin
和平区赤峰道138号天津四季酒店9层
7+86 22 2716 6264
H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H
Q Hongqiao

Hospitals

H 8GLLRKY3KJOIGR:OGTPOT)ROTOI
X $1F Apartment Building, Sheraton

Tianjin Hotel, Zi Jin Shan Road, He Xi
District, Tianjin 300074
河西区紫金山路
喜来登大酒店公寓楼一层
7+86 22 2352 0143
H :OGTPOT)UTMXGSGXOK-_TKIURUM_
X
5HYZKZXOIY.UYVOZGR

⼙▢ࢷױⴲࡒםуԚୢ
:OGTPOT YLOXYZOTZKXTGZOUTGR.
.UROYZOIIGXK.UZKRYZ_RK.USK
]GXSM_TKIURUMOIGRNUYVOZGR
$No.488 Jiefang Nan Lu, Hexi District
(opposite to Huan Bohai Automobile
City)
河西区解放南路488号
(环渤海汽车城对面)
7+86 22 5878 5555

N =USKT YGTJ)NORJXKT Y
K 9VKIOGRO`KJ.KGRZN

ষЗؕոԚ࣠୳֜ࡒםষЗؕո⼙Ҩ
Ԛୢ
$No. 21, ShuiShangGongYuan East
Road, Nankai District
南开区水上公园东路21号
7+86 22 5898 2012
400 10000 16

:amcare.com.cn

ࣆصேय
$ Rm 302, Tianjin International Building,
No. 75 Nanjing Rd, Heping District
和平区南京路75号天津国际大厦
302室
7+86 22 2331 6219/10/67
+U(PHUJHQF\/LQH
+86 150 0221 9613
:arrail-dental.com

:OGTPOT;TOZKJ,GSOR_.UYVOZGR

H
X ࡒםո䧢؞Ԛୢ

Spa & Massage
H ?[KYVGȐ㕫ȑࠫ࣠Зڵ
D $4F, Radisson TianJin 66 Xinkai Road,

Hedong District, Tianjin 300011, China
河东区新开路66号, 天津天诚丽筠酒店
4层
7+86 22 2457 8888 ext. 3910
2 10: 00-02: 00
B
D Baodi

Nankai District, Tianjin
南开区宁家房子士英路18号对面
7 +86 13752305090

'XXGOR*KTZGR:OGTPOT

a right place to take care of your nails.
$3F, Joy city, Nanmen Wai Da Jie,
Nankai District
南开区南门外大街大悦城北区3楼
7+86 22 5810 0179

X
Q Xiqing

N 9NGT8[96' ױষ؟ষѼ96'
K $Opposite of No.18 Shiying Road,

H
P /TZKXTGZOUTGR([ORJOTM)ROTOI

LR[KTZ+TMROYNOYZNKHKYZ
NGOXJXKYYKXOTZU]TLUXLUXKOMTKXY
09:00-20:00.
$08-01, Wutong apartment, the
junction of Zhujiang Dao and Jiulian
Shan, Hexi District
河西区珠江道与九连山交口
梧桐底商8号楼1门
7+86 22 2374 1333

D
G Dagang

Nankai District, Tianjin
南开区奥城商业广场天玺22-23/132
7 +86 22 8137 2222

YZUXKOYZOT_H[ZOT\OZOTMGTJZNK
]UXQXUUSOYL[RR_KW[OVVKJ
11:00-21:00.
$No. 111, the junction of Shanxi Lu and
Jinzhou Dao, Heping District
和平区山西路与锦州道交口111号
7+86 22 2730 6615

ZNKH[YOKYZ)(*GXKGY,GYNOUTOY
ZNK]UXJZNGZHKYZJKYIXOHKYZNK
JKIUXGZKJNGOXJXKYYKXY
$ 16-201, Jinde Block, the junction of
Kunming Lu & Lanzhou Dao, Heping
District.
和平区昆明路与兰州道交口
金德园16-201.
7+86 138 0308 8908
$ No. 23 Binyou Dao, Hexi District.
河西区宾友道23号
7+86 2836 9769

-'2=NOYQK_ )UIQZGOR

N
K ৶߈ଖի

N :NGO3GYYGMK ࡋх昳રଂѪ
K $Aocheng Plaza Tianxi 22-23/132,

H /TQ:GZZUU சӴ
P 5]TKJH_GXZOYZ@NGTMZNK

H )./4'85'*ଜଂૼֹ
P ')NOIYGRUTGJPUOTYZUUTKUL

H '?.GOX9GRUT
X :NKU]TKX'TJ_]NUYVKGQY

relaxing massage. Definitely worth
trying.
$No.14, Diantai Dao, Heping District
南开区电台道14号
7 +86 22 2781 1061

Tattoo Studios

Beauty Salons

:OGTPOT YRKGJOTM\KT[KLUX
IUTTUOYYK[XY=OZNOZYK^IKRRKTZ
GXXG_UL]OTKYGTJIOMGXY
)N[XINORROYZNKTGZ[XGRINUOIKLUX
GTK\KTOTMULZOSKRKYYVKXLKIZOUT
$1F, Wanda Vista Tianjin, 486 Bahao
Road, Da Zhi Gu, Hedong District
河东区大直沽八号路486号
天津万达文华酒店一层
7 +86 22 2462 6888

N :NGO,K9VGࡋਔ96'
K For RMB350 you can get full-body

:NKLOXYZOTZKXTGZOUTGRYZGTJGXJ
LUXKOMTL[TJKJNUYVOZGROT:OGTPOT
ULLKXOTMG[ZNKTZOI]KYZKXTYZ_RK
SKJOIGRYKX\OIKY
$No.22 Tianxiao Yuan, Tanjiang Dao,
Hexi District
河西区潭江道天潇园22号
7(Reception) +86 22 5856 8500
+RXU(PHUJHQF\+86 22 5856 8555
:ufh.com.cn

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai
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TIANJIN HOME/HOTELS & ACCOMMODATIONS

Golf Clubs
H - --URL)ROTOI6XUYNUV)R[H
P ,OZZOTM ՠ㔮ՠளןص੭ݮЗڵ

:NK_ZGQK_U[XMURLMGSKZUZNK
TK^ZRK\KR?U[IGTKTPU_ZNKRGZKYZ
ZKINTURUM_ZUOSVXU\K_U[X-URL
9QORR08:30-22:00.
$-2 Floor, Huaqiao Building, No. 92-1,
Nanjing Road, Heping District
和平区南京路93号增1号
华侨大厦负2层
7+86 22 2392 1937

,UXZ[TK2GQK-URL)R[H

J
H ߁ࡒם㾲֜ࡃࡷளࣁןصѪ

:NK)R[HUII[VOKYGTGXKGUL
S[OTIR[JOTMGNURKMURL
IU[XYKYWSULIR[HNU[YK
JXO\OTMXGTMK\ORRGYH[YOTKYYGTJ
XKIXKGZOUTLGIOROZOKY09:00-16:00.
$Jinwang Lu, Jinghai Zhen
静海县津王路
7+86 22 6850 5299

Gyms
N ,OZTKYY(UJ_)USLUXZ)R[H
K ҔѼ૯Ҡા

,OZTKYY(UJ_)USLUXZ)R[HOY
JKYOMTKJOTGTKRKMGTZGTJ
LGYNOUTGHRKYZ_RK]OZNGRRLOZTKYY
KW[OVSKTZ[VZUGNOMNMRUHGR
YZGTJGXJ
$Central Clubhouse, Magnetic Capital,
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
南开区宾水西道时代奥城中央会所
7400-108-7890

H :OGTPOT>OTM0OGT,OMNZ)R[H
X ࡒםਸ਼Ҡ㡖ӟ

$F4, Quanhui Mall, Cross Dagu Nan
Road and Zhujiang Road, Hexi District
天津市河西区大沽南路与珠江道交口
泉汇购物广场4楼
7+86 22 2821 3200
+86 137 5235 8517

Catering Solutions

Hotels

H ,RU6XKYZOMKधࠂטㄚज़ӥ
B ,256XKYZOMKVXU\OJKYZGORUX

SGJKIGZKXOTMYUR[ZOUTYIXKGZOTM
LUUJLUX_U[XK\KTZSGZINOTM
_U[XZNKSKGZSUYVNKXKGTJ
K^VKIZGZOUTY
$No.37, Guangfu Road,
Italian Style Town, Hebei District
河北区意大利风情区光复道37号
7+86 22 2662 6688

Decorations
D /1+'宜家家居
L =KRRJKYOMTKJL[TIZOUTGRGTJ

GLLUXJGHRKNUSKL[XTOYNOTM
VXUJ[IZYGXKG\GORGHRKZU
K\KX_UTK10:00-21:00.
$No. 433, Jintang Road, Dongli District
东丽区津塘公路433号
7400-800-2345

Electrical Appliances

No. 189 Nanjing Road, Heping District,
Tianjin, 300051, China
天津市和平区南京路189号,
津汇广场2座2705室
7+86 22 2433 3378
(general.tsn@asiantigers-china.com
:www.asiantigers-mobility.com
:HFKDW,'AsianTigersMobility
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H .UZKR4OQQU:OGTPOT
P ݺࡒםৰଖڂ
$No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路189号
7+86 22 8319 8888
:nikkotianjin.com

H :GTMRG.UZKR:OGTPOT
P ࡒםֆ୲ۿपଖڂ

:NKIOZ_ YZGRRKYZVKTZNU[YK
NUZKRYOZYXOMNZOTZNKNKGXZULZNK
H[YOTKYYGTJXKZGORJOYZXOIZYGZUV
ZNK:OGTPOT)KTZXK
$No. 219, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路219号
7+86 22 2321 5888
:tanglahotels.com

H :NK9Z8KMOY:OGTPOT
P ࣆࡒםՠଟ壝ਹଖڂ

H 9NKXGZUT:OGTPOT.UZKR
X לࣦ֓ࡒםଖڂ

3UYZR[^[XOU[YNUZKROT:OGTPOT
RUIGZKJH_ZNKXO\KXTK^ZZUZNK
ZXGOTYZGZOUT
$No. 158, Zhang Zizhong Road, Heping
District 和平区张自忠路158号（津塔
旁，哈密道正对面）
7+86 22 5830 9999
:stregis.com/tianjin

:NOYMRUHGRR_XKIUMTOYKJLO\K
YZGXNUZKROYQSLXUSZNK
XGOR]G_YZGZOUTGTJQSLXUS
ZNKIOZ_IKTZXK.UZKRLGIOROZOKY
OTIR[JKGM_STGYO[SGTJGT
OTJUUXY]OSSOTMVUUR/ZNGYLO\K
XKYZG[XGTZYGTJHGXYZNGZYKX\K
=KYZKXT0GVGTKYKGTJ)NOTKYK
I[OYOTKY
$Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
河西区紫金山路
7+86 22 2731 3388
:sheraton.com

H :NK=KYZOT:OGTPOT
P ⨷ࡒם୨ݯ㾗ଖڂ

YZGXNUZKRULLKXOTMR[^[X_IRGYY
GTJIUSLUXZLKGZ[XOTMINGXSOTM
IOZ_\OK]YGTJZNKRGZKYZOT
ZKINTURUM_
$No. 101, Nanjing Lu, Heping Distric
和平区南京路101号
7+86 22 2389 0088

H .UZKR/TJOMU:OGTPOT.GONK
X ࠽ࡢࡒםਅ૦ߡଖڂ

/ZOYZNKUTR_NUZKROT)NOTGZNGZ
ULLKXY\ORRGYZ_RKGIIUSSUJGZOUT
OTGIOZ_IKTZXKRUIGRK
$No. 314 Jiefang South Road, Hexi
District 河西区解放南路314号
7+86 22 8832 8888

N ([_TU]3GRR百脑汇
K 'YNUVVOTMIUSVRK^LUX

IUSV[ZKXYGTJIUSV[ZKX
GIIKYYUXOKYIGSKXGYGTJGRRYUXZY
ULKRKIZXOIMGJMKZY09:00-19:00.
$No. 366, Anshan Xi Dao,
Nankai District
南开区鞍山西道366号
7+86 22 5869 7666

Laundries
H ,UXTKZ 福奈特
P 2GXMKYZNOMNW[GROZ_VXULKYYOUTGR

RG[TJX_YKX\OIKINGOTOT)NOTG
07:30-21:00.
$No. 58, Xikang Lu, Heping District
和平区西康路58号
7+86 22 2333 2888

H 6'46')/,/):/'40/4.5:+2
Q לࡎٴמࡅࡒםଖڂ

' No. 1 Zhang Zi Zhong Road, Hong
Qiao District, 300091 Tianjin
中国天津红桥区张自忠路 1 号300091
7 +86 22 5863 8888
(infor.pptsn@panpacific.com

★★★★★

H )U[XZ_GXJH_3GXXOUZZ:OGTPOT
Q .UTMWOGU

ࡒם֖؞Є㓦ଖڂ
:NKLOXYZ)U[XZ_GXJNUZKROT:OGTPOT
RUIGZKJXOMNZIRUYKZU3KZXU
9ZGZOUT:OGTPOT=KYZ8GOR]G_
9ZGZOUT'TIOKTZ)[RZ[XK9ZXKKZ
+_KUL:OGTPOTGTJ*X[S:U]KX
$No. 166 Beima Road,
Hongqiao District, Tianjin

H ,U[X9KGYUTY.UZKR:OGTPOT
P ֙ࡒםଖڂ

$138 Chifeng Road, Heping District,
Tianjin
和平区赤峰道１３８号

7+86 22 2716 6688
:fourseasons.com/tianjin

7+86 22 5898 5555

N
K Nankai

H
X Hexi

ࡒםӮஎלڳڂઋԡॳଖڂ
,OXYZUVKTKJOTGTJ
XKL[XHOYNKJOTZNKNUZKROY
GRGTJSGXQOT:OGTPOT YNOYZUX_
,G\U[XKJLUXOZYZXGJOZOUTGRGVVKGR
GTJNOMNYZGTJGXJY
$No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping
District 和平区台儿庄路33号
7+86 22 5852 6888

H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H :NK8OZ`)GXRZUT:OGTPOT
P ▢ࡒם㓢ԩصଖڂ

'GRGTJSGXQNUZKRRUIGZKJOT
ZNKNKGXZULZNKIOZ_ULLKXOTM
[TVGXGRRKRKJGTJSKSUXGHRK
K^VKXOKTIKY
$ No. 167 Dagubei Road, Heping District
和平区大沽北路167号
7 +86 22 5857 8888

H 8KTGOYYGTIK:OGTPOT2GQK\OK]
X .UZKRЄ▢ءࡒם

2UIGZKJ]OZNOT]GRQOTMJOYZGTIK
UL:OGTPOT3[TOIOVGR6KUVRK Y
-U\KXTSKTZ5LLOIKYGTJTKGX
YNUVVOTMGXKGYTOMNZROLK\KT[KY
ZNK:OGTPOT/TZKXTGZOUTGR+^NOHOZOUT
)KTZXKGTJ3KOPOGTM)UT\KTZOUT
)KTZXK
$No. 16, Binshui Dao, Hexi District 河西
区宾水道16号 7+86 22 5822 3388

天津市红桥区北马路１６６号

H
P Heping

H :NK'YZUX.UZKR'2[^[X_
P )URRKIZOUT.UZKR:OGTPOT

H 8GJOYYUT:OGTPOT
D םࡒם峭▢䶇ଖڂ

$66 Xinkai Road, Hedong District,
Tianjin 300011, China
中国天津市河东区新开路66号
邮编 300011
7+86 22 2457 8888
(hotel@radisson-tj.com

Hotels

Moving & Relocation

H 'YOGT:OMKXY)NOTG:OGTPOT
P $Room 2705, The Exchange Tower 2,

Include your company info in our Listings Index
Editor@tianjinplus.com

TIANJIN HOTELS & ACCOMMODATIONS

H
Q Hongqiao

D
G Dagang

X
Q Xiqing

B
D Baodi

H .UROJG_/TT:OGTPOT'W[G)OZ_
Q ּࡶࠫࡒםҜݺଖڂ

$No.6 Jieyuan Road, Hongqiao District
天津市红桥区芥园道6号
7+86 22 5877 6666
)+86 22 5877 6688
:holidayinn.com/tjaquacity

H 9NGTMXO2G.UZKR:OGTPOT
D ࡒםனߡଛלۿଖڂ

$ No.328 Haihe East Road, Hedong
District Tianjin, 300019 China
河东区海河东路328号
7+ 86 22 8418 8801

H =GTJG<OYZG:OGTPOT
D ࡒםЄݧԡଖڂ

H (GT_GT:XKK:OGTPOT8O\KXYOJK
B ࠽ࡢࡒם㕫㴕ٺ

2UIGZKJXOMNZTK^ZZUZNK.GONK
8O\KXOZOYUTKULZNKLOXYZNUZKRY
OT:OGTPOTZUHXOTMGXKYUXZYZ_RK
YKX\OIKZUGIOZ_YKZZOTM
$No. 34, Haihe Dong Lu, Hebei District
河北区海河东路34号
7+86 22 5883 7848
:banyantree.com

Located on the banks of the Hai He River,
furnished with rich Oriental ambience,
Wanda Vista offers its acclaimed guests
an extravagant experience of exclusive
services and artistry.
$ 486 Bahao Road, Da Zhi Gu,
Hedong District
河东区大直沽八号路486号
7 +86 22 2462 6888

H .?'::8+-+4)?:/'40/4+'9:
D ࡒםАӛ㕫ଖڂ
H .UROJG_/TT:OGTPOT8O\KXYOJK
B ࠽ࡢࡒםҜݺଖڂ

+TPU_GYIKTOI]GZKXLXUTZRUIGZOUT
GZ.UROJG_/TT:OGTPOT8O\KXYOJK
P[YZSOT[ZKY JXO\KLXUS
:OGTPOT YLOTGTIOGRN[H6NUKTO^
9NUVVOTM3GRR
$Haihe Dong Lu, Hebei District
河北区海河东路凤凰商贸广场
7+86 22 2627 8888
:HolidayInn.com

H ?O(U[ZOW[K2[^[X_.UZKR:OGTPOT
B ॳބࡒםռԡଖڂ

$No. 52-54, Min Zu Road, Hebei District
河北区民族路52-54号
7+86 22 2445 5511

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai

$126 Weiguo Road, Hedong District,
Tianjin, 300161
河东区卫国道126号
7+ 86 22 2457 1234
)+86 22 2434 5666
:tianjin.regency.hyatt.com
B ._GZZ8KMKTI_0OTM0OT)OZ_
D 8KYUXZ 9VGцࡒּݰӛ㕫ଖڂ

:NKXKYUXZXKYKSHRKYGTGTIOKTZ
S_ZNOIGRXU_GRVGRGIKY[XXU[TJKJ
H_GRGH_XOTZNULVGZN]G_Y
GXIN]G_YGTJ]GZKX]G_Y!IXKGZOTM
G[TOW[KUGYOYZNGZIUSSGTJY
GTJJUSOTGZKYZNKY[XXU[TJOTM
YQ_ROTK
$No. 8, Zhujiang Da Dao, Zhouliang
Zhuang, Baodi District
宝坻区周良庄珠江大道8号
7+86 22 5921 1234
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TIANJIN HOTELS & ACCOMMODATIONS/RECREATION/SERVICES

Serviced Apartments

▢ࡒם㓢ԩصਸ਼ݛҷ
$ No.167 Dagubei Road, Heping District
天津市和平区大沽北路167号
7 +86 22 5857 8888

'YZUX'VGXZSKTZ
H
P Ӯஎڳҷ
'VGXZSKTZYZ_RKGIIUSSUJGZOUT
IRUYKZUZNK)(*
$No. 32, Tai’er Zhuang Lu,
Heping District
和平区台儿庄路32号
7+86 22 2303 2888
H 7OTM=GTM,[)R[H9[OZKY
P 9KX\OIKJ8KYOJKTIKY

Antiques & Souvenirs Streets




H :NK8OZ`)GXRZUT+^KI[ZO\K
P 8KYOJKTIKY:OGTPOT



ڃࢶٻҷ
$No.55, Chongqing Dao, Heping
District
和平区重庆道55号
7+86 22 8713 5555 or 5835 2555
:qingwangfu.com

N *X[S:U]KXࠂ
K 'RYUQTU]TGY-[RU[ZNOYOYZNK

'YIUZZ:+*'39*:OGTPOT
୲ࡒם峪昳ࡋ39*ާԆҷ
$No.7 Xincheng West Road, Tianjin
Economic-Technological Development
Area, Tianjin
天津市经济技术开发区新城西路7号
7+86 22 5999 7666




H9USKXYKZ/TZKXTGZOUTGR
P ([ORJOTM:OGTPOT
֡ܩࣷࡒםଢ଼ާ⧭לԆҷ
$No. 75, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路75号
7 +86 22 2330 6666
H 9USKXYKZ5R_SVOI:U]KX
P :OGTPOT

߆ܩࣷࡒםԘҰާ⧭לԆҷ
$No. 126, Chengdu Dao, Heping District
和平区成都道126号
7+86 22 2335 5888

H 'XO\G:OGTPOT(OTNGO9KX\OIKJ
X 'VGXZSKTZ

ࢄࡢȕ৻▢ԡާԆҷ
$No. 35, Zi Jin Shan Road, Hexi District
河西区紫金山路35号
7 +86 22 5856 8000
) +86 22 5856 8008
:www.stayariva.com

X 'XO\G:OGTPOT@NUTMHKO9KX\OIKJ
Q 'VGXZSKTZ

ࡒםЗԗȕ৻▢ԡާԆҷ
$No. 80 Xingguang Road, Zhongbei
Town, Xiqing District, Tianjin
天津市中北镇星光路80号
7022-5863 1188
)022-5863 1166
(Reservation.ATZB@stayariva.com.cn

H 0[YZ2O\OTM
P By Savills Residence Tianjin

ظࡒם冖ާԆړҷ
9G\ORRY8KYOJKTIK Y0[YZ2O\OTM
OYGTK]IGZKMUX_OT:OGTPOT Y
YKX\OIKGVGXZSKTZSGXQKZIGZKXOTM
ZU]GXJYYOTMRKJUSKYZOIUX
OTZKXTGZOUTGRZXG\KROTMH[YOTKYY
VXULKYYOUTGRY]NUGXKRUUQOTM
LUXYNUXZZKXSUXRUTMZKXS
GIIUSSUJGZOUT
$No.36 Xikang Road, Heping District,
300041 Tianjin.
天津市和平区西康路36号
7+86 22 6018 0222
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H :NK2GQK\OK]:OGTPOT3GXXOUZZ
X +^KI[ZO\K'VGXZSKTZY

ࡒםЄઋਸ਼ݛҷ
5LLKXYL[XTOYNKJGVGXZSKTZY]OZN
GSKTOZOKYGTJNU[XYZGLLULGT
[VYIGRKNUZKR
$No. 16, Binshui Dao, Hexi District
河西区宾水道16号
7+86 22 5822 3322

N ,8'9+862')+:/'40/4
K ܆ࡒם恁ࣷⴠ֡ଢ଼ҷ
$No. 34 Xing Cheng Towers Ao Ti Street,
West Weijin South Road, Nankai District
南开区卫津南路西侧奥体道星城
34号楼
7+86 22 5892 0888
(sales.tianjin@frasershospitality.com

H
P Heping
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TIANJIN SERVICES

N
K Nankai

H
X Hexi

GTIOKTZIKTZXKUL:OGTPOTGTJUTK
ULZNKIOZ_ YZNXKKZXKGY[XKY6KXLKIZ
LUXGYZXURRZNXU[MN:OGTPOT YURJ
NOYZUX_09:00-17:00.
$Drum Tower, Nankai District
南开区鼓楼

X )GU`N[GTM,RU]KX3GXQKZ
Q 㫝⦭ٺ٠֪

'YIKTZKJ]UTJKXLUXZNUYK]NU
RU\KLRU]KXY:NKHOMMKYZLRU]KX
SGXQKZOTTUXZNKXT)NOTG
$North No. 7 Bridge, Outer Ring, Cao
Zhuangzi, Zhongbei Zhen, Xiqing District
西青区中北镇曹庄子外环线7号桥北

Art Galleries
H 3OT?[GT>O2O)[RZ[XK
P /T\KTZOUT*OYZXOIZ



民ⳓੋଛݧԖӪڿਹԙ
'TKTZOXKGXKGJKJOIGZKJZU
SUJKXTGXZ]OZNYK\KXGRGXZ
K^NOHOZOUTYGTJGS[YK[SOTYOJK
Free. 10:00-23:00.
$No. 29-39, Changde Dao,
Heping District
和平区常德道29-39号
:minyuanxili.com

H 4GYIG2OTOKT
P ঈݯԩࣂڽफхी

$No. 113 Chongqing Road, Heping
天津市和平区重庆道113号
7 +86 22 23300113 18522758791

Art Districts
H =KYZKXT'XZ-GRRKX_
P ੋࡎষޱ

'IRGYYOIYZ_RKH[ORJOTM]NOIN
OYZNKLOXYZ-GRRKX_IKTZXKYUL
/TZKXTGZOUTGR'XZOT:OGTPOT
09:30-16:30.
$The junction of Jiefang Bei Lu and
Chifeng Dao, Heping District.
和平区解放北路与赤峰道交口
7+86 22 2330 3255

H =KYZKXT9NUXK'XZ9GRUT
X ੋَ৺ޱ

;TOW[KMUZNOIYZ_RKH[ORJOTM
KTMGMKJOTKRKMGTZS[YOI
VKXLUXSGTIKYGXZK^NOHOZOUTY
VUKZX_XKGJOTMTue-Thu, Sun 09:0018:00; Fri-Sat 09:00-17:30.
$No. 3, the junction of Machang Dao
and Youyi Bei Lu, Hexi District
河西区友谊北路与马场道交口3号
7+86 22 2326 3505

H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H
Q Hongqiao

Museums

Parks

H )NOTG.U[YK3[YK[S
P 䞮ۑԧࢢ

/Z YJKIUXGZKJ]OZNGTIOKTZVOKIKY
ULVUXIKRGOTIX_YZGR]NOZKSGXHRK
PGJKLOM[XOTKYKZICNY: 35. 09:0017:30.
$No. 72, Chifeng Dao, Heping District
和平区赤峰道72号
7+86 22 2314 6666

H :NK'YZUX.UZKR:OGTPOT3[YK[S
P ࡒםӮஎלڳڂԧࢢ

6UROZOIOGTY6KQOTM5VKXGQOTMY
SU\OKYZGXYKSVKXUXYGTJ
KSVXKYYKYGRRYZG_KJOTZNKSUYZ
J_TGSOIVRGIKULZNK(XOZOYN
)UTIKYYOUTYOTIKZNKRGZK Y
CNY: 50. 10:30-21:30.
$(Inside The Astor Hotel Tianjin).
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping District
和平区台儿庄路33号
（天津利顺德大饭店内）
7+86 22 2331 1688

ࡒםԧࢢ

H
X ,UXZNKLR[KTZ)NOTKYKYVKGQKX

OZ YG]GRQZNXU[MN)NOTG YSUYZ
KSHRKSGZOIVKXOUJYOTIKXGSOIY
Free. Tue-Sun 09:00-16:30.
$Crossing of Pingjiang Dao and Yuexiu
Lu, Hexi District
河西区平江道与越秀路交口
7+86 22 8300 3000
:tjbwg.com
?GTMRO[WOTM=UUJ(RUIQ4K]

ࡒם㮡ެ߂ࣗٵԧࢢ
/ZOYUTKUL)NOTG Y]KRRRU\KJLURQ
GXZYNG\OTMGNOYZUX_ULSUXKZNGT
_KGXY09:00-16:30
$No.111, Sanheli, Tonglou Area, Hexi
District 河西区佟楼三合里111号
7+86 22 2837 8718
,OTKJOYVRG_YUL[TKGXZNKJ
VXOIKRKYYZXKGY[XKYULPGJK([JJNG
YI[RVZ[XKYGTJGXZKLGIZY
$Jingjin Xincheng Xiangrui Dajie, Baodi
District 宝坻区京津新城祥瑞大街
7+86 22 2249 8995

D
G Dagang

X
Q Xiqing

B
D Baodi

:XUVOIGRGTOSGRYVRGTZYLRU]KXY
]GZKXLGRRYGTJTGZOUTGROZ_\ORRGMKY
08:00-17:00.
$North No. 7 Bridge, Outer Ring, Cao
Zhuangzi, Zhongbei Zhen, Xiqing District
西青区中北镇曹庄子外环线7号桥北
7+86 22 2794 8011

=GT6RG`G9NU]Y+TMROYNGTJ
)NOTKYKLORSYOT*GTJ*
10:00-22:00.
$3F, bldg. 6, Jin Wan Plaza, Jiefang Bei
Lu, Heping District
和平区解放北路津湾广场6区3层
7+86 22 2321 9061 ext. 8001
:imax.com.cn

H :OGTPOT)UTIKXZ.GRR
P ࡒםஉШԵ

5VKTKJOTOZOYTU]UTKUL
ZNKMXGTJYZGMKYUL)NOTGGTJ
ULLKXYJGOR_S[YOIGRK\KTZYUL
OTZKXKYZZUGRR08:30-20:30.
$No. 88, Jianshe Lu, Heping District
和平区建设路88号
7+86 22 2332 0068
:tjconcerthall.com

H :OGTPOT-XGTJ:NKGZXK
X לࡒםӼୢ

H
X ?KGX6OIZ[XKY3[YK[S

B 0GJK([JJNG3[YK[Sࢵѿ
D

X :OGTPOT(UZGTOIGR-GXJKT
Q ⳓࢢࡒם

Theatres & Cinemas

*OYVRG_OTMYVKIOGRZNKSKY]OZN
U\KXUTKZNU[YGTJVGOXYULYNUKY
3KSUX__KGXYUL)NOTKYK
YNUKSGQOTM_Wed, Thu, Sat-Sun
09:30-12:00; 13:30-16:40.
$Haihe Building, Ancient Culture Street,
Nankai District, Tianjin
南开区古文化街海河楼
7+86 22 2723 3636
:OGTPOT3[YK[S

:OGTPOT YHKYZVXKYKX\KJVGXQ'
_KGXXU[TJGZZXGIZOUTLUXTGZ[XK
RU\KXY]OZNTOTKOYRGTJYGTJZNXKK
RGQKY
$No. 33, Shuishang Gongyuan Bei Lu,
Nankai District
南开区水上公园北路33号

H /3'>)NOTG,ORSЗ֡ڦଢ଼ּڦ
P 2UIGZKJOTZNKSGMTOLOIKTZ0OT

N )NOTKYK9NUK)[RZ[XK3[YK[S
K З֡枉ݧԖԧࢢ

Education

N :OGTPOT=GZKX6GXQ
K ࠫࡒםІҷⳓ

6XKYKTZOTZKXTGZOUTGRGTJ
JUSKYZOIIUTIKXZY\GXOKZ_YNU]Y
GTJS[YOIGRVKXLUXSGTIKY
$Tianjin Cultural Centre, Pingjiang Dao,
Hexi District
河西区平江道天津文化中心
7+86 22 8388 2000

H 4+=?5811/*9)2;(
X ং֡ଢ଼Ҩॎ⛡Ш

$ 2nd Floor, Happy City Center, Hexi
District, Tianjin
河西区乐园道9号彩悦城阳光乐园二层
7+86 22 8827 5200
+86 22 8827 0200
+RWOLQH 400 666 0522
:www.nykidsclub.com
www.nykidsclub.com.cn
:HFKDW
纽约国际儿童俱乐部天津文化中心
X 1/*9 8 1/*92KGXTOTM'IGJKS_
Q :OGTPOT4U

ӛݯ㎇Ҩⳓͧࡒם曾ା㎇Ҩⳓ
$Yunjin Shijia Community, No.65,
Ziyang Rd,Zhongbei Zhen, Xiqing Dist,
Tianjin
றԚИԘ୳ভஆଳ՚曾୯Ѝ؟ӄ

7+86 22 5871-6901
+86 22 5871-6900
28:00-17:00
:HFKDWKidsRKidsTianjin
:www.kidsrkids.com
www.kidsrkidschina.com
( contact-tianjin@kidsrkidschina.cn
.56+2'4*/4:+84':/54'2
1/4*+8-'8:+4
:hik.cn
(hik@hik.cn
ԡҹ֡ଢ଼㎇䱣ⳓͣ߯㾲ⳓͤ
Hopeland international kindergarten
Meijiang Campus
ݚԦષੋҊࢺٍАષՙ
$No. 7 Huandao East Road, West side of
Jiefang South Road, Tianjin
7+86 22 5810 7777
ԡҹ֡ଢ଼㎇䱣ⳓͣࠫІⳓͤ
Hopeland international kindergarten
Shuishang Campus
卫津南路霞光道46号
$No. 46, Xiaguang Street, Weijin South
Road, Tianjin
7+86 22 2392 3803

Associations
:/)):OGTPOT/TZKXTGZOUTGR
)USS[TOZ_)KTZXK
'YYUIOGZOUTGTJSKKZOTMVRGIK
LUXLUXKOMTVGYYVUXZNURJKXYGTJ
ZNKOXLGSOROKYOT:OGTPOT5XMGTOYKY
SUTZNR_IULLKKSUXTOTMY
R[TINKUTYGTJYUIOGRL[TJXGOYOTM
K\KTZYY[VVUXZOTMRUIGRINGXOZOKY
(ticc_09@hotmail.com
:tianjin.weebly.com

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai
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TIANJIN SERVICES / SHOPPING

H :OGTPOT/TZKXTGZOUTGR9INUUR
X ֡ࡒםଢ଼ߜ

H ;6/
P 'YGTOTZKXTGZOUTGRYINUURUL

'SKXOIGTLKGZ[XKYLUI[YOTMUT
VXKYINUURKJ[IGZOUT;6/ULLKXYGT
'SKXOIGTHRUIQZUU[XINORJXKTGTJ
IXKGZKYGT+TMROYNKT\OXUTSKTZUL
RO\OTMGTJRKGXTOTMOTGTGRRXU[TJ
]G_'RYUI[XXOI[R[SYHGYKJUT
OTJO\OJ[GRJOLLKXKTIKYGXKUVKTKJ
LUXINORJXKTGZJOLLKXKTZRK\KRYGTJ
]OZNJOLLKXKTZVUZKTZOGROZOKY
$New Taiyuan Road, No.189,
Jiefang North Road, Heping District,Tianjin
天津市和平区解放北路189号ͫ靠近新
太原道一侧ͧ近丽思卡尔顿酒店ͨ
7+86 22 23319485

H =KRROTMZUT)URRKMK/TZKXTGZOUTGR
Q :OGTPOT

ࡒם㖥䍫ט书ъճߜ
/TVGXZTKXYNOV]OZN=KRROTMZUT
)URRKMK)XU]ZNUXTK;1ZNK
:OGTPOTIURRKMKULLKXYG(XOZOYN
I[XXOI[R[S08:30-17:30.
$No. 1, Yide Dao, Hongqiao District
红桥区义德道1号
7+86 22 8758 7199 ext. 8001
0+86 187 2248 7836
(admissions.tianjin@wellingtoncollege.cn
:www.wellingtoncollege.cn/tianjin

=OZNGVNORUYUVN_KSVNGYOYOTM
ZNKNUROYZOIJK\KRUVSKTZUL
YZ[JKTZY:/9ULLKXYG6XK1
KJ[IGZOUTHGYKJUTG4UXZN
'SKXOIGTI[XXOI[R[SZUINORJXKT
GMKYZUMon-Fri 08:00-17:00.
$No. 4-1, Sishui Dao, Hexi District
河西区泗水道4号增1号
7+86 22 8371 0900

X :OGTPOT3KOPOGTM+^NOHOZOUT
Q )KTZXK

߯ࡒם㾲ѪىЗڵ
2UIGZKJOTZNKMXU]OTMGXKG
UL3KOPOGTMZNOYSGQKYOZGT
GZZXGIZO\KINUOIKLUXNURJOTMSGPUX
OTZKXTGZOUTGRIUTLKXKTIKY
$No. 18, Youyi Nan Lu, Xiqing District
西青区友谊南路18号
7+86 22 8838 3300

ࡒםӢߜ
5TR_OTZKXTGZOUTGRYINUUROT
:OGTPOTL[RR_G[ZNUXO`KJH_ZNK/(5
ZUZKGINGRRZNXKK/(VXUMXGSY6?6
3?6GTJ*6LXUSGMK
Mon-Fri 07:30-16:30.
$No.22 Weishan South Road,
Shuanggang, Jinnan District
津南区(双港)微山南路22号
7+86 22 2859 2003/5/6
:istianjin.org
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5LLKXOTMGJ[RZ+TMROYNIRGYYKY
0GVGTKYKRGTM[GMKKJ[IGZOUT
GTJZXGOTOTM6XOSGX_+TMROYN
Y_TINXUTOYGZOUTGTJ([YOTKYY
+TMROYNMon-Fri 09:00-17:00;18:0020:30.
$Room 1402, bldg. 3, Chengji Centre,
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
和平区南京路诚基中心3号楼1402室
7+86 22 2737 3937

N :OGTPOT2OHXGX_
K ֢ࡒםЯ

,U[TJKJOTZNOYIKTZ[X_
URJROHXGX_OYZNKHOMMKYZXKLKXKTIK
ROHXGX_OT:OGTPOT08:30-18:00.
$No. 15, Fukang Lu, Nankai District
南开区复康路15号
7+86 22 2362 0082
:tjl.tj.cn

5LLKXYLGYNOUTJKYOMT
GTJSGXQKZOTMH[YOTKYY
GJSOTOYZXGZOUTMXGVNOIGTJSKJOG
JKYOMTIRGYYKY]OZNL[RRZOSKGTJ
VGXZZOSKIU[XYKYZG[MNZUTGTJ
ULLIGSV[YMon-Fri 08:30-12:00; 14:0017:30.
$Block H, No. 28, Jinjing Lu,
Xiqing District
西青区津静路28号H座
7+86 22 2378 9535 ext. 502

ࡒם٠ଟஔ੯ާԆЗڵ
$No. 5 Pinghu Road, Anshanxi Street,
Nankai District
南开区鞍山西道平湖路5号
7+86 22 2737 9758
(jenny_tj@126.com

Exhibition Centres
:OGTPOT/TZKXTGZOUTGR+^NOHOZOUT
H
X )KTZXK
֡ࡒםଢ଼ѪىЗڵ
2UIGZKJTKGX:OGTPOTS[YK[SZNOY
Z]UYZUXK_H[ORJOTMOYY[OZGHRKLUX
NURJOTMRGXMKYIGRKOTZKXTGZOUTGR
GTJJUSKYZOIK^NOHOZOUTY
2  
$No. 32, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
河西区友谊路32号
7+86 22 2801 2988

N
K Nankai

H
X Hexi

2+)85('-:KJG9ZUXK
2K)XUHGM֡ڳԔۑ
$ Room 105, Buliding C1, MSD. NO.79
The 1st Street, TEDA, Tianjin
第一大街79号MSDͫC1-105室
7+86 22 5990 1619

Real Estate

H 0UTKY2GTM2G9GRRK
P ќଞਸ਼ࡒםӢҷ՚

$ Unit 3509, The Exchange Mall Tower 1,
No.189 Nanjing Road, Heping District.
和平区南京路189号
津汇广场1座3509室
7+86 22 8319 2233
:www.joneslanglasalle.com.cn

IT

N 44/::OGTPOT:KINTURUM_
K ࡒם㔮㔮य۪ޥୡҷ՚

$20 F, Building A, JinWan Mansion,
No.358 Nanjing Road, 300100 Tianjin
南开区南京路358号今晚大厦A座20层
7 +86 22 58856666
: www.nnit.cn

Chinese

8KJ.U[YK
ঀۑଖڂ
$No. 88, Huanghai Lu, TEDA
开发区黄海路88号
7+86 22 6620 9438
?[K)NOTKYK8KYZG[XGTZ
ଙ㕫怪ЗԵ
6XU\OJOTMZGTZGROYOTM)NOTKYKI[OYOTK
OTGXKRG^OTMGZSUYVNKXK
11:30-14:30, 17:30-22:00.
$2F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel, No. 50,
2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街50号
天津滨海喜来登酒店2层
7+86 22 6528 8888 ext. 6220/6222
@KT)NOTKYK8KYZG[XGTZ
@KTЗԵ
'[ZNKTZOI)GTZUTKYKGTJ)NOTKYK
LRG\U[XY]OZNVRKTZ_ULYU[VY
GVVKZOYKXYGTJ_[SS_YKGLUUJ
11:30-14:30; 17:30-22:00.
$Citizen Plaza, No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
开发区第一大街86号
天津滨海假日酒店1层
7+86 22 6628 3388
(GO0OGU?[GT
ࣨ楙ⳓ
$ No. 27, bldg A. Guoxin Building
Zhangwang Lu, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街展望路国信大厦A座27号
7+86 22 6202 1188
:HGOPOGU_[GTIUS

H
B Hebei

H
D Hedong

H
Q Hongqiao

D
G Dagang

X
Q Xiqing

B
D Baodi

BINHAI AREA
TEDA & TANGGU

Indian & Thai

Western

6GZYGXG:NGO8KYZG[XGTZ
吳ਘнࡋ֡Ե
5LLKXOTMSUXKZNGTJOLLKXKTZ
JOYNKYGRRYKX\KJZUVKXLKIZOUT+TPU_
ZNK:NGOYZ_RKY[XXU[TJOTMY11:0014:00; 17:30-22:00.
$No. 30, 1st Floor Fortune Plaza, No. 21 3rd
Avenue (Behind Happy Soho )
经济技术开发区第三大街21号财富星座
底商30号(华夏银行后面)
7+86 22 6620 2982 English Available

(XGYYKXOK8KYZG[XGTZЄ▢ੋԵ
)UTZKSVUXGX_JGOR_HXKGQLGYZR[TIN
JOTTKXH[LLKZYLKGZ[XOTM+[XUVKGT
'YOGTYKRKIZOUTYYKX\KJLXUSG
RGXMKUVKTQOZINKT06:00-00:00.
$1F, Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel &
Convention Centre, No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街29号
天津万丽泰达酒店及会议中心1楼
7+86 22 6621 8888 ext. 3711

Japanese

?G?[K)NOTKYK8KYZG[XGTZ
୲㕫怪ЗԵ
$2F, Binhai Jianguo Hotel, No. 1, 2nd
Avenue, Binhai New Area 滨海新区第二大
街1号滨海建国大酒店2楼(洞庭路口)
7+86 22 2532 1177 ext. 6888

X 8GLLRKY*KYOMT/TYZOZ[ZK:OGTPOT
Q ࡒםਏѿא੦ਗ਼ୢ

H
P Heping

Bakeries
3GQ_(GQKX_५ݷ
9IX[SVZOU[Y]KYZKXTGTJ)NOTKYK
HGQKJVXUJ[IZY08:00-21:30.
$No. S33, The Bund, TESCO, No. 888,
Shanghai Dao, Binhai New Area
滨海新区上海道888号外滩乐购S33号
7+86 22 5981 2667
:maky.com.cn

Libraries

Language Schools

H )GXK/TZKXTGZOUTGR2GTM[GMK
P :XGOTOTMӛ੶ص׀Зڵ

N :OGTPOT-URJKT)URRGX:XGTYRGZOUT
K )KTZKX
J /TZKXTGZOUTGR9INUURUL:OGTPOT
N ࡒםক࡛۪ڏޱՆԙ֡ଢ଼ߜ

RESTAURANTS

1[OTUOймڂࣂݪޯݺ
+^VKXOKTIKG[TOW[KJOTOTM
K^VKXOKTIKOTGR[^[XOU[YKRKMGTZ
GZSUYVNKXK]OZNZUVIRGYYYKX\OIK
10:30-00:00 (Next to KFC).
$King Buyer Shopping Mall,
No. 32, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街32号
鸿泰仟佰汇商业广场(肯德基旁)
7+86 22 6529 8581
8KTMG_G䎲࣋؞
/TJ[RMK_U[XZGYZKH[JY]OZN
G[ZNKTZOI0GVGTKYKI[OYOTK Y[YNO
,OTOYNOZ[V]OZNYGQK11:00-13:30; 17:0021:30.
$ (Next to Friendship Store) No. 19,
Huanghai Lu, TEDA
开发区黄海路19号(友谊名都旁)
7+86 22 2532 4574
9KOZGXU מଏࣂݪޯݺ
9G\U[XG]OJKYKRKIZOUTULYVKIOGROZOKY
OTIR[JOTMGY[YNOIU[TZKXOTG
ZXGJOZOUTGR0GVGTKYKJªIUXYKZZOTM
11:30-14:00; 17:30-21:30.
$Century Village, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街世纪新村
7+86 22 6529 9522
:UQ[MG]Gࣂݪޯݺٔڳ
5VKTKJOTZNKXKYZG[XGTZYZORR
SGOTZGOTYOZYHKG[Z_GTJW[GROZ_?U[
IGTZX_GN[MK\GXOKZ_ULY[YNOGTJ
YGYNOSO10:00-14:30, 16:30-22:00.
$ No. 34, 1st Avenue, TEDA
开发区第一大街34号
7+86 22 2528 0807
=[-[л㴖ࣂݪޯݺ
:XGJOZOUTGR0GVGTKYKLUUJLGSU[Y
LUXOZYHRUYYUSYZUTKVGIQGMKLXKYN
YGYNOSOGTJYZKGSKJOZKSY11:0020:30.
$1F, No.29 Shishang Dong Lu, TEDA
开发区时尚东路29号1层
7+86 22 5985 7141
(GO_O:KVVGT_GQOࣨ▁ଭ߂䏝
5TKULZNKHKYZINUOIKYLUX
:KVVGT_GQOOT:+*'10:00-22:00.
$No. 2-1-6, King Buyer Shopping Mall, No.
32, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街32号
鸿泰仟佰汇商业广场2-1-6号
7+86 22 6629 5488

D
L Dongli

B
S Baoshui

J
H Jinghai

(KTK/ZGROGT1OZINKTࣀ⼽לڿӮԵ
'[ZNKTZOISUJKXT/ZGROGTI[OYOTK:NK
SKT[HUGYZYYOMTGZ[XKVO``GYGY]KRR
GYGLOTKYKRKIZOUTULVGYZGYLXKYN
YKGLUUJGTJMXORRKJJOYNKY17:30-22:30.
$2F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel, No. 50,
2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街50号
天津滨海喜来登酒店2层
7+86 22 6528 8888 ext. 6230/6232

,KGYZȈ5[X9OMTGZ[XK8KYZG[XGTZ
ࣷㄚߗ٨Ե
9OMTGZ[XKGRRJG_JOTOTMXKYZG[XGTZ
LKGZ[XOTMGZGVKYZX_ULHXOMNZJªIUX
GTJI[ROTGX_JKROMNZYLXUSGXU[TJ
ZNK]UXRJ06:00-00:00.
$1F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel, No. 50,
2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街50号
天津滨海喜来登酒店1层
7+86 22 6528 8888 ext. 6210
9GRYG)N[XXGYIUٝੋ䏝䏚Ե
11:30-14:00; 17:30-22:00.
$11F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin No. 86,
1st Avenue, TEDA
开发区第一大街86号
天津滨海假日酒店11层
7+86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2740
+RKSKTZYҪॹੋԵ
+TPU_OTZKXTGZOUTGRI[OYOTKGZZNOYGRR
JG_XKYZG[XGTZ]OZNU[X]OJKXGTMOTM
¡RGIGXZKSKT[UXY[SVZ[U[YH[LLKZ
YKRKIZOUT06:30-23:00.
$1F Hilton Tianjin Eco-City, No. 82 Dong
Man Zhong Lu, Sino-Singapore Eco-City,
Tianjin
天津市滨海新区中新生态城动漫中路82
号 天津生态城世茂希尔顿酒店一层
7 +86 22 5999 8888 ext.8133
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Spa & Massage
6USUJUXU/ZGROGT8KYZG[XGTZ
س䠒咀לڿӮԵڏࡒםՆԙڂ
$2-01 Binhai Sky Fashion Boulevard,
(north side of Holiday Inn Express) Teda
天津滨海新区滨海时尚天街2-01
智选假日酒店北侧ͫ近迪卡侬
7+86 22 5999 9191, 189 2021 8583
2G9KOTKણঈ࠽ࡄ֡Ե
$Binhai Sky Fashion Boulevard, No.202, TEDA Fashion Square, Binhai New
District. (Near the Decathlon movement
supermarket)
滨海新区泰达时尚广场滨海时尚天街
2-02(迪卡侬运动超市旁)
7+86 22 5988 6665

Coffee Shops
9ZGXH[IQY)ULLKKޅٝҰչ⭘
$C102, Juchuan Jin Hai’an Building, No.
453, Jiefang Lu, Tanggu District
塘沽区解放路453号巨川金海岸商界C102
7+86 22 2589 3409
$1F, Tianjin Friendship Mingdu Store, No.
19, Huanghai Road, TEDA
开发区黄海路19号
天津友谊商厦名都店一层
7+86 22 6620 1781
:YZGXH[IQYIUSIT

Bars & Discos

.GVV_9UNU2O\K3[YOI *GTIK(GX
欢乐苏荷酒吧
2O\K,OROVOTUHGTJ]OZNNUZ8[YYOGT
JGTIKMOXRY20:00-02:00.
$(Opposite of Central Hotel) No. 16,
Fortune Plaza, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街财富星座16号
(中心酒店对面)
7+86 22 2532 2078
<2U[TMK
']UTJKXL[RVRGIKZU[T]OTJGLZKX
]UXQZUYZXKZINU[ZGLZKXJOTTKXUX
P[YZINORR
$No. 2-07, Binhai Sky Fashion Boulevard,
Aoyun Lu, Binhai New Area
滨海新区奥运路滨海时尚天街2-07号
(近泰达足球场)
7 +86 22 5985 9988

KTV
+GYZKXT6KGXR
东方之珠 Ｋ Ｔ Ｖ
'TOJKGR\KT[KLUXVKUVRKZUXKRG^
GTJYOTM10:00-05:30.
$No. 507, Jiefang Lu, Tanggu District
塘沽区解放路507号
7+86 22 2586 2222
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9NKXGZUT9NOTK9VG
ࣦ֓䎡悿ࠫ࣠
$3F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel, No.50,
2nd Avenue, Binhai New Area
开发区第二大街50号
天津滨海喜来登酒店3层
7+86 22 6528 8888 ext. 6021
:U[IN9VG
;RZOSGZKXKRG^GZOUTOTGYUUZNOTM
GZSUYVNKXK06:00-23:00.
$2F, Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel &
Convention Centre, No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街29号
天津万丽泰达酒店及会议中心
7 +86 22 6570 9504

APARTMENTs / RECREATION / SERVICES / SHOPPING / SPORTS

Hotels
★★★★★

8KTGOYYGTIK:OGTPOT:+*'
)UT\KTZOUT)KTZXK.UZKR
ࡒםЄ▢ࡋଖڂՂѪЗڵ
.GYKGXTKJGXKV[ZGZOUTGSUTM
IUTLKXKTIKJKRKMGZKYGTJH[YOTKYY
ZXG\KRRKXYLUXOZYJOYZOTIZO\KRK\KRUL
R[^[X_GTJGXZL[RHRKTJUL+GYZKXT
GTJ=KYZKXTNUYVOZGROZ_
$No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街29号
7 +86 22 6621 8888

Hospitals

8GLLRKY3KJOIGR:OGTPOT:+*')ROTOI
:NK)ROTOIULLKXYULLKXLGSOR_
VN_YOIOGTYZNGZYVKGQ+TMROYN
)NOTKYK0GVGTKYKGTJ,XKTINOTUXJKX
ZUIGZKXLUXZNKJO\KXYKSGQK[VULZNK
:+*'IUSS[TOZ_
$ 102-C2 MSD, No.79 1st Avenue, TEDA
Binhai Area, Tianjin 300457
天津经济技术开发区第一大街79号泰达
MSD-C区C2座102室, 300457
7+86 22 65377616
:+*'.UYVOZGR
泰达医院
'YOYZKXNUYVOZGRZU:/).]OZN
SUJKXTNKGRZNIGXKLGIOROZOKYGTJG
NOMNR_W[GROLOKJZKGSULK^VKXZYZU
ZGQKIGXKUL_U[GTJ_U[XLGSOR_
$No. 65, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街65号
7+86 22 6520 2000
:tedahospital.com.cn
:+*'/TZKXTGZOUTGR)GXJOU\GYI[RGX
.UYVOZGR
泰达国际心血管病医院
'TOTZKXTGZOUTGRXKLKXXGRNUYVOZGRLUX
GRRNKGXZGORSKTZY]OZNSUJKXTNKGRZN
IGXKLGIOROZOKYYGTOZGX_KT\OXUTSKTZ
GTJG]KRRW[GROLOKJZKGSULK^VKXZY
$No. 61, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街61号
7+86 22 6520 8888
:tedaich.com

Drycleaning & Laundries
)'92G[TJX_ষ֡)'9֡ଢ଼ڂࡏٳ
'T'SKXOIGTJX_IRKGTOTMLXGTINOYK
09:00-19:00.
$(Behind Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel)
Fada Jie, TEDA 开发区发达街
7+86 22 6621 6367

9NKXGZUT:OGTPOT(OTNGO.UZKR
ࣦ֓ࡢࢄࡒםଖڂ
/JKGRR_RUIGZKJOTZNKNKGXZUL
(OTNGO4K]'XKG,KGZ[XOTM
M[KYZXUUSYGTJY[OZKYULLKXOTMG
XGTMKULIUSVXKNKTYO\KLGIOROZOKY
GTJK^KSVRGX_YKX\OIKIUSLUXZGTJ
IUT\KTOKTIKLUXH[Y_ZXG\KRKXY
$No. 50, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街50号
7+86 22 6528 8888
:sheraton.com/tianjinbinhai

./2:54:/'40/4+)5)/:?
࣏ࡒם㓆ּЌਆ٤صଖڂ
$No. 82 Dong Man Zhong Lu,SinoSingapore Eco-City, Tianjin, P.R. China 300467
滨海新区中新生态城动漫中路82号
7+86 22 5999 8888

:OGTPOT-URJOT3KZXUVUROZGT6URU
)R[Hࢺࡒםн֡ଢ଼பࣁѪ
'R[^[X_XKYUXZJKYZOTGZOUTNUZKR]OZN
GVXKYZOMOU[YSKSHKXYUTR_VURU
IR[HZ]UOTZKXTGZOUTGRYZGTJGXJVURU
LOKRJYGIUR[STLXKK-XGTJ(GRRXUUS
GTJXKYZG[XGTZYGTJHGXY
$No.16, Hai Tai Hua Ke Jiu Lu, Bin Hai Gao
Xin Qu, Tianjin
天津滨海高新区海泰华科九路16号
7+ 86 22 8372 8888
:]]]SKZXUVUROZGTVURUIR[HIUS

.UROJG_/TT:OGTPOT(OTNGO
ࡢࢄࡒםҜݺଖڂ
2UIGZKJOTZNK\KX_NKGXZULZNK
H[YOTKYYJOYZXOIZSGQKYOZGTOJKGR
INUOIKLUXSUJKXTH[YOTKYYZXG\KRRKXY
$ No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
开发区第一大街86号
7+86 22 6628 3388
: HolidayInn.com

Libraries
:OGTPOT(OTNGO2OHXGX_
ݰࡢࢄࡒםԙݧԖЗ֢ڵЯ
Monday: 14:00-18:00; Tue-Sun: 10:00-18:00
$No. 347 Xusheng Road, Binhai Central
Business District
滨海新区中心商务区旭升路347号
:+*'2OHXGX_ࡋ֢Я
09:00-22:00.
$No. 21, Hongda Jie, TEDA
开发区宏达街21号
7+86 22 2520 3100
:tedala.gov.cn

Parks
:NK=KYZOT)NGTMHGOYNGT8KYUXZ
9NKXGZUT)NGTMHGOYNGT8KYUXZ
େًࣧЄݯ㾗څҜଖڂ
େًࣧЄࣦ֓څҜଖڂ
$ No.333 & No.369 Baiyun Road,
Changbaishan International Resort, Fusong
County, Jilin Province
中国吉林省抚松县长白山国际度假区白
云路333/369号
7+86 439 6986999,
+86 439 6986888

Apartments

:+*':OGTPOTȈ3GXXOUZZ+^KI[ZO\K
'VGXZSKTZY
ࡋࡒםЄઋਸ਼ݛҷ
$29 Second Avenue TEDA, Tianjin
天津经济技术开发区第二大街29号
7+86 22 6621 8888

,XGYKX6RGIK(OTNGO:OGTPOT
ࡋ܆ࡒםষѯ恁ࣷⴠ֡ଢ଼ҷ
$Block 6/7,Quincy Park, No.21 Bei Hai East
Road, TEDA,Tianjin,China
天津市开发区北海东路21号昆西园6/7号楼
7+86 22 5988 1999
(reservations.binhai-tianjin@
frasershospitality.com

2IÀFH6SDFH

(OTNGO'OXIXGLZ)GXXOKX:NKSK6GXQ
ࢄࡢৰࠟОஙҷⳓ
'SOROZGX_ZNKSKVGXQLKGZ[XOTMGRR
YUXZYULGJ\KTZ[XK09:00-17:00.
$No. 269 Tianjin Binhai New Area, Hanbeilu
天津市滨海新区汉北路269号
7+86 22 67288899
:www.binhaipark.cn

Education
:OGTPOT:+*'3GVRK2KGL
/TZKXTGZOUTGR9INUUR
ࡋࡒם㭣֡ଢ଼ߜ
')NOTKYKLOXSZNGZI[XXKTZR_
UVKXGZKYYINUURYOT)NOTG
KTXURROTMSUXKZNGTYZ[JKTZY
]NOINVXU\OJKYW[GROZ_KJ[IGZOUTGR
VXUMXGSYH_HRKTJOTMZNKHKYZUL
+GYZGTJ=KYZKJ[IGZOUTGRVXGIZOIKY
$No. 71, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街71号
7+86 22 6622 6088
:tianjin.mapleleaf.net.cn

:+*'/TZKXTGZOUTGR9INUUR
ࡋ֡ଢ଼ߜ
+YZGHROYNKJOTH_ZNK
MU\KXTOTMHUJ_UL:OGTPOT+IUTUSOI
*K\KRUVSKTZ'XKGZUVXU\OJK]UXRJ
IRGYYKJ[IGZOUTLUXINORJXKTXKYOJOTM
OTZNK(OTNGO:+*'XKMOUT
$ No. 72, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街72号
7+86 22 6622 6158
: Tedais.org

Exhibition Centres
:+*'39*
ࡋ39*
$6F, TEDA MSD-C1,No.79, First Avenue,
TEDA, Tianjin, China.
天津经济技术开发区第一大街79号
泰达MSD-C1座6层
7400-668-1066

:OGTPOT(OTNGO/TZKXTGZOUTGR
)UT\KTZOUT +^NOHOZOUT)KTZXK
֡ࡢࢄࡒםଢ଼ѪىЗڵ
5XMGTOYKYGTJ[TJKXZGQKY
OTZKXTGZOUTGRGTJJUSKYZOIK^NOHOZOUT
VXUMXGSSKY
$5th Avenue, TEDA 开发区第五大街
7+86 22 6530 2888
:bicec.com.cn

BINHAI AREA, TEDA & TANGGU

Department Stores &
Shopping Malls
'+543GRRࠬހ㰺ШּકࢢЗڵ
'YNUVVOTMSGRR]OZN\GXOU[YYNUVY
XKYZG[XGTZYGTJKTZKXZGOTSKTZ
LGIOROZOKY
$No.29 ShiShangDong Lu, TEDA
开发区时尚东路29号
7+86 22 5985 7000
1OTM([_KX9NUVVOTM3GRR
渇ࡋ☍♱Ў֪ٹ
$No. 32, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第三大街32号
7+86 22 6622 0886
:+*',XOKTJYNOV*KVGXZSKTZ9ZUXK
ࡋՃ崋⧭
.U[YKYGXGTMKUL]UXRJLGSU[Y
R[^[X_HXGTJY
$The junction of Huanghai Lu and
2nd Avenue, TEDA
开发区第二大街与黄海路交口

Supermarkets
0;9)5:+*'҃Ќؙ
0GVGTKYKY[VKXSGXQKZ]NKXK_U[
IGTH[_((7GTJUZNKXVXUJ[IZYGZG
IUSVKZOZO\KVXOIK10:00-22:00.
$1-2F, No. 29 Shishang Dong Lu, TEDA
开发区时尚东路29号1-2层
7+86 22 5986 1088

Golf Clubs
:OGTPOT=GXTKX/TZKXTGZOUTGR-URL
)R[Hࡒםԡঈள⛡ןصШ
NURKIU[XYK]OZN]OJKLGOX]G_Y
8KYKX\GZOUTOYXKIUSSKTJKJLUX
\OYOZUXY06:30-17:30.
$No. 1, Nanhai Lu, TEDA 开发区南海路1号
7+86 22 2532 6009
:warnergolfclub.com
+IU)OZ_/TZKXTGZOUTGR)U[TZX_)R[H
࣏㓆ּ֡ଢ଼Ю⛡Ш
9ZXGZKMOIGRR_RUIGZKJ]OZNOTZNK9OTU
9OTMGVUXK:OGTPOT+IU)OZ_+)/))OY
NUSKZUGTNURKINGSVOUTYNOV
MURLIU[XYKJKYOMTKJH_]UXRJ
XKTU]TKJ:XOVV*G\OY
$No. 5681, Zhongxin Road, South YingCheng Island, Tianjin Eco-City, 300480 China
生态城中新大道5681号（营城湖南岛）
7+86 22 6720 1818

Outdoor Clubs
:OGTPOT,XKKZXKQ5[ZJUUX9VUXZY
)R[H
ࡒם১࣒ਸ਼⛡טېШ
5LLKXYI[YZUSOYKJZXKQQOTMZU[XY
ZXOVYZULGTZGYZOIVRGIKYOT)NOTGGTJ
]KKQKTJZXOVYZUGXKGYY[XXU[TJOTM
:OGTPOT'RYUULLKXYKW[OVSKTZGTJ
IRUZNOTMLUXZXKQQOTM09:00-20:00.
$No. 1038, Jintang Gong Lu, Tanggu
District 塘沽区津塘公路1038号
7+86 22 2582 9366
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Popular Destinations of Manzhouli

Manzhouli
Explore the Exotic Hidden Destination
By Nicole Jackson
    Ȕ▲٫▲૨ȕФ⩾ଲИԢࢁ֪ͫםЇВ૨Њ૨ЇВ૨௷ٷףͫһգ
٫Ԉдֽךڮ١ङՇي澞ߧײ҂۩И֢߂םङஏ૨Սُ֨քୌ;▲ؔ
ީࢠࡳୌ澞ࢠࡳୌީंշѰાض١їङӄՎਘ࡞ԚफԿ١չӄ
Վਘ࡞ԚઋӦԥӧ١ͫީИ֢߂םङஏ૨Սُ澞ࢠࡳୌ١ѹйӄՎշѰ
ાםضԽङԘୂͫБ҉םҽ؍㈓澝ԧ䋚շѰ澝ЛՎ֢澝ԘݎҐ
ৢ֪ڢ଼ͫ৻ގыՍंךЗࡇͫۨুޕ壝ՠдИҐІ֢ͫەੴઉО
ȔБоФॶȕ澞
     ࢠࡳୌԽ०Ȕமԏࡱ٢ࠀܞȕͫધ۞Ȕޟधङࡡࡊȕ澞֜ٶБ
ࢎ૨ङғڏ৲ڱҐધդȔࢠࡳୌоȕͫઠۨࡎધՊۨдȔࢠࡳୌȕ澞
ୌङްࢵளٯЙئ澞ߧײ҂ثױۏ帢߄ޣҽૠͫ▲ؔЉ୪ଋИҐл
١帢ޣԚ澞થ帢ޣԚѹймଳ੪ङͫףـИҐଆিޒ澞帢ޣԚӣОИސ
ЊҐސДЗୂӣ澞帢ޣԚИ▲ސҋગ߄帢߆ԇ澝࣒ޓ澝Щ澝
սيॐ澝帢䁽ળչ֢எ壝ৈঈԅਈؚͫՕљ۟ՉӱࡼԼङИҐ
ކԗс壝ङࣔ࠺㾇֠澞֨ߧײୌЉଋ䣝ͫՕљԾ࠵੧੪澞ИҐ帢࠵੧
੪ҭࢠҐৢەގલͫߛޮכୌͫՕљࠫӱॿઢਢङଛыްכ澞࠴ޞ੪
Їࢰେͫࣄࣄ㥘㥘ͫՇ䬐ऴङҐৢގыৌ傽Љ্ͫѕћ֨࠴ࢨ࠵ͫ
ײգ㒟㒏йਘش؟ஓ澞৲ثйИؚ֢৲ઈͫ߄▲य़૯֢ڑהѕЯङ۟
澞ࢠࡳୌङ߶ڏۅںউФ▲〒䮠؝ѹйࢠࡳୌ١ӲࢵȍȍБٌ࣒ࠛ
ⴃӄङֶٌشЇͫީ▲ڇএ㬘澝୍ٻ澝ӁணङւࣔڔࠀͫЭީதޓ
Ұ澝ࠬ〒ڔ䮠ঈԅਈй▲ѽङՠ֫ۅௗ澞ࢮ૱ۨڏ֫ٺףйٶ
߃澞֫ٺӄङࢮ૱ٶީףङޙӲ嘜ࡖߑ૱ͫףЈவङީٶਲ
৻Ӳଭङ澞ࡃБПٶ֨٭幎ӹਲ৻ਿގॠନࢠࡳୌͫޞЫ
ֱङࢮ૱֨ީؼ怾ࢮ૱ږ࣓ףЈӟ֢ङ澞ࢠࡳୌଐ߄ךڮқ▲ڱ
Фͫהலڭ՟ѹؚъਘՇ࣫澞

M

anzhouli is a sub-prefecture city located in the Inner Mongolia
region of China. It is China’s busiest point of entry close to
Russian border. Manzhouli means luxuriant spring water,
and this beautiful city justifies its name with serene beauty and
exotic Russian culture. The urban town, extended further towards
the northeast side of Inner Mongolia, has got the perfect mix of the 3
countries - China, Mongolia, and Russia. By lexicon, it is a Russian name
and a developed settlement area around Manchzhuriya Railway Station,
one of the offbeat tourist destinations in China. Manzhouli shares its
borders with Hulun Lake in the south, Xinganling in the east, Russia in
the north and Mongolia in the west. The calm nature and the renowned
hospitality of Mongolian people make Manzhouli a genuinely charming
city with unique traits.

The Sino Russian Border Cross
The Sino Russian Border cross popularly known as Guo
Men is the national gate located approximately 9km west
of the city centre. In 2008 the 5th Guo Man built it, and it
also has a small museum inside that showcases history of
the border cross. To get a clear view of the border cross,
view it from the top of Guo Men. The entrance fee is RMB
80 and people can go there by taxi.

Dalia Hu
Dali Hu, also popularly known
as Hulun Hu, is a massive lake
located 36km south of the
city. It is China’s 5th largest lake
that is a habitat for some of
the rare bird species. Expect in
winter the lake offers boating,
fishing, and swimming to
its visitors. Admissions costs
¥20 for every person with
an additional ¥10 for taxi
entrance.

Sino-Russian
Trade Market
Sino-Russian market or Zhonge
Hushi Maoyi Qu is a trading
zone located between the
Manzhouli city in China and the
other border city Zabaikalsk
in Russia. The trade area has
many zones like financial,
free trade, warehouse, tarifffree, processing and industrial
sectors. It is a free entrance
area, and you can easily get to
the zone by taxi.
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Manzhouli Locomotive
Square
Manzhouli Locomotive Square opened
for public in 2004 and is another
popular attraction located towards the
west of Guo Men. The old locomotive
was built by the Japanese way back
in the 1940s. You can see the train
engine 1861 displayed in the square as
a commemoration to honor carrying
of legendary Chairman Mao to Russia,
boasting the glory of the yesteryears. It
is indeed one of the significant historical
evidences, which can give goosebumps. Entrance is free and it is open
throughout the year. You can reach by
taxi from Guo Men.

The Combination of
Three Cultures
Manzhouli is an ancient port city that
possesses unique cultural characterizes
and it sits on the edge of Russia, China,
and Mongolia. The city, popularly known
as the Window of Asia or the Manchuria,
is one of the top 5A level scenic spots
of China. However, the purpose of the
city's tourist region doesn’t limit to the
beautiful places; it also has successfully
established a unique tourism pattern.
Once you are in Manzhouli, you will
not require any filters to click amazing
pictures as nature itself comes with
naturally beautiful filters.

Russia Taowa Square
It is a paradise of Russian Matryoshka
Dolls, spread halfway between the
border entry point and city centre.
The Taowa opened for public in
2006, boasting of a giant 30-meter
Russian doll surrounded by a cluster
of more than 200 different coloured
toys, each depicting various nations,
thus becoming a k aleidoscopic
treat for tourists. The giant doll has
a Russian restaurant inside and also
a performance theater for cultural
activities. A variety of daily cultural
activities render the square a vibrant
entertainment centre. The Russian
Matryoshka Doll is the largest one in
the world and found its place in the
Guinness book of world record. The
square is open throughout the year,
and entrance is free. The Matryoshka
Theme Scenic Spot is the only large
integrated tourist spot that has
the theme of Matryoshka. It fully
compliments the traditional Russian
handmade nesting dolls.
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Roraima
Adventures in Venezuela
By Evelyn Rubenstein
ٵষ֡࣬ҰݯԇٖࣗҀ؛ӱҀг▁ԇࣗ࢜ͧգՑ澦ஞࣁࢺه澧澞࢜З૩г▁Ѹাъո▁Жس؆Ъְ
ஞਸ਼ࣩهۑԽԦষݴਸ਼ͧޣդӰгׂࣹࣩ֩ם䌇١ࣩݜж澞ऀԇࣩࣗ࢜ަՃ▁ؓѪޣդӰࣩ䌇١ոࣩٙל
ٴً֩ے㣯ͧۀँࣩҥߞ▁ׂםފ澞ؗଢ଼Іͧԇࣗ࢜ЗࣩԼֹފػԦষӃࣆࣩۿઢபً澞
     ઢபًͧੋࣀ࢟੶Ҁ3UTZK 8UXGOSGͧڿН͵Ȑ࠽ࡗࣩࠟщȑͧ؈ފԦষࡔԗ٦ԩઢபًࣩޣளِͧ
Ѹиٝੋ澝Ӄࣆۿո֨нଊЅ֡рࣙچ▁ފͧדপ暃㈡澝ً֩ࢩߦֶࣩٴ澞
     ઢபًࣩ֧ےԩרப֡؞ҷⳓѸиԦষࡔӃࣆࢼࣩۿӮٕ࣋صАளԼͧ؈ފӃࣆۿॕз؞֡לҷⳓͧ
ЬފЌࣙॕҸ؞֡לҷⳓ澞暃㈡ࣩ㕱ّոள५ࣩ䌇١ͧ߄ۉгԩרப֡؞ҷⳓࣩࢮࢤޑ澞ԩרப֡؞ҷ
ⳓӃӢ١अٹ晅ࣩ䏣٪षߚਊԼ澞֧ف䉦ࡹࣩ䀀ࡌ֩І֥ͧ⺘ࣼت剘࠸ͧߚެ࣏େ澞ԩרபҷⳓࣩԇࢢݤଞਬ
ٶЈͧימѷߞי㓬ԜӢूӞ澞
    ،નص䌇١ਦાиӃࣆۿЉ֨нଊࣩளԼד߆ؤ澞؈ѸиԦষࡔӃࣆࢼۿӮࣩٕ࣋֨صнଊளԼͧԩ
ࡗݖ࠽ؾЍѯ࠽І澞،નص䌇١ފЌࣙІਙࣩٚלޣ䌇١ͧЍѯ࠽ࠫёٴளԼސࢤ۠ѣًࣩ暃ࣻ䀳ুЇͧӘ
ЦޭՂ暃ّ澞ऀ䌇١դͧҁՔјӰЏ߆ЗԽҞૢરݴਸ਼ͧ੧ୋԬॕ،ਙͧгԬॕ،ъܣஷ䖿ࢱࣩԼ࣏
ࡕ澞ૠଛיڭޥफъسஞӞलͧՔјЪஞӸکડ澞
     ӃࣆۀࣩלޣۿՈࠩފҗغͧڅ݂ࠧͨࡴ֭ࠩٴٵͧװҾފநԅۿԅڰͧݯӮиSࣩٗࡢ
ޏݾͧ܄⡸䔥ͧஂٮ૯՟كѺ澞Ӄܱݴࣩװޣۿਸ਼֧ފݿԜзޤ২Ѕޤ澞юݴࣩٵਸ਼ਗ਼ӥ࠻ؓЇͺપॻ
ׂ۬ם䌇١ӦҴݺसի͜

Conclusion
With so many peculiar things, the
interesting aspect of the city is the
Russian culture that rules the town.
You can find a large number of
Russian restaurants, cafes, bars and
everything that has a Russian flavour
to it. Manzhouli is also home to a lot
of interesting statues all around the
town which gives a photographic
treat of memorabilia. Take a week
off from your daily routine and visit
Manzhouli to indulge yourself in
a Russian inspired backdrop – a
Russian city within China.

Mount Roraima
, Venezuela in
the Disney mo
vie, Up!
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S

outh America is full of wonderful travel gems. This continent is rich in natural resources and amazing
sites. Venezuela is a popular destination and if you’re like me, a person who loves to discover off the
beaten paths and less crowded areas, then I have this great travel guide just for you! Roraima is located
in the south eastern part of the country. It’s located close to the borders of Brazil and Guyana. Due to its location,
there are many outdoor activities that adventurous travellers can do and explore alongside.

Places to Visit:
In my travel bucket list, I have a mixture of visiting popular tourist spots, and lesser known areas. Venezuela is often
considered an exotic destination that is perfect for nature loving travellers and those seeking the great outdoors.
Here are some places that I recommend for first time visitors and seasoned travellers:

The gateway to adventures begins in Canaima.
Named as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO,
nature and outdoor lovers will appreciate this park.
It is the second largest national park in Venezuela
and the sixth biggest in the world. The park is
filled with various fauna and flora, in addition to
being surrounded by rock plateaus called tepuis.
A group of indigenous people called the Pemon
Indians reside in this park. Always give respect to
indigenous groups and follow their local customs
and traditions for a more worthwhile experience.
I also suggest that you pack comfortable clothes
that are fit for hiking and outdoors, and a good
pair of shoes that are suitable for trekking.

Angel Falls

Mt. Roraima
Situated on the borders of Venezuela,
Brazil, and Guyana, this mountain
stands at 1,300 ft. or 400 meters
and is the highest of the Pacaraima
Mountains. The mountain served as an
inspiration to the famous novelist Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle’s novel “The Lost
World”. Joining a tour group or guide
is most common when visiting the
mountain. It isn’t an easy climb and it
can take longer than three days for an
inexperienced adventurer. I like a little
bit of challenge, and the view from the
top of the mountains is worth seeing.

The ju
ngle in
Canaim
a Nati
onal P
ark

tional Park
Canaima Na
child
Mother and

If you’ve seen the Disney
movie “Up”, you’d notice that
Paradise Falls is inspired from
Venezuela’s Angel Falls. This is
regarded as being the world’s
tallest waterfall which stands
at 3,212 feet or 979 meters.
In Spanish it is called Salto
Angel or the indigenous
name Kerepakupai-meru. The
waterfall has a deep drop that
makes the water turn into
mist when it hits the bottom.
The falls are also surrounded
with dense jungles and I
recommend that travellers
should not explore the area
by themselves. Located in
the La Gran Sabana region of
Bolivar state, the easiest way
to visit the falls is by airplane.
Once you’ve reached Cainama
camp, visitors can begin their
river trip to the base of the
waterfall.
Cave of the Ghost

When to Visit:
Venezuela has an equatorial climate with different seasons compared to that of countries located in the
Northern Hemisphere. Expect Roraima to have the same temperature and the place to be hot and humid. Always
be prepared for rain. Temperatures will drop and will be relatively cooler when trekking up the mountains. The
best time to visit is during the summer, from December to March. If you’re like me and prefer to explore a country
during off-seasons, then I suggest that you visit during June-August. Venezuela may seem like an intimidating
place to visit, but it’s still a great place to explore and I personally enjoyed the sights that it has to offer. The
breathtaking landscapes are one-of-a-kind and it’s a trip that leaves a lasting impression.
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BEST PHOTOS of 2018
2018 ߂҄ࣁ࣌
Send your fantastic photos in 2018 Շଟࣁ࣌ਙ
photocontest@tianjinplus.com
www.tianjinplus.com/photocontest

1st Prize Winner: Foreign Wine bottle Voucher
2nd Prize Winner: Restaurant Voucher
2018 Bakery store Voucher
International
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